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Administrative Report.

HENRY B. KUMSII.:L, ACTING STATE GEOLOGIST.

The resignation of Professor John C. Smock as State Geol-

ogist, which was presented to the Board of Managers October

3oth, i9oo , was accepted oi1 May 22d following, and took effect

July Ist. Bv resolntion of the Board, the Assistant State Geol-

ogist was placed in charge of the work of the Survey' pending

the appointment of a State Geologist. The accompanying re-'

port therefore covers the work done under Mr. Smock's direction

from the beginning of the year to July 1st, and under my direc-
lion from that (late to the close of the year.

The work of the Survey has been along the sanae general lines

as in previous years. Mr. C. C. Vermeule has continued to act

as consulting topographer and has had charge of the tol_graphic

work. Prof. R. D. Salisbury has had charge of the Surface

Geology; Mr. Smart Weller of the paleontological work: Mr.
Lewis \¥oohnan of the artesian well records, and Prof. \Villimn

S. Myers of the chemical work. Prof. Heinrich Ries has been

engaged to prelmre :t report upon the clay, and clay indnstries of

the State. Correspondence, distribution of the publications and

sale of maps, in addition to other administrative duties, have taken

a portion of the time of the Assistant State Geologist. Revision

of manuscript and reading of proof in connection with the Re-

port for I9oo occupied nmch of his time duriug the early part of

the 3,ear. Later the preparation of the exhibit for the Pan-

American Exposition and its installatiou at Buffalo demanded

his attention. From July 6th to October 26th he was engaged
in field work on the Paleozoic formations of the northern part of

the State and on the Cretaceous clays of Middlesex county. Mr.

(xiii)
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l laUichl Smith, general assistant, and Miss Laura Lee, stenog-
rapher, have vixen efficient service.

TOPOGRAPttIC WORK.

T'_c totx_graphic work has been in charge of Mr. C. C. Ver-
mculc, who continue:, to act as Consulting Topographer and En-
gineer _f the Survey. Ite has been assisted by Mr, Peter D.

Staat_ in the field and Mr. J. R. Prince and Mr. William A.
C_wiell in the office.

l)uring the past year the field work of the topographic survey
has included some reviewing and perfecting of the Morristown

aml Atlantic City sheets which were mainly surveyed in the pre-
vi,u.- year. The Trenton sheet, Shark River sheet and east half of
the New Brunswick sheet have been surveyed and some work has
been done upnn the South River and Matawan sheets. The num-

ber of square miles surveyed during the year was 22o, making a
total .f 1,263 square miles of land surface re-surveyed for the
large scale maps up to date.

In the office the following map-sheets were drawn and made
ready for the printer: Amboy (completed), Long Branch, Nave-
sink, Morristown, New York Bay and Atlantic City (except for
the addition of some data from the U. S. Coast Survey). Con-

siderable progress has also beeu made upon the Trenton sheet.
The sheets drawn during the year cover about 24o square miles
of h'md surface.

During the year the following sheets were published: Mount

Holly, \\'oodhury, Taunton, Amboy, Navesink and Long Branch,
making a total of thirteen with those previously issued, and
covering 9o6 square miles of land surface. The following sum-

mary indicate_ the progress of the work upon the new sheets to
date:

Sheets published, 13.
Sheets surveyed and drawn but not published, 3-

Sheets surveyed but not drawn, 2 (complete), 3 (in part).
Miscellaneous work such as furnishing working maps for the

field geologists, the preparation of illustrations for the Annual
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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Report, revision of printed maps and reading of proof sheets
have occupied a part of the time of this division of the Survey.

in connection with the exhibit of the Geological Survey at the
Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo a series of large-scale relief
maps or models of parts of the State were made. The prepara-
tion of four of these under the direction of Mr. Vermeule occu-

pied the attention of Messrs. Staats and Coriell until late in June,
and necessitated the cessation of the topographic work proper.
The cost of this work was of course defrayed from the sum

allotted to the Survey by the Pan-American Commissioners and
was not paid from the regular Survey appropriation. In spite,
however, of this interruption, the regular topographic work has

proceeded as rapidly as the funds of the Survey would permit.

SURFACE GEOLOGY.

The work on the Surface Geology has continued under the
charge of Prof. R. D. Salisbury, who was assisted by Mr. G. N.
Knapp and Mr. C. E. Poet. Mr. Salisbury has given the Survey
in all sixty-six days of service. The larger portion of this was
spent in work upon his final report on the Surface Formations of
the northern part of the State. The report is well advanced
towards completion, and the State Board of Printing has ar-
ranged for its publication during the coming year. In connec-
tion with that work it was found necssary to review the field work
over a portion of the area described. Mr. Salisbury spent a few

days in this work, and later Mr. Poet gave several weeks to it.
The result of this review has been to increase greatly our knowl-

edge of the stages in the retreat of the ice-sheet across north-
eastern New Jersey.

In the southern half of the State the interpretation and map-

ping of eertain formations was questioned by geologists who had
examined similar formations in adjoining States to the south.
Mr. Salisbury, therefore, spent some time in the field in re-
examining these problems, and toward the ' close of the year he
was assisted in this work by Mr. Knapp.

The cartographic representation of the results of study on the
Surface Formations has been the subject of much consideration.
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Several phil1> ha_e been prolx)sed and rejected. A start was

naade several years ago by the publication of a map of tile glacial

formations of the upper Passaic valley, using sheet 6 of the older

series ,f maps as a base. This map accompanied the Annual
Report for 1894 and was distributed with that volume. The

results, hmvever were not altogether satisfactory, and no further

sheets were i.-:,ued. It has been contemplated that the new large-

scale maps w.uhl be used as a base for the geologic maps. In

acc.rdance with this plan four sheets are in preparation for the

printer, i. e., New, ark, Jersey City, Camden and Woodbury, and

they x_ill be published as rapidly as the necessary funds can be

obtained. Each map will be accompanied by' a brief descriptive

Immphlet explanatn D' of the map and of the formations repre-

sented. 3It. Salisbury and Mr. Knapp have eacb given a part of

their time Ix_th in the field and office to the preparation of these
sheets.

Mr. Knapp has rendered service to the Survey for about one
hundred and fifty days during the year. Two-thirds of this has

Ireen _flice work, compiling data fronl his field notes of previons

years, and preparing permanent office copies of his field-maps.

Ifis fiehl work has already been alluded to.

Mr. Peet has spent fifty-nine days in the service of the Survey,
forty-three days in the field, the remainder in office work. Under

Mr. Salisbury's direction he has reviewed some of the glacial
phenomena in Bergen and Passaic counties. His office work has

been limited to the compilation of this data.

PALEONTOLOGY.

The paleontological work has continued ha charge of Dr. Smart
\Veller, who has retadered service for a total of one bundred and

twelve days. All but twenty-three days of tbis represent office

work in the preparation of his report of progress published in the

last Annual Report and in the stndy and description of the fossils

already collected by him. The final results of this study are not

yet ready for publication, but preliminary papers have been pub-

lished in the Annual Reports of I889 and 19oo.
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During July, August and September Dr. Weller was relieved of

his work for the State Survey in order that he might take charge
of the paleontological work in the part)' of the Assistant to the

Director of the United States Geological Survey in Northern

Montana. He returned to New Jersey, however, the first of Oc-

tober and spent most of. that lnonth in the field in the Green Pond
mouutaiu region, wbcre sufficient fossils were collected to

determlue the geological age of tbese formations. Supple-

mentary collections were also made from the Trenton limestone

formation near Blairstown, and valuable data obtained which

throw umch light upon the succession of the faunas inhabiting
the ancient seas in which these limestones were formed.

PALEOZOIC FORMATIONS.

The work on the stratigraphy of the Paleozoic formations in

tbe northern part of the State has continued in nay charge. Dur-

ing the earlier part of the ),ear a large part of.nay time was spent

in the preparation of the report upon the Cement Rocks of the

State, which was punished in the Annual Report for 19oo. Dur-

ing July and August work was continued upon the earlier Paleo-

zoic formatious, particularly those occupying the narrow valleys

within the Highlauds. The same differentiations are possible

here as prevail in the wider belt of these rocks in the Kittatinny

valley. Duriug October the formations in tbe Green Pond moun-

tain region were studied in company with Dr. \Veller, their areal

distributiou umpped and their structural relations determined.

A report upon this area has been prepared and is punished in this
vohune.

The field work upon the Paleozoic formations of the State has

now been practically completed aud their limits lnapped. Con-

siderable office work remains to be done in compiling the data

thus collected, 1)reparing permanent maps and writing a full re-

port upon these formatious. Some of this work has already been

done. and it will be continued as rapidly as admiuistrative and

other duties may permit.
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CLAY AND CLAY INDUSTRIES.

New Jersey is the chief clay-producing State in tl_e Union, the
clay mined and sohl to clay-workers in 19oo being valued at
S,nE,88J, or 25.4 per cent. of the whole for the country; but

thc.e figures do not include tb.e value of the large amount
,,f day mined in the State by those manufactures who own
cl::x hanks and thus supply their own clay in whole or in

part. During the same year the output of clay products
,,f the State had a value of $1o,928,423 , or 11.36 per cent.

.f the whole amount for the country, New Jersey ranking
third .f all the States. Owing to its importance the clay in-
dustry of the State has always received considerable attention

fr.m the Geological Survey. The clay deposits were carefully
discussed by I)r. Cook in the "Geology of New Jersey," 1868;
a special report* was issued in I878 , and for many years was a

standard w_rk, being in great demand not only in New Jersey,
but anmng clay-workers in other States. In the Annual Report
for I88O the results of an elaborate series of fusibility tests of

New Jersey and foreign clays were given, and in the Annual

Reports for I897 and 1898 statistics of the Clay and Brick Indus-
tries of the State were published.

In spite, however, of all that has been done by the Starve), in

the past, it has been felt for some time that a new report upon
the clays was demanded. The development of this industry has
been so great, and the discovery of new clay deposits so
numerous, that the Report of 1878, although still of great value

and in demand, dkl not fairly represent the present state of the

iudust_'. Earl)" in July, therefore, an arrangement was made
with Dr. Heinrich Ries to take up the study of the New Jersey

Clays and the Clay Industry. Dr. Ries has already prepared

reports upon the clays of several States, notably Michigan, New
York, North Carolina and Maryland, and is a recognized

authority in this subject both in this country and abroad. It is
a matter of congratulation, therefore, that the Survey was able

• Relmrt _n the C!ay DLpo its of Woodbridge, South Amboy and Other Places in New

Jersey, 1878,
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to secure his services. Owing to his previous engagements, Dr.

Ries was not able to begin work until September 1st, and could

spend but two weeks in the feld. During this time, however, he

was able to visit practically all of the clay banks of Middlesex

county, and obtained enough samples for lahoratory work dur-

ing tile coming winter. Before the next field season he will also

have visited many 9 f the potteries, brick and tile manufactories

of the State, and will be ready to resume the field work with Ihe

early sunmler.

In addition to the economic and technical phases of the subject

which will be considered by Dr. Ries, the plan contemplates the

discussion of the geological relationships of the clay deposits

and the preparation of maps showing their distribution. This

portion of the work will be under my charge. In accordance

with this plan I spent a portion of the past season in the clay
district in comlxany with Dr. Ries. No statement can be made

at this time of the results of the work already done, for the prepa-

ration of a complete report upon so important an industry as this

is a slow matter, particularly since the Survey must not fall short

of the high standard set by previous reports. The work will be

prosecuted vigorously by both Dr. Ries and myself during the

•coming year.

ARTESIAN WELLS.

Mr. Lewis Woolman has continued the collection of the

artesian-well records and presents these data for the year in his

customary report. The collection of these records by Mr. Wool-

man has continued since I889, and the results have been pub-

lished year by 3'ear, so that the Survey is now in possession of

data from between 1,2oo and L3oo wells from many parts of

the Slate. These have all been indexed upon a card catalogue

during the past year by Miss Lee, so that the record of any well

can be readily found. Frequent inquiries are directed to the Sur-

vey office by persons who contemplate boring wells, respectiug
the depth of water-horizous, the amount of water obtainable and

the nature of the material penetrated. Manv other inquiries also

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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are made to Mr. \Voolman directly. In answering these inquiries

the data already collected are invaluable.

These rec_rds, hmvever, are not evenly distributed over the

State. so that there are regi,ms of which we have very little

knowledge. "l'hi, is in part due to the absence of deep wells in

these regi_ms, and in part t_, the failure of well-drillers and

pr_perty.-owners to furnish the data to the Survey. If all the

l*;red wells were regularly reported, the Survey, would soon be in

possessi_m of data fi_r giving even more accurate information

concerning our _ul)plies _,f underground water than at present.

FORESTRY.

Owing to the lack of an appropriation for this purpose tim Sur-

vey was not able to carry" on any forestry work dnrlng the past
3"ear. The demand for the Report on Forests, published in eou-

neetiou with the Aunual Report for i899 , continues, but is less
active than in the months first succeeding its publication. About

3,3oo copies have so far been distributed to libraries and indi-
viduals.

In the last Annual Report the State Geologist, Prof. J. C.

Smock, said :

"The next work before the Survey in Forestry is to continue

in greater detail the woodland surveys to determine more ac-

curately the nature of the timber trees and their species and the

distribution of these species, and to ascertain what has heen the

l)rol_able determining cause t_f this distribution, particularly as

indicated by geoI,,gic difference of habitat, or by variations in

the comfu_sitiml al_d texture q,f the soil. The snrveys to ascer-

tain the kind _f w_u_d growing _m different soils, the capacity of

production per acre. and the present stand of timber and its value

as a crop. are wanted everywhere. Supplemeutal to this infor-

mation ah_mt present conditions should be practical instructions

hmv to pr,,mc_te the interests _,f land-holders by' planting more

valuable kinds, hv increasing the density of the stand and by

greater care in cutting as well as renewing the stand. Scientific

principles slumld guide in forest management, and the Survey

should he enabled to employ a competent forester whose duty it
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might be to collect facts of the kind referred to above, and to

disseminate this information aud create a public sentinmnt gen-

eralh' and everywhere favorable to forest protection and forest

illll)rovement."
These words are as true now as when written and are repeated

here with emphasis. The Report on Forests was not in any sense

a Final Report. Work should be continued and information

disseminated until a proper appreciation of the present and poten-

tim value of our forest areas prevails among all land-owners.

and the question "Can Forestry methods be made to pay?" is

answered in the affirmative by examples on every' side.

Forest-fires continue to burn over large areas of timber, par-

ticularly in the southern portion of the State. A popular impres-

sion prevails that these forests are of no value, and that the fires,
therefore, cause no material damage. ]t is true that much of the
timber of these burned areas is small and stunted and of small

value at present, but it does not follow from this that these fires

do no damage. In the Report on Forests (page 4o) it was shown

that the yearly increment of value to the forests of the pine-lands

is 25 cents per acre when it is protected from fires, as against

nothfilg when it is not protected. Efficient fire protection means.

therefore, an aggregate animal increase of value of $15o,ooo for

the 6oo,ooo acres of pine forests now most subject to fires. The

money loss, however, is not the only one. \Vith the destruction
of the forest cover, which nmst come in time if the fires continue

unchecked, the pine districts will become a forbidding waste of

shifting sands, blown hither and thither by the wind and piled

into great dunes. The destruction of the forests canuot but

re-act unfavorably also upon the mild winter climate, to which

is due in large measure the popularity of the munerous winter
resorts.

It has been demonstrated that individual owners cannot be

depended upon to stop this loss. for thorough co-operation seems

impossible. There is no inducement for one enterprising land-
owner to improve his forests, when the neglect or carelessness of

another may start a fire and destroy the whole. "Iu the southern

part of the State the ueces'sity of public protection is imperative
if there is to fie any production of lumber in that part of the
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State. '':_ The only efficient system of protection against forest-

tires is one under State control The importance of the great

pine belt as the gathering ground of an abundant water-supply

f_r citic_ of the coast as well as of the interior cannot be neg-
Iccted. \Vith llroper State control these areas will be conserved,

::nd under ei'ficient management the forests themselves will be-

c_Jlne valuable sources of pine and cedar lumber as well as other

material_, and may even in time be self-supporting. The time is

certainl.v ripe for the State of New Jersey to take some decided

_tep in this direction.

DRAINAGE.

The drainage of wet lands of the State has received much

attenti, m in the past from the Board of Managers of the Survey,

and the subject has been discussed in many of the Annual Re-

ports. The problems connected with the draiuage of the

Newark and ttackensack meadows were discussed in great

detail by Mr. C. C. Vermeule in the Ammal Reports for I896

and 1897. That the work of the Survey in these directions has

borne good fruit is shown by steps now being taken by large
capitalists looking to the reclamation of a considerable tract of
these meadows.

.ks a result of the work of the Survey in pointing out the

feasibility of these improvements, and in making known the
necessary physical facts and estimated cost of improvemeut,

there has been a concentration of ownership of the meadow land

into large holdings. The tendency is now strongly towards the

reclamation of these meadows by private ownership and by

municipalities in tracts of from I,OOO to 6,000 acres or more. In

all the steps which have been taken the maps and reports of the

Survey have been constantly consulted, and to the Survey belongs

the credit for having initiated this important work.

No progress has been made in the drainage of the swamp

lauds _+"the Upper Passaic valley. This work has frequently

been referred to in the .\nnnal Reports and the reasons for the

delay full)" set fl_rth. .\t the request of the Governor the matter

* Rc_ort on Forests, 1899, p. IL
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was considered at length by the Board of 2,{anagers early in tile
year, and effort was made to secure additional legislation looking
toward a re-survey of the region and a thorough investigation
of tile engineering problems involved. The effort, however, was

unsuccessful, and nothing was accomplished towards the resump-
tion of work upon this important undertaking.

CHEMICAL WORK.

1)1".William S. Myers has eoutinued his analyses of the waters

of the State, and in a brief paper with a map presents the results
of the work up to the present. The importance of a pure water-

supply for the rapidly increasing population of the State is
rightfully emphasized, as is a.lso the fact that systems of purifi-
cation are at the best poor substitutes for an originally pure and

uncontaminated supply. Attention is also called to the fact that
while the figures published on the map do not represent the

average of a long series of observations, yet they are in all proba-
bility sufficiently close to it for all practical purposes, and any
wide departure of tile eholorine content of a water from the nor-

real of that of the region in question should raise a serious ques-
tion as to its purity.

Du(ing the early part of the year Dr. Myers gave considerable
time to tile analyses of limestones in cotmection with the Report
on Cement Rock, published in the Annual Report for 19oo. The
total chemical work done under his directiou during the year

may be tabulated as follows :

Analyses of 5o limestones, with a total of 264 determinations.
" 42 waters, " " " " 84

" I ore, " " 2
I mineral, " " 4
I clay, " " 9

Analyses of 95 specimens, " " " 363

It is a matter of regret tbat as a result of business changes Dr.

Myers has beeu obliged to give up his Survey work.
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In connection with the work on the clays, l)r. Rics has done a
certain amount of chemical work. hut an exact statement of it is

not l:_)ssihle at this time.

TI[I_ MINING INDUSTRY.

The customary statistics of iron-ore and zinc-ore production

during lhe )'car have linen eollected and the notes on the active

mines prepared. These are given in Part IV.

PAN-:_MERICAN EXPOSITION.

()n .March 19th the Legislature appropriated $25,ooo for the

1)an-.\merican Commissioners. Of this sum $4,500 were

pr()mptly w)ted by the Commission to the State Geologist to

defray the expenses of an exhibit by the Geological Survey in
the Mines Building. Application was at once made for space.

lint owing to the late date at which the application was received

only a small fraction of what was requested could be obtained.

One hundred and seventy-eight square feet were finally allotted

the Survey upon the express condition that the exhibit be shipped

on April Isth--in less than a month.

[_'nder the circumstances it was not possible to make an ex-

tensive display of the mineral resources of the State, nor to add

materially to the collections already in hand. The most that
e(mld he d(me was to select from the collections in the Musemn

suft]cient material to fill the space available and make the best

dislflay p(_ssihle. Mr. F. A. Canfield kindly consented to assume

the resD)nsihility fl)r the exhibit of New Jersey minerals, and

supplemented the Survey's cc>llection with choice specimeus of

his own. It is safe to say that this part of the exhibit was not

surpassed nor even equalled hy that of any other State. A

sylmptic collection of rocks illustrating the various geologic

horiz(ms of the State, specimeals of clay, marl, sand, building

stones, Portland cement rock, zinc, iron, copper-ores, slate and

enameled brick filled t_) overflowing the remaining space avail-
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able for the exhibition of the mineral resources of the State. A

silver medal was awarded for this exhibit.

The excellence of the various topographic, geologic and for-

estry maps have always given New Jersey a pre-eminent place

among the States. It was fitting, therefore, that this feature of

the work of the Survey should receive adequate attention. Seven

relief maps or models were constructed on a large scale to show

the topography and the geology of typical areas. Four of these

are in the northern part and two in the southern part of the State.

They are: (i) The Palisades of the Hudson near Alpine; (2)

The Terminal Moraine west of Hackettstown; (3) The Gravel

Plains south of Newton; (4) The Hamburg Kame Area and

Glacial Delta; (5) The Ogdensburg Drift Embankment; (6)

The Area around Woodbury, Camden county, and (7) The

Monmouth Shore from Sandy Hook to Asbury Park. In addi-

tion to the maps and models typical geographic views were shown

by large glass transparencies placed in the windows, which to-

gether with large framed photographs added greatly to the
attractiveness of the exhibit. The total cost of the models and

transparencies was about 45 per cent. of the total appropriation,

but this expenditure was justified in view of the subsequent edu-

cational value of these in the State Museum. A gold medal--

the highest premium--was awarded the Survey for its display of

maps, models and photographs in the Mines Building, and a silver

medal for its display of forestry maps in the Forestry Building.

The New Jersey Slate Company of Newton made an attractive

display of slate in connection with the Survey exhibit and was

awarded a gold medal. A bronze medal was awarded to Sayre

& Fisher for their display of enameled brick in the Survey space,
so that the State's exhibit in these departments received two

gold medals, two silver medals and a bronze medal.

Upon the close of the Exposition, November 2d, the exhibits

were packed and shipped to Trenton, where they will be added to

the collections in the Museum. Although the minerals and ores of

the Museum were not greatly increased by special collections

made for this Exposition, yet the new relief maps and trans-

parencles wilI prove a most valuable addition to the Museum.

3 OEOL
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The preparation and supervision of the exhibit has demanded a

large allowance of time, which was necessarily takeu from the

regular work of the Survey, but the renewed recognition of merit

won by the Survey and the new material for the Museum have

warranted this expenditure.

MUSEUM.

Early in the year the collections were moved to the room de-

sigaled for them in the newly-completed addition to the State

House. For a time it was necessary to use this room also as the

Survey office, owing to repairs being made in the old quarters,
so that for several months the Museum was closed to the public.

As already noted, it was necessary to draw heavily upon the col-

lections of the Museum for the Survey exhibit at Buffalo. For

all these reasons the Museum has been for the greater portion of

the year in a very incomplete state, but with the return of the col-
lections from Buffalo much can be done towards making the

collections truly representative of the natural resources of the

State. Additional cases are urgently needed in which to display

the great bulk of material now in boxes in the. Survey store-
rooms, while the appearance of the Museum would be greatly

improved and the available space would be greatly increased if

the present antiquated and battered cases conld be replaced by

the type of case in use in modern museums.
The most available additions to the Museum during the year

have been due directly or indirectly to the Pan-American Expo-

sition. The money allotted the Survey was spent with an eye to

obtaining, as far as was consistent with a successful exhibit,

material of most permanent value to the Museum after the Expo-

sition bad closed. The numerous specimens of New Jersey

woods, mentioned in the last Report, were cut and varnished so

as best to display the natural grain. The large relief models dis-

played at Buffalo will add much to the value of the Museum from
an educational point of view. The large glass transpareucies

will also contribute to a better knowledge of the surface features

of the State. New specimens of building stones have been pre-
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pared and suites of specimens illustrating the concentration of
zinc, iron and copper-ores obtained.

Through the kindness and co-operation of the Jersey City
Water-Supply Company large collections of fossil fish were
obtained from the excavations made at the site of their dam at

Boonton. The bulk of the material was collected during the pre-
vious year, but this was supplemented by additional specimens
obtained later, and the whole was removed to the Survey store-
rooms in July. It is intended to have these examined and clas-

sified by an expert paleontologist as soon as possible, and it is
hoped that among the large number of specimens new species,
heretofore undescribed, may be found. When this work has

been completed a part of the collection will be placed in the
Museum and the remainder distributed in accord with the terms

agreed upon with the Water-Supply Company.

LIBRARY.

The Library of the Survey is made up chiefly of reports and
pamphlets received in exchange for its publications. The usual
number of additions have been made from this source during the
year. In addition to these, the Survey is now a subscriber to
several important geological and mining periodicals, and from
time to time purchases important works which are needed for
reference.

The Library now contains about 624 bound volumes, 339 un-
bound volumes of periodicals and reports and 237 pamphlets,

besides about ioo duplicates. These are all catalogued so that
they are easy of reference.

The Library. also contains about 1,4oo engraved map sheets

issued by other Surveys, and about 35° manuscript maps, county

atlases, etc. Nearly all of these have been catalogued so as to
be readily accessible.

In spite, however, of this good showing, there are many gaps

in the Library which ought to be filled. Not infrequently the
investigations of workers on the Survey are seriously hindered
by lack of the necessary books. It is hoped that by small but
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steady accessions by purchase and exchange the most serious of

these gaps can be closed in the course of a few years.

PUBLICATIONS.

The publications of the )'ear have been the Annual Report for

19oo, an 8vn containing xl+ 23I pages, illustrated with three

inset plates and thirty-three fignres in the text. This report was

read)" for distribution in July, and about 2,8oo copies have been

sent out. The exchange list of the Survey contains the names of

346 libraries and other surveys, all the newspapers of the State

and more than 2,3oo individuals. Constant effort is made to

eliminate from the list the names of all persons who do not care

for the rel_*rts, at the same time that care is taken to include

everyone, particularly citizens of the State, who take an intel-

ligent interest in this work. Requests for reports should be ad-

dressed to the State Geologist.

Of the new large-scale maps the following sheets were pub-

lished : Mount Molly, _Vo(,_lburv and Taunton in Marcb ; Amboy

in June; Navesink and Long Branch in August. A copy of each
of these maps when issued was sent to a few libraries and Geo-

lo_cal Surveys in this country and abroad, sixty-three in all, to

the Managers of the Survey and to the various bureaus of the

State. Further distribution is bv sale at the uniform price of

twenty-five cents, which includes the cost of mailing. The price

barely covers the cost of paper, printing and mailing or express

charges.
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The Rocks of the Green Pona Mountain

Region.

By HENRY B. KUMIWF.I. and STUART Wv.:LLER.

(I)
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The Rocks of the Green Pond Mountain Region.

BY HENRY B. KLIMMEL AND STUART WELLER.

In connection with the work upon the Paleozoic formatiolls of

northern New Jersey, the rocks of Green Pond, Copperas,

Kanouse, Bowling Green and Bearfort mountains and of the

associated valleys have beell studied during the past season.
These formations form a narrow belt in Morris and Passaic

counties, extending from near Flanders to the State line, a dis-

tance of thirty miles, and continuing for an equal or greater
distance into New York State. In New Jersey this belt has a
maximmn width of a little more than fotlr miles southwest of

Newfoundland and about two miles at the State line. Near its

sonthern termination its width is less than a mile.

From Flanders northward to the Rockaway river, west of

Port Oram, these formations are represented at the surface by

a series of isolated hills surrounded by thick deposits of stratified

glacial drift, so that the relationships are exceedingly obscure.
Northeastward, however, from the river the ridges are continu-

ous, and although over wide areas, particularly in the valleys,

the glacial drift is thick and exposures are few and far between,

yet it is possible to work out the structure with a reasonable

degree of accuracy.
Pre-gious l,Vork.--Below* are given references to the principal

• Henry n. Rogers. Report on the Geological Survey of the State of New Jersey,
1836, pp. 1_9-t3o.

Henry D. Rogers. Description of the Geology of the State of New Jersey, being a
final report. Philadelphia, 184o, pp. 17t-t_'3.

_:Villiam "_V. Mather. Geology of New York, Pt. I. Albany, 1843, pp. 36_t-363.

George H. Cook. The Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 79-89, 133"134, I43-]44,
z48-I49, _$3_ I63.

D. S. Martin. Proc. Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York, Vol. I, p. 259.

T. Sterry Hunt. Trans. Roy. Soe. Canada, Vol. I, Sec. IV, p. 2Sg. "
John C. Smock. Annual Report of the State Geologist, 1884, pp. 29-$6.
T. Sterry Hunt. Mineral Physiology and Physiography, p. $9z.
it. J. It. Merrill Annnal Report of the gtnte Geologist, 1886. pp. 112-122.
D. S. Martin. Geological Map of New York City and Vicinity, z888.
Chas. S. Prosser. Trans. New York Aead. of Sei., VoL XI, z892, pp. t3z-zSt.

A. F. Foerste. Amer..Tour. of Sc[., 3d Set., Vol. XLVI, pp. 44o'44t.
C. D. V_raleott. Amer. Jour. of Sei., 3d Ser., Voh XLVII, pp. 3o9-3H.
N. n. Darton. Rul. Geol. So¢. Amer., VoL V, pp. 367-394, and several earlier papers.
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papers dealing with these rocks. Later we shall give a brief
resunl6 of the various conclusions of the differeut workers ill

tile field. In this cnnnection, however, we wish to speak par-
ticularly of the completeness and thoroughness of Mr. Darton's

work. as set forth in his paper "On the Geologic Relations from
Green Pond, New Jersey, to Skunnemunk Mountain, New
York." Although we differ with him in a few details of strati-

graphy and one or two minor points of correlation, yet we wish
to hear testimony to the accuracy of his observations and the

importance of his investigatious. Since, however, his paper is
not readily available to most residents of this State, a somewhat

full description of this area may here be given even at the risk

of repeating much that is already known to geologists. Where
there have been so many previous investigators it is not always

easy to give each the proper credit for his work. Although all
the facts herein stated are the result of our own observations,
unless otherwise mentioned, we must not be understood to claim

originality for them except where our studies seem to have led to

new conclusions. For the most part our work has been mainly
corroborative of that of others.

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.

The rocks of Green Pond mouutain region comprise coi1-

.glomerates, sandstones, shales and limestones. On the south-
east they rest npon the eroded surface of the gneissic rocks of

the Itighlands, whereas on the northwest they are separated
from them by a fault. Nine and possibly ten formations are
recognizable, and from the top downward are as follows

Skunnemunk conglomerate. (Chemung-Catskill?) . , . ]

Bellvale flags "_ Han t n" ),Monroe shales, [ I o _............. Devonian.

Newfoumlland grit--( Orlskany-Corniferous ) ......

Decker Ferry limestone - (Niagaran) ..........

Longwoo 1 shale . "t .... t Silurian.
• ' l_IeCllna--unel(la)g . . .

Green Pond conglomerate, _"(
Hudson River shale ? .................. Ordovieian

Kittatinny limestone ............... t. Lower Canlbriall.
Hardyston quartzite .................. (
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Their areal distribution is shown on the map accompanying
this report.

Hardysto_* Ouartzite.--The oldest formation of this region
(excepting of course the crystalline rocks which surround this
area) is a vitreons, gray-blue quartzite, which is somewhat con-

glomeratic in its upper portion, the quartz pebbles ranging up to
one-half an inch in diameter, although usually somewhat smMler.
This quartzite grades upward into a coarse, calcareous sandstone,

which, when weathered, is reddish brown in color and very
friable. The sandstone in turn grades upward into silicious lime-
stones. The maximum thickness of the quartzite probably does
not exceed thirty feet, and the exposures rarely show more than
ten or fiftee)l feet. It makes a narrow, discontinuous line of out-

crops east of Kanouse mountain for three miles north of

_Iacopin lake. It is first seen at the edge of a swamp, half a
mile or less north of the lake, and a few hundred yards south of
Gould's quarry. Outcrops are more or less frequent also in
the vicinity of Cisco's quarries, further north. Iu every case
ledges of gneiss outcrop a few feet to the east, and there is no

question but what the quartzite rests unconformably upon the
crystallines. There can be no doubt also but that this quartzite
is to be correlated with the Hardyston quartzite found in the

same relationships in many places along the border of the Kit-
tatim_y valley and the limestone valleys in the highlands. This
correlation is strengthened by the occurrence of the Olenellus

fauna in its upper calcareous portion and in the lower beds of
the overlying limestone, as was first announced by Mr. Walcott

in 1893. Its lower Cambrian age is therefore well established.
Kittatin_yLimestone.--Overlying the Hardyston quartzite and

grading downward into it there occurs a massively bedded more
or less silicious limestone, which is undoubtedly to be correlated
with the Kittatinny limestone, the great calcareous formation

of northern New Jersey. It is usually of a bluish-gray color,
but occasionally has a pinkish tinge. It is best exposed east of
Kanouse mountain, at Gould's and Cisco's quarries, three-fourths

* In the Antlual Report for 19oo this name was spelied tiardistotL but the above spelling
is that adopted by tile U, S. iloard on Geographic Names. and for the sake of uniformity is
laere adopted.
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and two and one-half miles north of Macopin lake respectively,.

as well as at several intermediate points. It was also formerly
quarried at Middle Forge, three-eighths of a mile southwest of
the pond and about i5o yards west of the road, but the exposures
are now greatly obscured by dirt and quarry refuse. A few

rods to the west of this cmtcrop are ledges of the Green Pond
conglomerate, which dip steeply westward, and apparently overlie

the limestone, although the relations are not perfectly clear. The
limestone is also exposed in a quarry on the west side of the
Forge pond between two small peninsulas. Here the rock is.

an impure, silicious and somewhat shaley limestone, and, so far
as known, entirely unfossiliferous. The beds are nearly hori-

zontal in the main, but the exposures nearest the outcrops of
conglomerate on the west, 2oo feet distance, are greatly sheared
and bent sharply upward to the west, as if affected by a fault with
uplift on the west. The nearest ledges of conglomerate are like-

wise sheared or slickensided and dip sharply eastward, as if
likewise dragged by the fault. Within the quarry itself minor
faults are visible. Unless faulting is postulated the limestone_
apparently overlie the conglomerate, and this interpretation was
accepted by I)r. Cook.* But in view of the facts observed else-

where in the field the recognition of these limestones as Cambriatt
and their lower position as regards the conglomerate cannot now
be questioned.

East of Kanouse mountain the total thickness is not much

above I3o feet, but this is only the basal portion of the forma-
tion, which, in the Kittatinny valley, attains a thickness of 2,5oo

or 3,ooo feet. The discovery of the Olenellus fauna, mentioned
above, fixed its age as Lower Cambrian.

, _Jg!:,;,

...........  ll]
l_'lgure l.--Stntcturc between GOUld's _narry _lld KallOllge _lollllt_{ll,

• Geoloffy of Ncw Jersey, 186g, p, 8x,
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The relationsatGould'sqtmrryareshown infigureI. Ledges

of gneiss, which strike N. 45 ° E. and dip 80 ° to the north-
westward, lie to the east. Across a narrow depression, about
twenty-five yards wide, are ledges of limestone with the under-
lying sandstone and quartzite. The dip of these beds is 6o° to
the northwest, and the limestone layers have a thickness of about
sixty-five feet. The lowest beds exposed here are a hard,

vitreous quartzite, which grades up into the limestone through
a coarse, friable sandstone. At several places in the quarry a
coarse conglomerate made "up chiefly of white quartz pebbles
with some cherts and some small limestone bowlders occur in

patches on the Kittatinny limestone and fills fissures in it. The
quartz mad flint pebbles are three or four inches in diameter and

the limestone masses are not infrequently two feet in diameter.
The matrix is composed of smaller fragments of similar material,

and is greenish in color.
As a result of the quarryiug operations, the relationship

between this conglomerate and the limestone is clearly shown.
The most conspicuous mass of conglomerate fills a fissure in the

limestone extending into it for several feet. One hundred and
sixty yards west of the quarry, across a narrow swale, are the

steep bluffs of purplish conglomerate on the east slope of
Kanouse mountain. The nature of the intervening rock might
be open to question but for the occurrence of a ledge of the
purple conglomerate about midway in the low ground.

It is evident that the following relationships exist here. The
Hardyston quartzite and the basal portion of the Kittatinny

limestone are shown, together with an overlying conglomerate,
which rests upon the limestone unconformablyand containswater-
worn masses of it in the basal portion. Except for the lime-
stone pebbles and a slight difference in color, this conglomerate

is closely similar to that which outcrops in the middle of the low
ground and on the mountain, and there is no doubt in our minds

but what they are the same, particularly as the higher con-
glomerate is by no means uniformly purple in color.

In the basal portion of the limestone a little above the
Hardyston quartzite horizon there are occasional pockets of a
conglomerate which resembles ver b, closely the conglomerate of
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Kanouse mountain, tt is composed chiefly of quartz pebbles in

a purplish matrix, and is usually surrounded by a thin zone of

reddish shale concentric with the outline of the pocket. Various

explanations have been suggested by different observers to

account for these masses. In our opinion, they are not to be

connected with the ftardiston quartzite, but are more probably

masses of the overlying conglomerate which were washed iuto

fissures and crevices in the deeply weathered and eroded surface

of the older limestone. The fact that it is not possible with the

present exposures to trace the conglomerate of these pockets con-

tinuously from the basal portion of the limestone to the top does

not militate against this explanation of its origin. Somewhat

similar occurrences have been reported from Franklin Furnace,*

where, in the quarries, the Hardyston quartzite can be seen to

penetrate the white limestone for many feet in a most irregular

manner. We have heen informed also that after extremely heavv
rains material from the surface is washed into the lower levels of

the zinc mine at Franklin Furnace through the openings in the

limestone. The possibility, therefore, that, at the time of deposi-

tion of the overlying conglomerate, material from it may have

fimnd its way through fissures to the basal portion of the lime-

stone at Gould's quarry cannot be doubted.

Somewhat similar relations are observed at Cisco's quarries.

The Hardyston quartzite is seen a few rods south of the quarry.

although nt_t exposed opposite the workings. Here tile lime-

stone apparently has a thickness of at least i3o feet, and dips

at a steep angle beneath the ledges of conglomerate in Kanouse
mountain, which outcrop 275 feet to the westward. .At this

point the contact of the overlying conglomerate with the lime-
stone is not seen.

ttttdso_t River Shalc.--This formation is not certainly known

to occur in this region, but at two points exposures of a non-

fossiliferous black shale have been found in such relationships

that the)' may possibly belong to this formation. The first of

these is along the road west of the Oak Ridge reservoir. Here

small masses of a very much sheared black shale are found along

• Wolff I_th An. R_p. of tht, Director t" S. G. S., Pt. It, p, 454.
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a fault line, which has brought the crystalline rocks on the west

in contact with the younger sedimentary formations. A larger
and better outcrop is found just south of the road to Holland,
at the southern end of the narrow arm of Oak Ridge reservoir.

The shale here forms a small knoll, separated from the crystal-
lines on the west and from ledges of conglomerate on tile east by

drift-encumbered depressions. No fossils could be found in this
shale, and no positive assertions can be made as to its age, but as
it apparently underlies a heavy conglomerate, which is probably
equivalent to the Oneida, it is tentatively regarded as Hudson
River. It lies close to the above-mentioned fault, and, whatever

its age, it is undoubtedly the same as the small mass of shale on
the side of the reservoir.

Mr. Darton mentions a slate which occurs along the east side
of Kanouse mountain, in the depression between the conglomerate

of the mountain and the outcrops of Kittatinny limestone already
mentioned. Careful search was made for this formation with-

out success. From the data observed at Gould's quarry, it is
very doubtful whether any formation intervenes between the lime-
stone and the conglomerate, for the latter there apparently rests

unconformably upon the former. At Ciseo's quarry, farther
north, it is possible that a narrow strip of slate intervenes between
the two, but we found no outcrops of it.

The Green Pond Formation.--This consists of coarse, silicious

conglomerate, interbedded with and grading upward into
quartzite and saudsones. The pebbles of the conglomerate

range from one-half to three inches in diameter, and are almost
entirely white quartz, but some pink quartz, black, white, yellow
and red chert, red and purple quartzite and a very few red shale

and pink jasper pebbles occur. The white quartz pebbles have
frequently a pink tinge on their outer portion. At Gould's
quar W large masses of the underlying limestone are included in

a conglomerate, which is believed to be the basal layers of this
formation.

The matrix is comprised of quartz sand, is vitreous in texture

and generally of a dull red color, but white, gray and greenish
strata frequently occur, particularly in the basal portion, so that
the formation is not so exclusively red as implied in most of
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the earlier rep_rts. The beds are almost uniformly quartzitic

in texture, and, on account of their hardness, form the long,
narrow, steep-sided mountain ridges characterizing this region.
Locally', however, the basal portion of the conglomerate is

apparently quite friable and disintegrates readily, due probably
to a greater or less amount of calcareous material derived from

the limestone on which it rests in places. A good instance of
this was found about two miles north of Macopin lake, where

the basal beds are so disintegrated that they have been dug for
gravel.

The quartzite which is interbedded in the upper portion of the
conglomerate and rests upon it is in general a purple-red color,

but presents varkms shades of pink, yellow, brown and gray.
Some of these beds are massive and show no laminae, but in

others the thin stratification planes can be readily made out.
The conglomerate beds are often very thick, with but slight trace
of any bedding.

In the southwestern part of the area, in the isolated hills

southwest of the Rockaway river, the rock is much softer than
farther north, and is a friable sandstone rather than a quartzite.

So completely disintegrated are some of these beds that they have
.been dug for saad and gravel for many years. This friable
sandstone phase is well shown in the white rock cut on the
D. L. & W. Railroad west of Port Oram and at the sand-pits in

the vicinity of Flanders.
This formation makes up ahnost the entire mass of Copperas,

Kanouse, Green Pond and Bowling Green mountains, the first

three of which are long, narrow ridges. Ledges of it also occur
southwest of Russia, where a sharp synclinal fold exists between
their outcrop in Bowling Green mountain and the exposures

along the crystalline highland border, section VIII, plate IV.
This narrow strip can be traced northeastward to the western
side of Oak Ridge reservoir, where it is last seen in a small out-

crop at the water's edge.
Kan_mse m_untain diminishes in elevation northward toward

West Milford, and the rocks disappear beneath the drift just
southwest of the village. The same beds, however, appear again
at the southwest end of Greenwood lake in frequent exposures
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:in the woods west of the road and at the end of a gravelly point

projecting into the lake. They also outcrop in the long, narrow
island a mile farther north in the lake. Mr. Darton was inclined

to class the conglomerate of this island with the Oriskany forma-
tion, but lithologically it is .quite distinct from the fine-grained
conglomerate of that formation, and resembles much more closely

the beds of Kanouse mountain. The fact that these beds dip
somewhat steeply to the southeast, whereas in Kanouse moun-

tain the beds dip to the northwest, does not militate against our
correlation, since" at the north end of the mountain overturned

dips to the southeast are quite common.
The relation of this formation to the underlying rocks is

readily determined, although only. in one place has the actual
contact been seen. Throughout the entire extent of Copperas
mountain it rests unconformably upon the eroded surface of the

crystallines, which form the lower part of the southeastern face
of the mountain. At the mines opposite Green pond the two
formations are frequently exposed within twenty-five or thirty

feet of each other, although not in actual contact. Here the
lowest conglomerate bed is rather gray in color and resembles

closely the conglomerate of the Kittatinny and Shawangunk
mountains. Along this face of the mountain the contact can
be located definitely at an elevation of about I,Ioo feet, or 225
to 25o feet below the crest.

South of l_acopin lake, also, the conglomerate rests upon the
gneiss, but at the north end of the lake a narrow strip of the

older sedmimentary rocks is found between the conglomerate
and crystallines. Their relations are best shown at Gould's

quarry, a description of which has already been given. From
this point northward to the State line the conglomerate rests,
so far as we could determine, upon the limestone, or, according
to Darton, upon a narrow strip of Hudson River slate.

The relationships of the conglomerate and quartzite to the "
older formations are not exposed in the isolated hills in the south-
western portion of the area.

At Middle Forge, in the quarry west of the road, the con-

glomerate of the Green Pond mountain apparently rests upon the
Kittatlnny limestone, but northward a quarter of a mile the con-
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glomerate and gneiss are apparently in contact. West of the pond
a fault evidently separates the high cliff of conglomerate from the
Kittatinny limestone exposed in the quarry on the shore, both

formations showing strong evidence of shearing and drag at
outcrops nearest the hidden contact. Elsewhere along this

mountain the conglomerate apparently rests upon the gneiss, and,
although this contact is nowhere exposed, yet the two are'shown

in close proximity to each other at many places along the wild

and narrow gorge of Green Pond brook, up which the gneiss
can be traced continuously to about one-quarter of a mile south-

west of the end of the pond. where it is lost in the swamp. How-
ever, it reappears again a mile and a half east of the upper end

of Green l_nd. forming a 11arrow bench fifty yards in width
and several hundred yards long, immediately below the promi-
nent summit of Green Pond mountain. Toward the lake the

ledge becomes buried beneath the drift and to the northeast it

disappears beneath the great blocks of talus, the dip of its con-

tact with the overlying conglomerate and quartzite being such
as to carry it beneath the surface within a short distance.

The conglomerate is also seen to rest upon the gneiss in the
offset of Green Pond mountain, southwest of Newfoundland,

which is known locally as Brown's mountain. In Bowling
Green mountain the conglomerate is wrapped around the north-

ward end of a ridge of gneiss, and probably rests directly upon
it ; but the contact has not been seen, and nowhere have the rocks

been found in such close proximity to each other as to eliminate

beyond a doubt the possibility of a narrow strip of older sedi-
mentary rocks between them.

The outcrops of this formation southwest of Oak Ridge reser-
voir apparently rest upon a black shale, which may belong to the
Hudson River formation, but no positive assertions can be made.
Farther to the southwest they apparently abut against the crystal-

lines ah_n_ the fault plane.
The relation of this formation to the overlying beds is

simple. It passes upward somewhat abruptly into a soft red

shale. Nowhere in New Jersey have the two been seen in actual
contact, but the)' are frequently exposed in such close relationship
as to render this conclusion a safe one.
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Various estimates have been made of the thickness of this

formation. These range from 40o to 65o feet. All of these
estimates, however, are believed to come far short of the actual

thickness. In some cases they manifestly take into account only
that part of the formation exposed in the steep eastward facing
cliffs which characterize these ridges, and take no account of

the higher beds which outcrop with steep dips on the back slopes
of the mountain, and which add greatly to the thickness. In
some cases, too, the small estimates may be due to an assumption

that the ridges are formed by closely compressed folds. Our
own estimates, measured on numerous section lines* across the

ridges, where at least the approximate portion of the enclosing
formations were determined, and based on frequent observations

of the angle of dip, indicate that the thickness of this formation
is probably not less than 1,2oo feet and locally it may be 1,5oo
feet. It is not asserted, however, that this entire thickness is

exposed at any one locality, but we believe that these figures
represent the thickness of the formation as developed along the

greater portion of Green Pond and Copperas mountains.
Toward the northern end of Kanouse mountain the thickness

apparently diminishes somewhat; yet owing to the thick deposits

of drift which conceal both the basal and upper portions, estimates
of the thickness there may be somewhat in error.

In the previous discussions of this re,on published in the
Reports of the Survey, the conglomerate which occurs along
Bearfort mountain was assumed to be the same as of Green

Pond and Copperas mountains. Mr. Darton was the first to

* These sections are as follows:
On Green Pond Mountain--

At Berkshire Valley. 1.2oo feet. Both top and bottom concealed by drift.
Upper Longwood. 1,2x5 feet.
XVest of Green pond. t,5oo feet.

Newfoundland. i#26o feet.
Copperas Mountain--

Green poxtd. 1,225 feet.
Two miles south of Ncwfotmdlattd. i,_6o feet (miMraum).

Kanouse Mountain--

Southern end. t,txo feet (minimum); z,4oo feet (possible maximum).
Gould's Quarry. t,ooo feet from base of beds to outcrops west of crest; _o0-4oo

feet more on western slope.
One and one-haU miles south of West Milford. t,ooo feet.

Island in Greenwood lake. 47o feet (only a portion of the formation).

_r GEOL
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point _mt that this was an error, and the same conclusion was.
announced about the same time by Mr. Walcott. Our work

corroborates completely the conclusions of these investigators

in this respect. Although the conglomerates of Bearfort and
Green Pond mountain resemble each other somewhat closely, yet

critical examination of the two discloses at once marked litho-

logical differences. These will be pointed out in connection with
the description of the Bearfort conglomerate.

Since the Green Pond formation rests unconformably in places

upon the Lower Cambrian limestone, and perhaps upon Hudson
River slate, and is overlain conformably by a red shale, which,

as will be shown later, passes upward into a siliceous limestone

containing Niagaran fossils, the correlation of the Green Pond
formation with the Oneida conglomerate exposed in Kittatinny
mountain is probably correct. The lithological differences be-
tween the two are not so great as has been assumed by some
observers. The lower beds of the Green Pond conglomerate

are not infrequently Of the same grey color and in almost every
way identical with the conglomerate of Kittatinny mountain.
Moreover, reddish conglomerates so common in the Green Pond
r_cks are not infrequent in the Kittatinny mountain beds.

:\lthough lithological resemblances and differences are not always
safe guides for correlation, particularly in a formation which
is so subject to variation as a conglomerate and sandstone,

yet the structural position of the two is practically the stone,
and there can be no question as to the correctness of this
correlation, which was first announced by Merrill. He, how-

ever, included the conglomerate of Bearfort mountain as a part
of the Green Pond formation.

Longwood Shales.--The quartzite of the Green Pond forma-
tion passes somewhat abruptly into a soft red shale, in which
cleavage is frequently so highly developed that the bedding planes
cannot be determined. This formation makes a narrow belt
at the foot of the northwestern slope of Copperas, Kanouse and

Green Pond mountains and around the outer edge of Bowling

Green mountain, but outcrops are found at comparatively few

places. Coat exposures were noted along the road a mile
southwest of Newfoundland at the northern end of Green Pond
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mountain. These beds outcrop somewhat frequently along the
west slope of Green Pond mountain, from Lower Longwood
northward to the road leading from Russia over the mountain

to Greet1 pond. Traces of them have also been found along the
southeastern side of Gree_ pond and at a number of points
along the western slope of Kanouse mountain, between Post-
ville and West Milford. At the southwest end of Greenwood

lake, also, a low ridge of red shale lies just west of the outcrop

of the Green Pond conglomerate there exposed. Traces were
also observed at Oak Ridge reservoir where the road crosses the

southwest arm of the pond, and still better outcrops occur near
the southeastern end of a high conglomerate ridge one mile south
of Russia. Some of the best exposures are found along the
border of Bowling Green mountain south of Milton. Here some-

what accurate estimates show a thickness of zoo feet, although
the top of the formation is not exposed. These estimates cor-
respond somewhat closely with the figures given by Merrill and
Smock.

Since this formation rests directly upon the Green Pond
quartzite and underlies a limestone carrying Niagaran fossils, its
reference to the Medina formation by Merrill, Darton and

Foerste is probably correct.
The name Longwood was first applied to these shales by

Darton, from their occurrence in the Longwood valley, and is

used here, not because it is the best name which might have been
chosen, but because it has already been used in the literature of

the subject. The conspicuous shales of the Longwood valley are
not these red shales, but are black shales belonging to a higher
horizon. The latter outcrop on both sides of the road for several

miles, whereas the outcrops of red shale lie aIong the lower slope
of Green Pond mountain for the most part in the woods, and
can only be found after considerable search.

Decker Ferry Formation.--An impure silicious and shaley

limestone has been found overlying the Longwood shale at a
number of places, the most important of which are Upper Long-
wood, Woodstock and Newfoundland. At Newfoundland the

limestone is conspicuously exposed along the road and in the

adjoining fields to the south on the Cobb property, a mile and a
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half south of the depot, but these outcrops are so isolated with
respect to other ledges that by themselves nothing can be asserted

of their relationships. At Upper Longwood there are good ex-
posures in an old quarry three hundred yards southeast of the
forge ruins. The limestone beds dip 80 ° to the westward and are

succeeded eastward within a few rods by outcrops of Long-
wood shale, dipping in towards the limestone. Just below the
dam at Woodstock Forge, also, ledges of a green shale and

silicious limestone are found apparently overlying the Longwood
shale, which outcrops a few yards eastward and higher on the

hill. ttere the beds dip steeply to the southeast, owing prob-
ably to overturned dips. Between Woodstock and Longwood are
other exposures of the same calcareous beds. A limestone was
reported to occur also in excavations at Milton in similar rela-

tions, but was not seen upon the surface. Traces of the forma-
tion have been found by Darton and ourselves in the old
"hematite" diggings at the southwest end of Greenwood lake,

closely adjoining a low ridge of red shale. Although the con-
tact of the limestone and the Longwood shale is nowhere exposed
in New Jersey, their normal sequence is shown in the section
near Cornwall Station, New York,* and there can be no reason-

able doubt but that it forms a narrow belt adjoining and parallel
to the outcrop of the Longwood shale. This is the more prob-
able, since it has been observed in this position at somewhat

widely separated localities. Its thickness can nowhere be accu-
rately measured, but it probably does not exceed forty or fifty
feet.

Fossils have been reported from this formation since I858,
hut the identification of the species has not always been correct.

The fi_llowing fauna was found by Mr. Weller:
I. South of New Foundland :

Favosites sp. undet.

Monotrypa sp. under.
Cho_wtes jerseyensis.
Orthis _Tabellites.

Rhyneho_wlla neglecta?
Rhyachonella sp. under.

• Darton. Am. Jeur. Sci., 3d Set., Vol. XXXi, pp. 2o9.216,
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A trypa reticularis.
Dalmanites sp. under.

2. Upper Longwood Quarry :
Monotrypa sp. undet.
Chonetes ]erseyensis.

Stropheodontc_ bipartita.
Orthis aabellites.

Rhy,chonella neglecta?
RAynehonella sp. under.
A trypa reticularis.

The presence of Chonetes jerseyensis, Stropheodonta bipartita,
and Orthis aabellites connect these limestones with the Decker

Ferry formation of Walpack Ridge, Sussex county '_ (Niagaran),
and not with the l-Ielderbergian limestones, to which they have
been referred by previous writers.

At all the exposures the rock is the same as the lower beds of
limestone shown in the railroad cut near Cora_wall station,

Orange county, N.Y. Here we found the following section from
the base upward.t

_. Coarse red conglomerate,--Green Pond formation, (Oneida) ....... 23 ft.
2. Red shale and sandstone,--Longwood shales, (Medina),. ......... 12o
3. Siliceous limestone, shaley towards the top,--Deeker Ferry forma-

tion, (Niagaran), . .......................................... 33
4. Blue siliceous limestone,---on a weathered surface, rusty brown and

distinetly laminated--unfossiliferous as far as noted, . ......... I8 "
5- Heavy bedded, dark blue limestone, very cherty and fossillferous in

its upper portion,--Coeymans (Pentamerus) limestone, (Hel-
derbergian), . ............................................... 40 "

In the siliceous limestone (No. 3) the following fossils were

noted: Rhy_chonella sp. (?), Atrypa retieularis, Chonetes
jerseye_is(?), an abundance of crinoid stems and Cladopora
seriata, which in the upper portion makes up the mass of the rock.

This last form is strongly characteristic of the eoralline fauna
of the Decker Ferry formation, and there is no hesitancy felt in
ascribing the basal portion of the limestone shown in this section

to the Niagaran and not the Helderbergian.

• "_Veller. Annual Report of the State Geologist, t899, pp. 7"I9.

_"l"or full description of thls toealily see Darton Am. ]otar. Sei., 3d Ser., Vol. XXXI,

pp. 2o9-216.
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At all the outcrops in the New Jersey area it is ollly the

lower limestone of the above section which is exposed, and, as

the Iist above shows, the fauna is Niagaran. Nowhere did we

find any limestones carrying the Helderbergian fauna. At the old

opening for "hematite" at Greenwood lake no fossils were found,

lint the fragments of rock about the old openings were identical
litholo:ciealIy with the lower limestone beds at Cornwall, and we

believe they are the same. In view of these facts it seems neces-

sary to conclude that it is erroneous to refer the limestones ex-

posed at Longwood, Woodstock and Newfoundland to the

ttelderhergian. The occurrence, however, iu this regiou of traces

of the ttelderberglan limestone above the Decker Ferry beds is

n(_t impossible, since they occur in the adjoining area in New
York.

Nuwhere has the Decker Ferry formation been seen in contact

with the overlying beds. At Cornwall it is succeeded by sixty

feet of limestone, the upper forty feet of which carry Helder-

bergian fossils. The nearest outcrops of the next succeeding

formation in New Jersey are everywhere far enough removed

from the Decker Ferry exposures to permit the presence of a

few feet at least of these higher limestones, but if present we
have not been able to find them.

Ncw[oundlaad Grit.--This formation is a heavy-bedded, fine-

grained conglomerate below and a thinner bedded sandstone

above, for which we propose the name New[ou_utland grit. The

basal portion is composed of white quartz pebbles from one-

quarter to one-half an inch in diameter, usually set somewhat

loosely in a siliceous matrix, so that the rock is of open texture

and friable. Locally, however, the interstices are filled with a

siliceous cement and the rock is decidedly quartzitlc. These

coarser beds grade upward into a hard, greenish, thin-bedded

sandstone, which in turn passes into the black argillaceous

shales (Monroe shales) carrying a Hamilton fauna. The

lower, coarser beds are about Ioo feet in thickness and the upper

layers slightly more, the total thickness being about 2i 5 feet,

but owing to the absence of a complete section and any sharp

line between these beds and the overlying formation, estimates of
thickness are somewhat variable.
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This conglomerate and sandstone undoubtedly forms a narrow
belt parallel to the outcrop of the Decker Ferry beds and Long-
wood shales, but as compared to the numerous exposures of the
Green Pond formation it is rarely seen. Ledges have been

found (I) at Newfoundland, 3o0 yards east of Chamberlin's
hotel and elsewhere in the vicinity; (2) at Petersburg, both
north and southeast of Morris McCormick's house; (3) between

Petersburg and Upper Longwood; (4) at Oak Ridge reservoir,
where the road crosses its southwest arm ; (5) southwest of West
Milford, near W. K. Hastings' house, where the upper layers
are exposed in a prominent knoll east of the road, and (6) along
the west side of Greenwood lake, from Lakeside southward.

Here it forms a rocky point in the lake half a mile south of Lake-

side and a prominent ridge near the Rev. Dr. Peters' cottage.
Still farther south it outcrops on both sides of the synclinal
ridge, west of the old "hematite" openings.

Fauna.--The following fossils were found in this fornmtion :
At Newfoundland (lower portion) :

Zaphrentis sp.
Stropheodonta concava.

Schizopharia propinqua.
Amphigenia elongata?
Spiri[er arenosus?

Spiri[er arrectus?
Spiri[er sp. undet.
Cyrtina hamiltonensis?

Pterinea sp. undet.
At Greenwood lake (upper portion) :

Chonetes sp. under

Stropheodonta sp. undet.
Orthothetes sp. undet.

Anoplotheca acutiplicata.
Amphigenia elongata?

Spiri[er macrot£yris.
C3,rti_a hamiltonensis.
Pterinea sp. under

Although fossils are not rare in this formation, particularly in
the outcrops at Newfoundland, they are in most cases obscure
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and often greatly distorted, so that they are not readily recog-
nizable. The above identifications show that the beds at New-

foundland contain a mixed Oriskany-Corniferous fauna, while the

higher layers at Greenwood lake are more strictly Corniferous.
This conclusion agrees with that of Merrill and Britton for the
Newfoundland beds.

The exact relationship of this formation to the underlying
limestone is not shown, an interval of a few yards at least being
always found between their outcrops. Structurally the two are

not apparently unconformable, but there is seemingly absent
here a considerable thickness of beds, which a few miles north-

ward occurs between the two. As already indicated, they pass
gradually into the overlying beds.

Mo_zroe Shales.--These rocks are black to dark grey, more
or less slaty shales, which become more sandy in their upper
portion. The)" are nearly everywhere strongly cleaved, so that

the original bedding planes are not always readily discernible
where the rock is of uniform texture.

They occupy the greater portion of the valleys between the
ridges of the harder rocks and over considerable areas their out-

crops are very frequent. They undoubtedly underlie most of the
lower Longwood valley, but owing to the heavy drift accumula-
tions south of Upper Longwood no exposures of any kind have
been found. Between Upper Longwood and Petersburg out-
crops are common, and again from Postville north to West

Milford. Other good exposures occur along the west side of
Greenwood lake, where they form two belts separated by a fault

and the ridge of Newfoundland grit. They occur also west of
Oak Ridge rcser_'oir, and undoubtedly underlie much of the drift-
encumbered lowland north and east of Milton. Their upper beds

are seen near Oak Ridge and in the lowest of the ledges at Clinton
falls.

()wing to the close folds which sometimes occur in the forma-

ti_,t_, and to the resemblance between bedding and cleavage (see
Plate I), as well as to the indefiniteness of their upper limits, the
thickness of these beds is not readily determined. A mile south of
the State line _,_ the west side of Greenwood lake we estimate

their thickness at 7oo feet, but their basal portion has been faulted
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off. Darton gives 900 feet as their thickness along the valley
southwest of West Milford, while Merrill estimates it as i,ooo

feet at least for the Longwood valley.
These strata are locally somewhat fossilferous, and fossils

have been reported from them by several observers, notably

Merrill, Britton and Darton. We found the following forms,
which corroborate the conclusions of these workers that this

formation belongs to the Hamilton group. The name Monroe
shales was given it by Mr. Darton from the good exposures in the
vicinity of Monroe, New York.

Fauna. I. Woodstock, Sylvester's Corners:

Fenestella? sp. undet.
Chonetes sp. undet.

Rhynchonella sp. under.
Homolonotus? sp.

z. North of Clinton reservoir:
Crbzoid stems.
Chonetes coronatus.

Rhynchonellc_ sappho.
3. Southwest of West Milford :

Tropidoleptus carinatus.
Actinopteriaf sp. under.

4. South end of Greenwood lake:

Orthothetes chernungensis.
Anoplotheca sp. undet.
Tropidoleptus carh_atus?

Platyostontc_ sp. under.
Dalmanites sp. cf. anchiops.

Phacops rana.
Bellvale Flags._The Monroe shales grade upward into a great

mass of hard, heavy-bedded greywacke and dark grey flag-

stones, which have been called by Darton the Bellvale flags, from
their occurrence and good exposures in BellvaIe mountain, the
New York continuation of Bearfort mountain. Although the

greater portion of this formation is a monotonous succession of

dark gray, hard, slabby sandstone, yet in their upper portions
they contain some alternating red and green layers. They are
succeeded by a heavy-bedded, reddish-purple conglomerate, and
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the transition heds consist of alternating red shales and sand-
stones, green sandstones and red or greenish conglomerates.

Scattered quartz pd_bles occur in the upper layers of the flag-
stone and increase in numbers in some horizons to form bands

of conglomerate. The alternations of shale, conglomerate and
sandstone continue fur several hundred feet, and in default of

continuous exposure, it is difficult to draw the line separating the
two formati.ns. The attempt was made to draw it at the base

of the h,west conglomerate beds, but probably with only partial
success. Indeed, it is quite possible that the lowest conglomerate
layers are not every'where at the same horizon.

This formation makes the eastern slope of Bearfort mountain

from the latitude of Cedar pond northward, and the eastern
subordinate ridge thence southward to Clinton falls. Here the

rocks are finely shown in the series of ledges over which the
stream cascades, as well as in the higher beds just below the
reservoir dam and near its western end. Scattered outcrops of
the same beds are found at various points on the drift-covered

hills s¢mthwest of Clinton falls towards the Oak Ridge reservoir,
at the outlet channel of which there are fine exposures. A nar-
row strip of the same formation is found along the west side
of Bearfort mountain, where the synclinal fold of the mountain
brings the upper beds to the surface.

.\t Clinton falls the rocks are so strongly cleaved that it is no
easy matter to distinguish between cleavage and bedding. At
the Oak Ridge reservoir the rock is also much sheared and the

fossils distorted, yet here the bedding planes are distinct.
At the outlet of Oak Ridge reservoir, which has been blasted

through these beds, the following fossils were found in material
on the dump-piles:

Cri_wid stems.
Chonetes mucronatus._

_Tpiri[eraudaculus.
Grammysia alveata.
t'ala'o_wilo emarginata.

l'aracyclus elliptica.
Bellerophon sp. undet.
X!rophoslylus sp. undet.
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This is a Hamilton fauna also, so that the lower beds at least

of this formation belong to this period.
The indefiniteness of both the base and top of the Belh, ale

flags gives rise to cousiderable variations in the estimates of

their thickness. Merrill gave 7oo feet. Smock estimated their
thickness in Skunnemunk mountain, New York, to be 1,3oo feet,
but believed the}, were much less in New Jersey. Darton gave
2,0o0 feet as a minimum for their thickness on the eastern flank

of Bearfort mountain. Our own estimates gave 1,63o feet for
a carefully measured section at the State line, from the black slate

up to the lowest pebble-bearing beds; 2,000 feet at the gap south
of West Milford, and at Hanks pond a less accurate estimate
gave 1,84o feet.

Skunnemunk Conglomerale.--The typical beds of this forma-
tion are a coarse, purple-red, massive conglomerate, the pebbles
of which are sometimes six or seven inches in diameter. Beds

of red sandstone alternate more or less frequently with the con-
glomerate, and there are many gradations between the two. In
the conglomerate the most conspicuous pebbles are white quartz,

owing to the contrast they present to the dull red matrix. Dark
red quartzite and sandstone pebbles are, however, almost as

abundant as the quartz pebbles, and red shale pebbles frequently
occur. In some of the lower layers green sandstone or grey-
wacke pebbles are also abundant. The vari-colored cherts which

were noted sparingly in the Green Pond conglomerate were not
observed here. The matrix is in general the same material as

the pebbles, only finer, and is firmly cemented together, sometimes
so much so as to present a vitreous appearance. On the whole,

however, this formation is not so vitreous and quartzitic as the
Green Pond conglomerate. The rock is locally traversed by

many white quartz veins, which add greatly to the contrast of
colors and the variegated appearance.

These conglomerates form the great mass of Bearfort moun-
tain from Clinton reservoir northward to the State line. In

New York they outcrop along the crest of Bellvale mountain,
and also form the central portion of Skunnemunk mountain, from
which they obtain their name.
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Although this formation is typically a very massive dark

red conglomerate, forming innumerable ledges and cliffs in the

region underlain by" it, 3et in its lower portion it contains many

beds of red shale and sandstone as well as green flags and

greenish conglomerates. These lower beds are well shown west

of ttanks pond and ahmg the carriage road leading to the
summer residence of Mr. R. F. Cross, on the crest of Bearfort

mountain. In fact the successive strata from the upper layers

of the Monroe shale to the Skunnemunk conglomerate can be

nowhere better studied than by combining the section below and
above Clinton falls, the exposures west of the dam and those

along this private road. Mr. Cross has tried the somewhat

unique experiment of using these conglomerate beds for his.

house, with highly satisfactory results from an artistic point of

view, although it is not likely that the rock will ever be greatly

used for building purposes.* The lower alternating beds of

red and grcen conglomerate, greywacke, red shale and red sand-
stones are also well shown on the western flank of the mountain,

along the r¢nad leading to the club-house at Cedar pond.

Bearfort mountain is crossed by two gaps followed by roads,

along both of which the rocks are well shown. The higher con-

glomerate beds occupy the central portion of a compressed

syncline and the alternating shales, sandstones and conglomerates

occur on either side. In the southern gap about five hundred feet

of red shale and sandstone succeed the Ballvale flags on the east

and then give place to red and green conglomerates with numer-

ous red sandstone beds, above which come the great mass of

conglomerates. A mass of red shale is exposed in the midst of

these, very near the axis of the syncline. The lower beds are

seen again on the west side of the syncline, south of Uttertown.

Since these conglomerates rest upon the Bellvale flags, which

are of Middle I)evonian age, they must be somewhat younger.

Darmn has suggested that they correspond to the Oneonta forma-

tion i, Central New York, or that they are "equivalent to the

eoar*e beds _*fChemung age in the southern Catskills."

I,_, ¢l!_lr_ h at _lq ,rri t¢_ 11 h;l:n 111_¢1 I)¢t II built of this and the Green Polld COtlglOlll_rr/tcs,
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This formation resembles somewhat closely the Green Pond

beds, so much so that they were assumed to be the same by all

the earlier observers, and this mistaken correlation made neces-

sary many of the complicated folds which were assumed to exist.
Darton was the first to determine that the two were distinct

and separate formations and the same conclusion was reached a

little later by Walcott. Although there is a certain superficial

resemblance between these beds, yet careful study of the two

formations shows there are marked differences in composition and

in the sequence of the beds. Although practically the same peb-

bles occur in both conglomerates, their proportions differ greatly.

The (_reen Pond conglomerate has chiefly quartz pebbles, but

the Skunnemunk has nearly as many red quartzite pebbles as

white quartz, so that the general color of the rock is somewhat
different. The Green Pond formation is on the whole more

vitreous and quartzitic than the other, although the reverse state-

n3ent might be true of individual beds in each. The Green Pond

conglomerates are not infrequently white or gray; the Skunne-

munk rarely or never so. The sandstone and quartzite beds

occur in the upper portion of the Green Pond formation and in

the basal portion of the other. The Green Pond beds are fol-

lowed by a red shale, but in the Skunnenmnk formation red shales
occur at various horizons.

In the previous reports of the Survey the term "Green Pond

conglomerate" included equally the beds of Bearfort mountain

with those of Copperas, Kanouse and Green Pond mountain.
Henceforth it must be restricted to the latter rocks and the con-

glomerates of Bearfort mountain must be given another name.

The one used was proposed by Darton, from the occurrence of

the formation in Skunnemunk mountain, New York, although

Bearfort is equally applicable and more enphoneous.

STRUCTURE,

Owing to their hardness the Green Pond and the Skun-

nemunk conglomerates are pre-eminently ridgemakers, and

form the long, straight, steep-sided mountains which characterize
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this area. The Bellvale flags are also ridgemakers, although to
a slightly less extent than the conglomerates, the difference
between the two being seen in the difference in elevation between

the main ridge of Bearfort mountain formed by the conglomerate

and the eastern ridge or bench underlain by the flags, as well
as by the general lower level of the region southwest of Clinton
reservoir. Locally the basal beds of the Green Pond con-

glomerate outcrop in low ground, as just west of Gould's quarry
and at the old gravel beds a mile northward, where these disinte-

grated layers were formerly dug for gravel. So, too, some of

the Skunnemunk beds underlie swampy depressions along Bear-
fort mountain, particularly near Cedar pond and near the State
line.

The Longavood shales and the Decker Ferry limestones are

pre-endnently soft rocks and their outcrops have everywhere been
deeply eroded, so that they are now generally fonnd along the
lowest lines of the valleys, and exposures are rare. This is true
to a greater degree for the limestoues than for the shales, the

latter being usually found at the base or on the lower slope of
the Green P_md conglomerate and quartzite ridges. The New-
foundland grit and sandstone, although a hard rock, is of no

great thickness, and outcrops only in the valleys, where it usually
forms low knolls or ledges. Locally, however, it makes some-
what conspicuous ridges, the most important of which is on the

west side of Greenwood lake opposite the long island. The
Monroe shales occur in the valleys, where they form a succession

of short, sharply-marked ridges, provided the glacial deposits
are not exceedingly thick. These are well shown south of
Petersburg and southwest of West Milford. The narrow out-
crop of Kittatinny limestone forms a conspicuous depression
north of Macopin lake, between Kanouse mountain and the

cryslallines, aml the ttardystml quartzite is not thick enough to
form a persistent ridge, although locally it makes conspicuous
ledges.

This area presents many structural problems involving folds
and faults, althcmgh on the whole the relations are not so
complicated as seemed to be the case when the Green Pond and

Skunncmunk (Bearfort) conglomerates were assumed to be the
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same. The important flexures and dislocations are shown by the

series of sections on plate IV and will be described in connec-

tion with a general discussion of the different mountain ridges.

Copperas Mountain.--This ridge extends from Denmark to the

Pequannock river, east of Newfoundland, its northern continua-

tion being known as Kanouse mountain. The gap cut by the

Pequannock is shown in plate III. The gneiss forms its eastern

slope to within about 225 to 250 feet of the crest, above which

conglomerate beds appear, dipping from 50 ° to 60 ° to the west-

ward. At one of the old mine openings southwest of the Pardee

mine the two are exposed within twenty-five feet of each other,
but nowhere is the actual contact shown.

At the extreme south end of Copperas mountain, west of

Denmark, the conglomerates form an unsymmetrical syncline

faulted on its western side as indicated in section IX, plate IV.

Here the relations are as follows: On the east ledges of gneiss,

dipping 45 ° to the southeast, are overlaid higher on the hill by the

conglomerates, which dip 65 ° to 80 ° to the northwest. These dips

continue for some distance west of the crest, beyond which, at

the base of the westward slope, a high ledge of conglomerate is
found with dips of IO ° to the southeast. A few rods further

westward ledges of gneiss occur. The thickness of the east-

ward dipping beds is only a fraction of the westward dipping

layers, and there can be no question but that most of the western

half of the syncline has been faulted off. A few rods westward

across the brook the nearly horizontal beds of conglomerate

forming the eastern face of Green Pond mountain are visible

above the gneiss. Northward the western limb of the Copperas

mountain synellne steepens, the dips becoming 44 ° or 45 ° S. E.,

while in the eastern limb the dip_ range from 55 ° to 8o °. In spite,

however, of the increase in dip from Io ° to 45 °, only a portion

of the formation is shown in the western limb, and the fault con-

tinues between it and the gneiss along the hollow of Green Pond

brook (see map).

Approaching Green pond the axis of the syncline descends the

side of the mountain obliquely and underlies the pond, while the

mountain for the remainder of its length is composed of the

steeply dipping strata of the eastern llmb (sections IV, V,
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VI, VII). The promontory at the lower end of the lake

may have as a rock-core the beds of the western limb, but

the surface is drift-covered. The syncline pitches gently
northeastward, so that whereas at the southern end of the

mountain the conglomerates occur in the axis, further north
the overlying quartzites are found. For a mile or more

northeast of the head of the pond the drift is so thick as

to obscure all exposures, but somewhere within this area, or

beneath the pond itself, the Longwood shales are brought into the
syncline alyove the quartzite. The continued pitch of the axis
brings in the Decker Ferry limestone at Cobb's place, south of

Newfoundland, and still further north the .Newfoundland grit is
exposed, east of Chamberlin's hotel. Owing to the heavy
deposits of sand and gravel south of Newfoundland the rock
structure in that vicinity is much in doubt. The Newfoundland

grit may underlie the gravel plain from the depot southwest to
the outcrops of limestone, as indicated on the map, but we have
no positive evidence of it. North of Newfoundland the syncline
cannot be recognized in the dips.

The fault which cuts off a part of the syncline at the south
end of the mountain passes along the northwestern margin of

the pond and separates the ledges of gneiss from the Decker Ferry
limestone southwest of Cobb's (section VI). The throw of the

fault is here al_mt 1,5oo feet, with uplift on the west. North-

ward it diminishes very rapidly, and the fracture probably dies out
within a comparatively short distance, as no traces of it were
found north of Newfoundland.

Kanouse Mountain.--This mountain, the northward continua-

tion of Copperas mountain, is a simple monoclinal ridge. South
of Macopin lake its eastern slope is formed by the gneiss capped

by _oo to 30o feet of conglomerate, dipping 45 ° to 6o ° N. W.
At Macopin lake the conglomerate heds descend to the lake level
and the gneiss disappears. North of the lake the mountain is

composed entirely of conglomerate and the overlying quartzite,

and is separated from the gneiss by a narrow valley underlain
by the Kittatinny limestone and perhaps in part by Hudson River

shale (l)arton). The bottom of the valley immediately west of
the mountain is swampy and drift-encmnbered, and outcrops are
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wanting. Towards West Milford the mojantain diminishes in alti-

tude, the dips become nearly vertical, or even overturned, and the

formation is apparently a little thinner than farther south. It dis-

appears beneath the drift at West Milford, but the ledges of
coarse pink and gray conglomerate at the southwest end of

Greenwood lake and in the long narrow island mark its north-

ward continuation. Here the beds dip 600 to 75 ° to the south-

east, but the occurrence of the Longwood shales adjoining these

ledges on the west indicates that they have probably been over-
turned.

Gree_ Pond Mountain.---This mountain begins north of the

Rockaway river and two miles northwest of Port Oram as a

narrow sandstone ridge 200 feet above its surroundings, and
terminates a mile south of Newfoundland, a distance of twelve

miles. It attains its maximum width, a mile, opposite Lower

Longwood, and its greatest height, x,388 feet (650 feet above

the valley), at Upper Longwood.

It is composed of the Green Pond formation, with a core of

gneiss on its eastern flank from Middle Forge northward, and

presents many of the same features as Copperas and Kanouse

mountains, but with some important variations. At its northern

end an offset portion, known as Brown's mountain, overlaps it
on the west for two miles and a half.

This offset portion rises abruptly at the railroad west of New-

foundland, as an arch or anticlinal fold in the quartzite. The

axis of the fold ascends rapidly to the southwest, so that opposite
a small reservoir, three-quarters of a mile south of the station,

the gneissic core in the axis of the fold is brought to the surface.

At the northern end of the ridge, where it rises from the plain,

the anticlinal structure is clearly shown, the steepest dip, 70 ° ,

being to the southeast. Opposite the reservoir ledges of gneiss

form the lower IOO to 150 feet of the steep bowlder-covered slope,

above which rise overhanging cliffs, zoo feet or more in height,

composed of the conglomerate, with dips of I5 ° to 3°0 N. W.

(section IV). At several points the eastward face of this gneiss

is greatly sheared and brecciated, indicating strongly crushing

and faulting. Traced southwest for 400 yards or more the

gneiss ledges rise higher on the slope and at length disappear
5 GEOL
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along the crest beneath beds of conglomerate, which wrap over

them and dip steeply to the southeast, thus forming the eastern
limb of the anticline. A quarter of a mile southwest of the last
outcrop of the gnleiss, a traverse of the ridge shows the beds of

conglumerate dipping 45 c S. E. on that flank, nearly horizontal
along the crest and changing to 35° N. \V. on the northwestern

sloW (secti_m VI). The axis here has a slight pitch to the south-
west, as shown by the slight inclination of the beds along the
crest, and the mountain gradually decreases in height in that
directi_}n. Where it is crossed by the road from Petersburg to

Gret.u pond the Longw_d slimes are seen to wrap around[ the
disapwaring fold. Near Morris McCormick's honse, westward

and eastward dipping outcrops of the Newfoundland grit afford
the last trace of it, unless the eastward dips of the siliceous lime-
stone at the Woodstock forge are in some way due to it.

Merrill and Darton have published sections showing a simple

syncline between this offset portion and the main mass of Green
Pond mountain. \Ve believe that the facts will not sustain

this conclusion, and our interpretation is shown in sections IV,

V, VI and VII. Our reasons for postulating a fault along the val-
ley between the two are briefly these: 'l'he sheared and
brecciated face of the gneiss ledges near the small pond indi-
cate faulting. Without a fault it is necessary to. suppose that

a great thickness of very hard conglomerates and quartzites
underlie the low, swampy ground just east of the gneiss out-

crops and at the foot of the high cliffs. But ledges of Long-
wocul shales occur within this area so close to the gneiss that
there is not room for the entire Green Pond formation between

them. Moreover, an outcrop of the Newfoundland grit was

reported by Merrill south of Newfoundland, in the area now

flooded by the small reservoir. This bed is probably nearer the
gneiss even than the Long3vood shales. Section V, which
is drawn to male, shows the necessity of postulating a fault

along the east face of Brown's mountain with upthrown on the
west, bv which the larger portion of the eastern limb of the anti-
dine was fanlted off. Since the axis of the fold pitches steeply

to the northeast and more gently towards the southwest from

the highest point of the ridge, the throw is greatest at that point--
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equivalent to a thickness of 1,5oo feet of strata--and decreases
rapidly in either direction.

At the northern end of Green Pond mouutain, a mile sonth

of Newfoundland, the structure is also that of a faulted anticline,

the axis of which pitches steeply to the northward (section V).
Bythis pitch the hard beds forming the ridge are carried below the

level of the valley and the mountain terminates, showing good
exposures of the Longwood shales along road where these beds
wrap around its end. As the axis rises southward the mountain

gains in height, and eastward dipping ledges of quartzite on the
east limb of the fold occur just above the road for half a mile.

North of Cobb's house the fold is breached along its crest by

a deep, narrow ravine, at the head of which the arching over of
the strata are well showrL The beds of the western limb here

dip 7o ° to 8o ° N. W., those of the eastern 5°0 E., while the axis
pitches 20 ° or more northward. The eastern limb is soon cut

off by a fault and a few hundred yards southward the gneissic
core is shown at the surface and forms a bench fifty yards in

width mid severn hundred yards in length. Above it rise nearly
vertical ledges of conglomerate, the beds dipping 35 ° N. W. In
the low ground east of the gneiss the Decker Ferry limestoue out-

crops and the east half of the fold is wmlting (section VI).
Northward from this point the movements of the strata consti-
tuted an upward-arching fold (an anticline) with a fracture and

faulting along the eastern flank. As the upward movement of the
strata increased to the southwestward the movement along the
fracture increased at the expense of the folding, so that, except

at its northern end, the ridge is only the western half of an anti-
cline, with a great fault along its eastern face.

Along the shores of Green pond the bexls on the steep
east-facing escarpment dip 45 ° to 5o°'N. W., becoming steeper
towards the base of the western sIope. Between Upper Longwood

and Denmark the), vary from 8o o N. X¥. on the west side to 35°
N. W. on the crest, and io ° to I5 ° N. W. on the east slope, where
they rest upon the gneiss. In the Annual Report of I884

(P. 45) the ridge is pictured Mona this section as an unsym-
metrical syncline, but our observations do not support this

conclusion, a conclusion apparently necessitated by the sup-
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posed identity of the Green Pond conglomerate and that of
Bear/ort mountain.

West of the Middle Forge pond the beds in the high cliff have
gentle westerly dips, but lower ledges nearer the pond are much
sheared and apparently dragged sharply downward to the east

by the fault which is believed to separate them from the adjoin-
ing limestone outcrops, section X. Opposite the southern end
of the pond is a bold point, tenninating abruptly southward,

in which the rocks form a close-folded syncline, separated by a
gentle anticline from the main ridge on the west. The gneiss

outcrops along the breached axis of the anticline and apparently
underlies the syncline.

Further south, however, westerly dips only were found, 7°0

N. W. being noted at the ledges near the old limestone quarry
southwest of the pond and 65 ° N. W. near the crest of the ridge.
But south of Berkshire valley, along the Sparta turpike, the dips
are 75° to 7o_ S. E. and are apparently overturned.

South of the Rockaway river this formation does not occur

as a continuous ridge, but forms long, narrow isolated hills, in
line with Green Pond mountain, but separated from each other
and from all other rock outcrops by heavy accumulations of

glacial drift, chiefly sand and gravel. The first of these is at
the "white rock" cut on the D. L. & W. railroad, two miles

west of Port Oram. Here about I85 to 200 feet of white and

pinkish sandstones are exposed, all dipping uniformly 45° S. E.
Many of the beds are thinly laminated and fissile. The vitreous

quartzitic phase, so characteristic of the formation farther north,
is entirely absent. Much of the rock is so friable as to crumble
to pieces at a gentle blow with a hammer.

tfalf a mite southwest of this knoll is a long, narrow ridge
extending to Kenvll and bordered on the east by the Morris and
Essex canal. At various points along this ridge dark red

quartzitic sandstone with some conglomeratic layers are exposed.
At the openings at the southern end of the hill a synclinal

structure is exposed, with dips ranging from 60 ° on the western
flank to 3°° on the eastern. Along the crest of the ridge the

dip is 35° S. E.
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A mile farther south, and east of the Ledgewood station on
the Central railroad, white and purple sandstones and con-
glomerates form another elliptical hill. Here also the structure

is apparently synclinal, the axis of the fold lying east of the crest.
Still farther southwest and near Flanders is an ill-defined,

drift-covered hill, at several points of which sand pits have been
opened. The material is in reality a disintegrated white sand-

stone with some pebbly beds, and in spite of its dissimilarity to
the hard vitreous conglomerate and quartzite of Green Pond

mountain, it undoubtedly belongs to the same formation. From
occasional undecomposed masses, the dip is seen to be 45 ° to

6o ° S. E. Absence of exposures along the eastern flank of
the hill renders it impossible to determine whether the synclinal
structure prevails here also.

Owing to the isolation of these various outcrops it is not pos-
sible to trace the transition in structure from the westward

dipping monoclinal ridge near Middle Forge to the synclinal
ridge at Kenvil and Succasunna, but since the ridges are appar-
ently the extension of Green Pond mountain, such a transition
seems to occur.

One other isolated mass of this formation occurs just south-

west of Mt. Arlington station on the D. L. & W. railroad and
west of the dynamite works. It is best exposed above the
magazines in ledges of gray conglomerate of white quartz

pebbles, which dip 4o ° N. W. towards the gneiss, 2oo yards dis-
taut. Higher beds of reddish quartzite are exposed at the corners

near the old Drakesville depot. The conglomerate undoubtedly
is faulted against the gneiss on the west, but its relationship to
the ridges of similar rock on the east (noted above) are unknown.

as is also the nature of the rocks underlying the low sand plain
between them. The simplest explanation is that this ledge forms

the western limb of an anticlinal fold, the crest of which formerly
was high above the low ground, but has been eroded away.

From the occurrence of Kittatinny limestone at Middle Forge
and under the whole valley southwest of Flanders, it is believed
that these isolated masses of the Green Pond formation here rest

upon it rather than on the gneiss.
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Lo_lgu'ood l'alley.--This valley, which lies west of Green
Pond mountain, between it and the crystallines, is underlain
chiefly by the Monroe shales, with narrow strips of the Decker

Ferry limestone and the Longavood shales along the eastern side.
Frmn Upper Longwood southwestward, the valley is deeply
filled with glacial deposits, and rock exposures were not found.

North of Upper Longwood the beds dip in general steeply
northwe, t, as shown in section IX, plate IV. Along the

western side of the valley the Monroe shales abut against the
gneibses of the tlighlands, from which they are separated by a
fault. This fracture can be traced for thirty miles southwest

al_mg the northwestern side of Germm_ Valley, where it marks
the eastern face of Sehooley's mountain. This is one of the most
persistent faults recognized ill the State, but it apparently dies out

bet_ een Peter._burg and Oak Ridge reservoir.
Boz¢li_g Green Mo_tntain.--As already noted, this mountain

is c_mposed of an anticline of the Green Pond formation

wrapped aronnd the northern end of a ridge of gneiss. In
general the cnnglomerate beds are less red than in Green Pond
inountain, and are often more gray and white, but the two forma-

timxs are the same. The outcrop forms a rude crescent, with
(lips of 35 to 6o to the north, northeast, east and southeast.
Outcrups of the Longwood shale occur at the base of the moun-
tain south of Milton. The northeastward pitch of the gnleiss
core beneath these heds carries them far below the surface in the

low ground between Milton and Oak Ridge, so that the Monroe

shales and Bellvale flags outcrop in that region. The dying
out nf the great fault of the Longwood valley, which was caused

bv the uplift _f the gneissic rocks to the surface is apparently
coincident with the pitch of this anticline.

.\t the western end of Bowling Green mountain the conglom-

erates are folded up against the gneiss in a sharp syncline, the
western limb of which clips 75° to 9°o S.E. They are probably
separated from the gneiss on the northwest by a slight fault,
which, hmvever, increases northeastward until at the north end

of Clinton reseta'oir the gneiss and Bellvale flags abut against
each other. The conglomerates and quartzites outcrop along the
western side of this syncllne as far north as Oak Ridge reservoir,
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where the last trace of them is seen in a small ledge of coarse gray
conglomerate on the west side at the water's edge. The over-
lying Longwood sbales, Decker Ferry limestone and Newfound-
land grit undoubtedly underlie the reservoir, and the first and

third are obscurely exposed along the road across its southwestern
arnl.

Bearfort Mountain..--This mountain which extends from Clin-
ton reservoir into New York State is for the most part composed

of three parallel ridges, and is perhaps the wildest and most
rugged mountain in the State. Structurally it is a synclinal fold

of the Bellvale flags and the overlying Skunnemunk conglom-
erate. The Belvale flags form the steep eastern' slope and towards
the southern end, the eastern ridge also. Moreover, they outcrop
along the western side, while the conglomerate with included beds
of sandstoue aud shale forms the main central mass. Toward the

southern end the beds of the eastern limb dip from 3°° to 7°o
N. \V., and those of the western limb 8o ° to 85° S. E., the dips

being nearly vertical along the axis. Along the gap north of
Cedar pond dips of 8o ° to 9°0 N. W. occur on the east flank,
diminishing to 65 ° to 850 towards the axis. West of the axis the
dips range from 8o ° S. E. near the center, to 6o ° or 7°o S. E.

nearer the flmtks. Along the northern gaps the dips are Mmost
all to the southeast, the syncline here being close folded and over-

turned on its eastern limb. They average 6o ° S. E. on the west
flank, 9°o near the center and 85 ° S. E. (overturned) on the
east limb. These relations are shown in sections II and III,

plate IV.

The axis of this fold rises gently both northeastward and south-

westward, finally carrying the conglomerates above the present
surface, so that in the northern portion of Bellvale mountain, N.
Y., and southwest of Clinton reser_'oir they have been eroded

away and the Bellvale flags are found along the central portion of
the fold. The continued rise of the axis. becoming more rapid
towards Milton, at length brings to the surface the Green Pond

conglomerate in the sharp syucline on the west side of Bowling
Green monntain, as described above. Throughout its entire
length from the west end of Bowling Green mountain to the State

line the sylmline is bordered on the west by a fault which brings
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the gneiss in contact in succession wltb all the formations from

the Green Pond conglomerate to the Bellvale flags, although

owing to the glacial deposits the actual contacts are nowhere
seen.

West o[ Grec_wood Lake.--\Vest of the southern end of Green-

wood lake the structural relations are slightly complicated and our

observations do not bear out the conclusions of previous ob-

servers. At the southwest end of the lake eastward dipping ledges

of coarse, grey conglomerate form the end of a gravelly point in

the lake. Southwestward along the strike and west of the road

ledges of reddish conglomerate and quartzite outcrop north of the

corner. We have no hesitation in referring both of these ex-

posures to the Green Pond formation, the southeastward dips

being an overturned structure agreeing with the overturned dips
of the east flank of 13earfort moutain to the west and of the north

end of Kanouse mountain to the south. This conclusion is

strengthened by an outcrop of Longavood shale in a low swell

west of the purplish quartzites.

A few rods west of these exposures is the southern end of a

narrow steep-sided ridge which extends northward two Miles or

more. In the shallow depression between this ridge and the low

swell .of Longwood shale are the old "hematite" openings, al-
ready mentioned several times, where fragments of the Decker

Ferry limestone were found. On the eastern slope of the steep

ridge are ledges of a hard white quartzite and grit, grading up-

ward into a greenish sandstone---the Newfoundland grit. These

beds dip 35 ° N. W., a gradual change from the overturned dips

of the Green Pond formation near the lake to the normal dips

being clearly traceable. Higher on the slope and along the crest

the basal beds of the Monroe shales outcrop, while on the west

slope, which is here very steep, the hard greenish sandstones and

below them the white quartzite and fine-grained conglomerate of

the Newfoundland grit is again exposed with an average dip of

65 ° S.E. In brief, then, the ridge at this end is a syncline of

Newfoundland grit with the basal portion of the Monroe shales

in the axis. Thirty-five feet west of the lowest outcrops of the

white grit the black Monroe shales again appear in a series of low

knolls which extend westward to the lower slope of Bearfort
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mountain. Owing to the strong cleavage the dip is not easily

determined, but it was finally fixed at 65 ° S.E. Inasmuch as

these pass upward into the Bellvale flags on the west, the beds are

here overturned, and are separated from the synclinal ridge of

grit by a fault. These relationships are shown in figure 2, repre-

SECTION I

Figure _.--Sectlon nt the southwest end of Oreenwoo*t Lake.

senting a section from Bearfort mountain to Greenwood lake at

the hematite openings.
The strike of these beds is such that northward those on the

east limb of tbe syncline soon pass into the lake, and opposite the
long island only the western limb of the fold is seen. Traced

northward the beds of grit and quartzite on the west side of the

ridge ascend the slowand soon form its crest, while the Monroe

shales in the axis of the fold are seerL on its eastern slope and:

along the highway at the shore of the lake. At Dr. Peters'

cottage still further north the grits form the lower eastern slope

of the ridge and the Monroe shales west of the fault form the

crest. The western limb of the fold finally passes into the lake,

the last exposure of the Newfoundland grit being seen in the

rocky point about a mile south of the State line. In this vicinity

the evidence of the overthrnst of the grit upon the Monroe shale

west of it is somewhat clearly shown. We have described this

region in considerable detail for the reason that Cook* represented

an eastward dipping monocline from Bearfort mountain to Green-

wood lake, and Dartont mentions an anticlinal ridge of Oriskany
here which we were not able to find.

West Milford Valley.--South of Greenwood lake for several

miles there are no rock exposures, the valley being deeply filled

* Geology of New Jersey, x868, p. x49.
Bulletin Geological Society of America, Vol. V, p. 386.
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with glacial drift. Southwest of West Milford, however, the
valley between Bearfort and Kanouse mountaius is occupied

chiefly by the Monroe shales, with probably narrow outcrops of
the Newfoundlmld grit, the Decker Ferry limestone and the

Longwood shales along its eastern side. Throughout most of
the valley the dips are steeply 7°0 to 8o ° N. W., although near
West Milford the shales are overturned and dip 8o ° to 85 ° S. E.,

so that the valley apparently has a monoclinal structure. South
of Postville, however, at the corner of the road to Clinton reser-

voir, a gently folded anticline is shown in a prominent ledge of
Monroe shales by the roadside. On either flank the beds dip •

ab_mt 3° , although the bedding is somewhat obscured by the
cleavage. Italf a mile northward no trace of this fold was dis-
cernible in the dips, although the ridge was continuous and out-

crops across it were frequent. The dips are uniformly to the
northwest, increasing fnma 57 on the eastern slope to 7°o along
the crest and 8o ° on the western slope. Examination of all the

expc_sures between these two sections indicated that the east
flank of the anticline steepened rapidly and within half a mile
became overturned, so that the northern section would apparently

show only a monoclinal structure. Since this fold is in line with
the flexure at the northern end of Green Pond mountain the two

may be the same, but between thcnn is a considerable area in
which no rock exposures are found.

Summary.--Along the eastern border of the Green Pond area

the sedimentary rocks rest unconformably upon the crystallines,
but are faulted against tbem on the western border, except where

the cnnglomerate beds of Bowling Green mountain rest upon the
gneiss. A fault also nmrks the eastern side of Green Pond moun-
tain and anuther separates it from its offset, Brown's mountain
on the west. Both of these fractures apparently die away rapidly
northward into folds, as is the case also with the fracture on the

west side of Longwood valley.
Kan_use and Copperas mountains are mouoclinal ridges, ex-

cept at the snuthern end of the latter where it is a synclinal
f_dd faulted on its western flank. Green Pond mountain is a

mon_n:linal ridge marked by a fault along its eastern margin,

except at its northern end, where it is a pitching anticliue faulted
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,on its eastern limb. Brown's mountain is all anticlinal ridge with

axis pitching steeply northward and gently southward and

faulted along its eastern flank. Bowling Green mountain is a

semi-quaqnaversal anticline, pitching steeply northeast with a

sharply-nlarked syncline at its western end. The northeastward

pitch of this syncline brings in the Bellvale flags southwest of

Clinton reservoir and has preserved the Skunueumnk couglolner-

ates in tile closely pressed fold of Bearfort mountain. Longwood

valley is allllarently monoclinal in structure and the \Vest Milford

valley is essentially the same, but with probably olin or two small
close folds.

CONDITIONS OF FORMATION.

The full discussion of the conditions under which tbese forma-

tioll were deposited will he deferred until the publication of the

report npoll the Paleozoic fornlations which is now in prepara-

tion, but a few of tile most obvious conclusions may be here

stated in order to emphasize the fundamental {acts.

All geologists are agreed that these and similar formationswere

depositec] in boQes of water, in great part at least beneath the
sea. The reasons for this conclusion are many, the presence of

remains of marine animals in many of the beds being the most

conclusive. It is well recognized that the beds of conglomerate

are nothing more than beds of gravel, which since their accunm-
latiou have been consolidated into hard rocks. The sandstones

were once beds of sand, the shales, beds of clay and the lime-

stones beds of limy mud composed chiefly of the ground-up frag-
ments of shells, coral reefs and other animal remains.

Similar deposits are being fo .rmed along the shores and in the

deeper waters off the coasts of the continent at the preseut thne.

Beds of gravel and sand are accmnulated along the present
beaches and in the shallow water near shore, where the waves and

currents are sufficiently strong to carry the coarser material.
Farther from shore where the water is deeper or in protected

places where the motion is gentle, only the finer material is de-

posited and beds of clay are formed, while around coral reefs
and far from shore where the material from the land does not
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reach, remains of shells, coral mud, etc., are deposited. _Ve must

conclude, therefore, that when these formations were deposited,
the area under discussion was ocean-bottom in which, horizontal

beds of gravel, sand and clay were successively formed, and since
the formations attain a thickness of more than five thousand feet,

it must have remained beneath the sea for an enormously l()ng
time. Since, moreover, the deposits range from coarse conglom-

erates to limestones, there must have been great changes in the
force of the currents and the depth of water during this period to
permit the formation of such different deposits to such thick-
nesses. Furthermore since heavy conglomerate beds occur both

near the base of the series (the Green Pond conglomerate), and
also at the top (Skunnemunk conglomerate), similar conditions
must have occurred at different intervals in this period.

Judging, therefore, from their resemblance to modern deposits
in our oceans we can make a few inferences as to the successive
conditions under which the rocks were formed. At the base we

find the Hardyston quartzite, a fine gravel formation, probably
not more than thirty feet thick. It represents a period when the

water was shallow and the shore line of the sea was not far away.
For reasons which are not apparent without the study of a much

wider area than this, we know that the land at this time lay chiefly
to the southeast while the ocean stretched mainly to the north-
west.* The somewhat abrupt passage of the Hardyston quartz-
ite into the overlying Kittatinny limestone indicates that the

shallow waters, turbid with sand and gravel from the nearby
shore, were succeeded by clearer, probably deeper water, in which

there was little land derived sediment but much limy material,
so that limestones instead of sandstones were formed. This

* narton and Wcicott have hcld that the rocks of this region, at least those sul_e-

qucnt to tbv C_anbri_n limestone, were deposited in an inlet separated by a land area
on the west from the great _ea, which lay still further we_t. We have observed no facts

in th_ NL_ Jersey area v._h_ch necessitate this ass_ption. Ol_ tile contrary, we helleve
that th_ wright of _vidcnc_ there f2.vor$ the view that these formations "ivere formerly
continuous with the corresponding beds in the Kittatlnny vaIley and northwestward.

Reew,ni_. _o_cr. that the evidencc in New Jersey is not decisive, and not having
had an _pportunit_" of cxamlnln_ critically the field in New York, we are unwilling to
oppr_st, the cnnclu_ion_ of theft: worker_, _.lthottgtl from what we have seen _vc are
incilncd to b_licvc that the facts are capable of a different interpretation from that of
Mr. narton. In any ¢'_ent, there can be no doubt hut that the seas in which these beds

were formed had a much v.ldcr cxtenslon than the present area of the formations.
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change was probably brought about by a somewhat rapid retreat

of the shore line to the southeast, and the advance of the sea over

what had formerly been land, changes apparently due to the

gradual subsidence of the continent.

At Gould's quarry the GreerL Pond conglomerate rests upon

the eroded surface of the Kittatlnny limestone, which indicates

that after the formation of the limestone, and perhaps of even

higher beds, an elevation of the land brought this region above

sea-level and permitted the erosion of these beds. The limestone

was greatly eroded and seems to have been entirely removed from

much of the region, since over wide areas the Green Pond con-

glomerate rests directly upon the underlying gneiss. The amount

of limestone worn away during this period of erosion was prob-

ably considerable, since in Warren and Sussex counties it is be-

tween 2,ooo and 3,oo0 feet thick and in this region apparently

not more than I3o feet is preserved. Although it does not neces-

sarily follow that its original thickness here was as great in

Sussex county, nevertheless, the period of erosion must have been

a long one. At its close, however, marine conditions were re-
established.

The heavy beds of coarse conglomerate in the Green Pond for-
mation indicate a subsidence of the land with a return of the sea

and the formation of a thick beach deposit, the shore-line being

at no great distance. The passage upward from the conglom-

erates into the quartzites, thence to the Long-wood shales, and

finally to the Decker Ferry limestones, indicate a gradual but

steady advance of the ocean upon the land to the southeast, and

the deepening of the waters within this region, so that the land-

derived sediments became progressively finer and less abundant

until at last the clearness of the water permitted the growth of
corals and numerous other forms of marine life, the remains of
which have formed the thin limestone beds.

Above the limestone comes a pebbly quartzite and sandstone,

the Newfoundland grit, which grades upward into the fine-

grained black Monroe shales. Here we have evidence again of

shallow waters, probably near a shore, with currents capable of

moving coarse sand and pebbles up to half an inch in diameter,

followed in turn by deeper waters and finer sediments. The actual
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relationship of this grit to the underlying limestone is nowhere

exposed in this region, so that we cannot say with certainty
how the transition from the previous limestone-depositing seas to
the suhsequent gravel-carrying waters was brought about. But
the apparent absence here of formations which elsewhere occur

between the two, •indicate that the deposition of the lilnestone was

terminated by an uplift which raised it above sea-level and per-
mitted the en_sion of some beds. A later downward movement

again permitted the ineursiou of the sea to this area and the depo-

sition again of a fine-grained conglomerate followed by a sand-
stone and shale as the sediments changed from gravel to clay.

We find, however, that at this advance of the sea the shore-line

did not retreat far enough to the southeast to establish clear water

conditions and permit the growth of coral reefs and the deposition
of limestone following the Monroe shales, as was the case follow-

ing the L_mg'wood shales. On the contrary, the Bellvale flags and
the Skunnemunk conglomerate indicate that the sediments became

coarser and coarser again, as if the neighboring land areas
were being uplifted, the shore advancing upon the ocean, and the
streams bringing to it coarser material, so that towards the close
of the period pebbles of six or seven inches in dimneter were

rolled about by the waves and currents and deposited with finer
material to make up the great conglomerate beds of the Sknnne-

munk formatim_ Many of tbese pebbles are lithologically iden-
tical with the quartzite beds in this Green Pond formation, and
seem t_ have been derived from it. From this it is inferred that

the sea at this time did not extend so far to the southeast as at

the earlier period, and that somewhere in that direction the Green
Pond formati_m was at this thne exposed to erosion. Whether or

not higher beds than the Skunnemunk conglomerate were still
later deposited in this region we do not know from any obser-
vati(ms made here. If so, all traces of thean have been worn

away.
The conditions of formation being such as we have outlined

above, it follows that each of the formations was once more wide-

spread than at present. Each succeeding formation was laid
down upon the preceding one, and buried it deeply out of sight.
Farther to the southeast, that is nearer the old shore-line, some of
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the older formations may have projected beyond the covering of
later ones, or one of the younger beds may have overlapped the

edges of those immediately beneath it, but for the region here de-
scribed that does not appear to have occurred. Here each forma-
tion seems in turn to have covered the one beneath it, the entire

mass havlng a thickness of apparently more than 5,ooo feet.
At length the region was perm;mently uplifted above the sea,

and added to the continental area. It was probably during this
uplift that the rocks were, in part at least, bent into their present
f<)lds and at the same time faulted. Very little is known of the

causes in the earth's interior occasioning tbis uplift. That it was
due chiefly to enormous horizontal pressure exerted along a north-

west-southeast line is shown from the direction and parallelism
of the axes of the folds. That it was due in some way to the cool-
ing and shrinking of the earth's interior is the common hypoth-
esis. That the movement was very slow is altogether probable;
that it was not due to any sudden convulsion of nature or up-

heaval such as were so frequently referred to by the earliest
writers of geology and still linger in the popular mind is cer-
tain. That it was in any way the result of an earthquake or vol-

canic eruption is out of the question, although in the course of our
studies this explanation has been more than once suggested to us

by persons who had noted the overhanging cliffs, the steep talus
slopes of huge bowlders and the evidently fraganental character
of the rocks. For the sake of these it may be said here that there

is not the slightest trace of volcanic action in the formations, and
what is commonly supposed to be such is rather the work of frost,
rnnning water and waves.

Relatio_r of Structure and Topography. .As the region rose
above the sea the topography and the extent of the strata were

greatly different from the present. The youngest formation must
have at first concealed the underlying beds, and all the strata
probably extended far beyond the limits of their present outcrops.

In order to restore even approximately the conditions which then
prevailed we should have to extend the Long_vood shales, Decker
Ferry limestones, Nmvfoundland grit and Monroe shales, which

now outcrop in the valleys, up the slopes and over the crests of

tbe adjoining ridges. The great thickness of Bellevale flags must
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then be restored to its former extent above them, and lastly over

all would stretch the beds of the Skunnemunk conglomerate, the
whole series no doubt reaching considerable distances both east

and west of the present borders of the region.

It is evident that as the region apeared above sea-level, the

arches of the folds or anticlines formed ridges and were first sub-

ject to erosion. The down-folds or synclines formed valleys and

appeared later. Since the elevation and folding were probably

very slow the tops and slopes of the anticlines were probably much

eroded before the bottoms of the synclines appeared, so that the

topography even at that time was not exactly the same, as it
would be, if we were now to restore all the strata eroded from

these folds. But, nevertheless, it is evident that unless the uplift
was no faster than erosion could wear down the strata, the anti-

clines must have formed ridges, the synclines valleys, and high

cliffs must have marked the fault lines for a long time after this

region was first uplifted. The southern end of Copperas moun-

tain was then a synclinal valley, as was also the entire length of

Bearfort mountain, while the steep sides of high ridges rose over

the West Milford valley.

If we compare with this the present topography we see how

great have been the changes. The synclines do not now always

form valleys and the anticlines ridges. Ii_ the two conspic'uous

cases just cited synclinal folds now form mountains, and valleys

occur, not where the rocks are bent downward to form troughs,
but where soft rocks outcrop at the surface. It is evident, there-

fore, that the denudation which this region has experienced has
been enormous. Thousands of feet of strata have been removed

from even the tops of these mountains in the enormously long

periods which have elapsed since the region appeared above sea-

level. It is not necessary to visit the Grand Canyon of the Colo-

rado to find evidence of enormous denudation. The testimony of

the mountains and valleys of northern New Jersey is just as de-

cisive and convincing, although the facts are a little more difficult

to read. But we have not space to enter into the details of this

story, however wonderful it may be. It has already been told in

a previous Report of the Survey.* Attention may be called,

Vol. IV of the Final Reports. The Physical Geography of New Jersey, R. n.
Sallsbury.
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however, to two factors which in a large degree have determined
the greater topographic features of this region.

The first of these is the contrast in the hardness of the strata,
and the second is their position with respect to the baselevel of
erosion. In consequence of the contrasts in hardness some beds

have better resisted erosion than others, and consequently retain
to a greater degree their original heights. The fact that certain

formations are pre-eminently ridge-makers and others are always
found in the valleys has already been pointed out. The explana-
tion is not, as is commonly supposed, that the strata in the moun-

tains have been raised to a higher level than those in the neighbor-
ing valleys. In fact, as shown by the folds, some of these moun-

talns were lower than their surroundings when the folding and

uplift ceased. The true explanation is found in the greater hard-
ness of the beds in the mountains, whereby they have better re-

sisted erosion and so made the mountains. The adjoining beds,
since they are softer, have been worn down faster and have at

length become lowlands, even though at first they may have been
higher.

The influence of the second factor--the position of the strata

in respect to baselevel---is also strikingly shown. At the north
end of Green Pond mountain, and of Brown's mountain, its offset

portion, the pitch of the strata carry the conglomerate and quartz-
ite, which, because of their hardness, make the mountains far be-
low the present surface. The beds which here overlie them are so

much softer that they have been deeply worn away and hence the
mountains terminate. The conglomerates and quartzltes continue
northward but at levels far beneath the present surface, so that

they have not yet been revealed by erosion. Along the mountain,
however, the folding raised these beds so high above the sea-level

that the erosive agencies were enabled not only to strip off the
overlying beds to a thickness of several thousand feet, but also to

wear away the softer layers on either side, leaving the hard ledges
to form the mountains. In the same way, too, the northeastward

pitch of the hard beds of Bowling Green mountain carries them
far beneath the surface over the low areas east of Mifton and north

of Petersburg. The overlying Monroe shales, being so much
softer, have been deeply eroded and now form the lowlands. On

6 GEOL
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the other hand, the gradual southward rise of the axis of the

syncline in Bearfort mountain at length carried the conglomerate
so high above baselevel, that southwest of Clinton reservoir it was

particularly subject to attack m_d was at length worn away, thus

exposing the underlying softer flags. These were thereupon

eroded somewhat rapidly, so as to terminate Bearfort mountain

northeast of the reservoir, where the conglomerate ends. Other

similar instances might be given_ but enough has beei_ said to

indicate the dependence of the present topography upon the con-

trasts in hardness of the strata, m_d their altitude with respect to
base-level.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY.

The list of papers describing this formation has already been

given. \Ve add here a brief summary of the conclusions of pre-

vious observers that the various interpretations may be com-
pared.

In I836 tfenry D. Rogers,* then State Geologist, described the

conglomerates of this region and suggested that they might

be coeval with the Potomac marble conglomerate, meaning the

conglomerates alc_ng the northern border of the Trlas or Newark

formation. From his description it is evident he did not separate

the conglomerate of Bearfort from that of Green Pond monn-

tain. In his final report, I84o, Rogers describes the extent of

the formatious at greater length, reiterates the identity of the two

conglomerates, differeutiates the red quartzites from the con-

glomerates, and estimates the thickness of the latter at more than

doo feet. He states that their dip is usually 3°o west-northwest,

and infers the presence of longitudinal faults to explain the repeti-

tion of the strata in monoclinal ridges. The isolated area near

Flanders is supposed to be part of a much older fonnatlon which

was the probable source of the arenaceous material of these beds.

The extension of these beds southwestward along German Valley

as far as Clinton in thmterdon county, and their connection with

the middle secondary (Newark) formation there, are regarded as

probable.

• Lee. Cit.
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In 1839 Dr. William Horton* described portions of the New
York extension to these rocks, but did not consider tbe New Jer-
sey area, nor attempt to correlate them.

Prof. W. W. Mather t in I843 was the first to recognize the

correct position of some at least of these formations. The red

shales, grits and red and white conglomerates were regarded as
"tlle equivalents of the west side of Shawangunk mountain, and
of the central portions of New York (the Medina sandstones,

Oneida conglomerates, Onondaga salt group and gray sand-
stone)." He also stated that it was the same formation as that

described by Prof. Rogers as occurring near Green pond. While

Mather was correct in so far as the Green Pond conglomerates
and quartzites are concerned, tie was in error as to the con-

glolnerates and shales in Bearfort (or Long pond), Bellvale aud
Skunnemunk mountains.

In 1868 Dr. George H. Cook,§ State Geologist, described this

region in considerable detail, tracing the boundaries of the various
formations and adding much to our k'nowledge of their relation-
ships. The fossiliferous limestone at Longwood, Woodstock and

Newfoundland (the Decker Ferry formation), mistakenly identi-
fied as Trenton, was seen.to overlie the red shales, quartzites and
conglomerates of Green Pond mountain, and apparently deter-

mined their horizon as younger than Trenton. Since over wide
areas these beds rested upon the gneiss they were consequently
regarded as Upper Cambrian (Potsdam), and equivalent to the

conglomeratic quartzite found elsewhere between the gneiss and
the magnesian limestone. The Monroe shales, owing to their

position above the fossiliferous limestone, were regarded as the
Hudson River shale, which they resemble somewhat closely.

The conglomerate of Bearfort mountain was regarded as the
same as that of Green Pond mountain on account of ttleir lithe-

logical resemblances. The occurrence of the magnesian (Kitta-
tinny) limestone at Middle Forge, Gould's and Cisco's quarries

and the relations there exposed were interpreted as demonstrating

Third An. Rep. of W. W. Mather, Geologist of the xst Geol• Dist. of the State of

New York, t839. Appendix by Dr. Wm. Horton, pp. _46"7, 153-

Geology of New York, Pt. I, Albany, I843, pp. 362-363.

_Geology of New Jersey, i868, pp. 79-89, x33"134, x43-144, _48-I49, x53, I63.
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the superposition of the limestone on the Green Pond conglomer-
ate, the thin bed of Hardystm_ quartzite being correlated with the
latter. The masses of reddish conglomerate in the lower portion
of the limestone which we iuterpret as material which washed
into fissures in the limestone (pp. 7-8), were believed to demon-

strate the younger age of the limestone. West of the southern
end of Greenwood lake the exposures of the Green Pond con-

glomerate and Lougwood shales were correctly referred to the
Oneida and Medina formation respectively. The outcrop of the

Newfoundland grit (Oriskany-Corniferous) on the western limb
of the synclinal ridge was also regarded as Oneida,while the Mon-
roe shales (Hamilton) on the west were put with the Hudson

River shale, and those along the crest of the synclinewere regarded
as the Cauda-Galli shale. Obscure markings resembling this fossil

do occur on these beds, but the later discovery in them of Hamil-
ton fossils and the correct identification of the underlying grit has
placed these beds in their proper position. As shown by one of

the published sections, the donglomerates along the crest of Bear-
fort mountain were believed to underlie the shale, the overturned

dips being mistaken for the normal position. On the geological
map accompanying the report the areas are colored in accOrd-

ance with the above classification. Although subsequent work
has shown that to a large extent these correlations were incorrect,

yet this report and the geological map gave the first detailed de-
scription of the region and the distribution of the most important
formations, and in so far has afforded a substantial foundation for

subsequent workers.

The next important contribution to the history of this region
was made by Prof. D. S. Martin,* who in I87I announced the

discovery of fossil plants in the Bellvale flags on Skuunemunk
mountain and fixed their "age as Devonian, probably of the Ham-
ilton group."

In I884 Prof. J. C. Smock,_ then Assistant State Geologist,
made a re-examination of the rocks of this region, and his con-
clusions are published in the Annual Report for that 3,ear. He

* Proc. Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York, Vol. I, p. z59.

fAnnual Report of the State Geologist, t884, pp. 59-56.
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reviewed in considerable detail the observations of previous

workers, giving an elaborate sunmlary of the work already done.
His conclusions were based on a study not only of tile New Jer-
sey but of a.portion of the New York area. The conglomerate of
Bearfort and Skunnemunk mountains was still considered as

identical with that of Green Pond, Copperas and Kanouse moun-
! tains. As the Devonian age of the flags and conglomerates in

Skunnemunk mountain was considered as demonstrated by
structural and faunal evidence, the Green Pond conglomerates and
quartzites were also regarded as Devonian. The Monroe shales
were still classed as Hudson River, and the previous identifica-

tion of the fossiliferous limestone as Trmlton was not questioned.
The higher structural position of the conglomerates of Bearfort
mountain as regards the Oneida conglomerate at the southwest

end of Greenwood lake was recognized. The inferior position of

the magnesian limestone as regards the Green Pond conglom-
erate, at Cisco's and Gould's quarries and at Middle Forge, was
correctly given, but the erroneous correlation of tile fossiliferous

limestone and the Monroe shales made necessary the supposition

that they underlay the eonglomerate at Longwood and Wood-
stock. The structure of Green Pond mountain was therefore

represented as an inclined syncline. The synclinal st,rueture of
Bearfort, Copperas and Kanouse mountains was asserted, a con-

elusion true for Bearfort and the southern end of Copperas, but
erroneous for the others. Various estimates of the thickness of

the formations are given, "i,ooo feet, including the shales, slates,
sandstones and conglomerates, or the whole series," being con-

sidered probable for the New Jersey area.
In the following year, I885, Darton* "found that the fossil-

iferous limestones in the Green Pond region were Helderberg in
age," and while our identifications, based on the collections made

the past season, differ slightly from this, yet this determination

marks a notable advance in the study of this region. The ap-
proximately Oneida age of the underlying conglomerate in Green
Pond, Copperas and Kanouse mountains was thus determined.

The following year, I886, Dr. N. C. Britton and Mr. F. J. H.

Merrill re-examined the region, and the results of their work

* Bull. Geol. So¢. of Amer., Vol. V, p. 370.
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appeared in the Annual Report of the State Geologist for that
year. In several respects it was the most complete presentation
of the subject up to that time. All the formations between the

Green Pond conglomerate and the Belh,ale flags were recognized
and described, but the names we have used were not applied to
them. The Skunnemunk conglomerate, however, in Bearfort

mountain was still correlated with tbe Green Pond conglomerate.

The m_st imlrortant discovery was the finding of Oriskany-Cor-
niferous fossils in the white grit and sandstone east of Newfound-
land and elsewhere, thus proving the presence of Lower Devonian
beds. Estimates of the thickness of these formations were made

and something of definiteness was added to our knowledge in this
direction. Furthermore the unconformable contact of the Green

Pond conglomerate and the limestone at Gould's quarry was
asserted. The anticlinal structures at the end of Green Pond

mountain and its offset spur were clearly set forth, but we are not
able to agree with other conclusions regarding the structure as
shown by several of their sections.

The work of Mr. Darton in this region commenced in I885 and
continued at intervals for a number of years. In i894 he pub-
lished* a most important paper covering both this region and the
adjoining.New York area and accompanied by a map and many
sections. , Each of the formations is carefully described, and tbe

principal stratigraphical features indicated. To Mr. Darton be-
longs the credit of being the first to recognize the diversity of the
Green Pond and the Skunneumnk conglomerates, a most im-

portant advance in the correct solution of the problem, for much

of the confusion and many of the contradictory conclusions have
been due to this error. He was also the first to demonstrate the

[n)st-Odovician age of the fossiliferous limestones at Longwood
and Newfoundland. and so to corroborate Mather's inference that

the Grctnl P_md ctmglomerates were equivalent to the Oneida. He
also first applied the terms Longwood, Monroe, Bellvale and
Skunnenmnk to their respective formations. His description of

the stratigraphieal features is full and in all the main features
correct for New Jersey, and most of his conclusions are corrobo-

• Loc. Cit.
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rated by our observations which were made without a knowledge
of the details of his work. Later, with his interpretations in
mind, re-examination was made of the points in which we were
found to differ from him, and our conclusions on these points
were reached after careful consideration of both sides of the

questioll.
Previous to the publication of Mr. Darton's chief paper, but

after his work had been done, Mr. \Valcott* visited the region

and independently arrived at the conclusion that the Skunnemuuk
and Green Pond formations were diverse and that the formations

ranged from Lower Cambrian to Upper Devonian. He was the
first to determine the presence of the Olenellus fauna in the llme-
stones east of Kanouse mountain and so establish their age by

positive evidence, although their identity with the magnesian lime-

stone of the Kittatinny valley had been asserted by Cook in I868,
and their Olenellus age had been inferred by Foerste a few mouths
previous to Walcott's visit.

This review would not be complete without mention of the able

summary of the various views pnblished by C. S_ Prossert in

1892, and h_s discussion of the age of the plant remains found in
the Bellvale flags on Skmmemunk mountain. No field-work was
done in the New J-ersey area, but his determinations strengthened
the previous conclusions that these beds are Middle Devonian.

From this review it appears that many workers have con-

tributed to the solution of these problems. Little by little correct
determinations have been made and errors eliminated. The in-

ferences of earlier investigators based upon meager facts have
in some cases been confirmed by later detailed work. Although
the earliest correlatioz_s of the State Survey were to some extent

erroneous, yet the wealth of facts concenfing the geographical
distribution and the structur_ relatious then collected afforded
a firm foundation on which later workers could build.

• Amcr. 3our. Sci., 3d Ser., Vol. XLVlI, pp. $ot-3zl.

_"Loc. Cit.
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Artesian Wells.

OUTLINE.

INTRODUCTION.

I. Wells in Southern New Jersey.
At Anglesea. At Pitman. Two wells to different
At West Mills. near Parkdale. water horizons.
At Bridgeton. At Kirkwood. N. W. of.
At Millville: At Stratford.

Shallow wells. At Laurel Springs. Sixteen wells.
Deep wells. At Blaekwood.

At Island Heights. At Clementon and west of. Three
At Toms River. locations.

A.t Spring Lake. At Fairview. south of.
At Behnar. At Monroe Station.
At Keasby's Landing. At Corses Landing.
At Perth Amboy. Two locations. At Penns Grove.
At Rtmyon. At Pedricktown, N. W. of.
At Lorillard. At \Voodstown.
At Vincentown. Between \Voodstown and Sharptown.
At Cresson or Milford. At AIloway, east of. Two wells.
At Camden. At Penton, south of.
At Fish House. At Salem and west of.
At Torresdale, Pa. At Fort Dupont, Del.
At Philadelphia, Pa., foot of Chest- At Middletown. Del.

nut St. At Atlantic City. Deep well, 2,3o6
At Mount Ephraim or Hedding. feet.
At Audubon. At Atlantic City. Deep wells, 833 to

• At Clarksboro. 843 feet.
At Sweedesboro and north of. At Atlantic City. Shallow wells,
At Tomlin Station. 8o feet.
At Mulliea Hill.

II. Wells Mostly in Northern New Jersey.*
Se¢. I.--Wells reported by W. R. Osborne.

At Metuehen. Two locations. At Plainfield.
At New Brnnswlck. Two locations. At Sand Hills.
At Oak Tree. Two locations. At Valentine Station.
At Park avenue, near Plainfield.

• The data in this and the following sections were furnished by the various operators.
While it is believed that the records are accurate, the Survey has had no opportunity to
examine specimensfrom the borings, or to verify conclusions. H. lh K.

(55)
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Sec. 2.--Wells reported by P. H. & J. Conlan.

At Arlington. Two locations. At Governor's Island, New York
At Belleville. Harbor.
At Hoboken. At Passaic.

At Harrison. At Pompton.
At Lake Hopatcong. At Paterson.
At Newark. At Plainfield.

At New York. Two locations, At Waverly.

S¢c. 3.--Wells reported by Stotthoff Bros.

At Alpha. At New Orange. "
At Bayonne. At Oxford.
At Belvidere. At Passaic.
At Elizabeth. Three locations. At Pennington.
At Elizabethport. Five locations. At Sandts Eddy.
At Fleming'ton. At Tranquillity.
At Linden. At Westfield.
At Lodi. At White Hill.
At Martins Creek.

Se¢. 4.--Wells reported by Harry E. Estes, gidgewood, IN. J.

At Allendale. Four locations. At North Paterson. Five locations.
At Bogota. At Oradelh Three locations.
At Belleville. At Paramus. Six locations.
At Demerest. Three locations. At Paterson. Two locations.
At Englewood. At Palisade Park.
At Fairlawn. At Park Ridge. Two locations.
At Hillsdale. Four locations. At Ridgewood. Fifty-seven loca-
At Hohokus. Five locations, tions.
At ttarrington Park. At Saddle River. Three wells.
At ttoboken. Four locations. At Tenafly.
At Midland Park. Three locations. At Woodcliff. Nine locations.
At Maywood. Eight locations. At Waldwick. Two locations.
At Mahwah. Three locations. At Westwood. Six locations.
At Montvale. Two locations.
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ARTESIAN WELLS.

INTRODUCTION.

In presenting data this year respecting artesian or bored wells

we would acknowledge the uniform courtesy with which well-

drillers, contractors, civil engineers and others have cheerfully

given informatiorL and furnished specimens of the borings.

These specimens haw been of great value in the geological

interpretation and correlation of strata, since without them it

would frequently have been impossible to be certain what par-

ticular beds were represented, no matter how accurate and per-

feet were the descriptions received.

Of the wells now reported there are a {ew that have been

esl)ecially timely in revealing the structural relations o{ the

various beds in the southern portion of the State. Of these a

deep boring at Island Iffeigbts has perfected our knowledge of

the beds above the Eocene, and has permitted the correlation of

these beds in the upper portion of the Atlantic City wells with the
same beds in Ocean and Monmouth counties.

Deep wells recently sunk at Fort Mort, N. J., and at Middle-

town and Fort Dupont, Delaware, and noted in this report, have

shown what has been heretofore in part indicated by records

that have already appeared in past annual reports respecting wells

at Johstown, Mount Holly, Woodstown, Fort Delaware and

Reedy Island, namely, that the Raritan beds have a great thick-

ness, the maximum of which, so far as now known, amounts to

nearly 6oo feet,* but which does not yet comprise its entire thick-
ness, since the base of this formation has not been reached even

by the deepest of these borings.

* See llItddletown record in tabulated statement, page xo6,
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These and numerous other borings into the Raritan beds show
that there is a large amount of water at various cI_pths therein,

and. at the same time, they dem_lstrate the decidedly hetero-
geneons composition and irregular stratificatiou of the same.
For these reasons accurate predictions as to the depth to water-

yielding sands within this formation at are/- given point canlmt
be made. Approximately accurate predictions can_ however, be
made as to the depths to the water-horizons that are associated
with the Upper Cretaceous and Miocene formations, since in these

formations the stratification is more regular, aad iltdividual beds
are more widespread.

But of all the well records presented this year by far the most

important, from the geological and stratigraphical point of view,
is the deep well at Atlamic City, sunk by Uriah White to the
depth of 2,3o6 feet from the platform of ¥oung's Ocean Pier.
The borings from this well enable us, with our previous knowl-

edge, to connect in orderly succession the various beds underlying
the more superficial sands and gravels, viz., the Miocene, Eocene
and Cretaceous beds, excepting only the Raritan fonnation, which

was not reached, and the lower portion of the cl,'_ymarl forma-
tion, which was l_.otentirely penetrated by this boring.

One of the most interesting geological features revealed by

this .\tlantic City boring is a thickness of rock of about 460 feet,
between the depths of 1,44o and 1,9oo feet, which rock we

apprehend represents the limesand that overlies the Middle IX{aft
bed. .\t outcrops this limesand bed rarely presents a greater

thickness than alxmt 20 feet, and is generally composed of
alternate layers of limestone and loose limesand, but in this

boring it was one solid mass of rock, though of varying degrees
of hardness. Bryozoa generally occur in the outcrops, but

none were found in this well boring. We are, however, at
least tentatively inclined to believe that the Bryozoa characterize
the upper layers only. and of these only those which were laid
down near the old shore line in water of but moderate depth,

since the record at Vincentown. on page 71, shows 3° feet of

limesand, with Bryozoa plentiful in the upper seven feet, less
plentiful in the middle portion and with none at all in the lower

five feet, which lower stratum seems to be lithologically identical
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with the bed in its entirety at Atlantic City. Tile top of this lime-

sand rock was also met with iu a boring at Millville at the depth
of 68o feet, where again the Bryozoa are wanting. See page 64.

For the nlore complete elucidation of the structural relations

of the various beds underlying the State from the Delaware

river to the Atlantic ocean it is desirable that the Survey might
obtaii1 specimens from some deep-well boring within a radius of
a few miles from Winslow and HammorLton. Shonld the sinking
of such a well i1_the future be determined upon, those especially

interested would confer a favor by commmtlcating informatiou
of such intention_ to the State GeoIogist, at Trenton_ in advance,

so that arrangeanents can be made to obtain data and specimens
of the borings.

ARTESIAN WELL AT ANGLESEA, FIVE-,MILE BEACH.

Elevation, 5 feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 331 feet.
_,Vater flows over the surface. Drilled by Uriah White.

• The total depth of this well is 331 feet, and it was finished with
a strainer 47 feet long. The water-horizon occupies the interval

between the depths of 284 mid 331 feet, the top being a medium

quality of yellowish browr_ sand, and the base a coarse gravel of
similar shade. This water-horizon is the same as that developed
in 19oo by a well put down near Holly Beach station,* which

we then named the Holly Beach water-horizon. It seems to have
been overlooked or passed by i11the drilling of earlier and deeper

wells at Wildwood oi1 the Sanle beach. Last year we stated that
this horizon "probably underlies the entire beach," a prediction

that this well, located some two miles north of the Holly Beach
well, would seem to verify.

Similar gravels with a similar depth are known to occttr at an
intermediate point, viz., at Wildwood, between, tbe depths of 3o2

and 32o feet. We are informed that this well will yield, by pump-
ing, 45o,ooo gallons per day.

From sl)ecimens kindly furnished we lnake the following
record :

* See Annual Report for tgoo, page H 9.
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Suface beds of which no _peeimens came to hand, . ........ o feet to 90 feet.
Fine sandy clay with sponge spicules and a few diatoms,.. 90 I3O
Medium brownish gray sand ............................ 13o I4o
Fine gray sand ......................................... 14o 16o
Fine brownish gray sand ................................ i6o I9o
Gray sand with lignite ............................ '...... t9o 2oo
Medium quality gray sand ............................... 2oo 27o
Sandy brown clay ....................................... 270 284
Yellowish brown sand, water-bearing ..................... 284 320
Yellowish brown gravel, water-bearing, .................. 3_o 331

For more minute details as to the strata above 9° feet the
reader is referred to the record of a well put down in I895t to

the depth of 665 feet, and for information as to beds still lower

than 665 feet he is likewise referred to that of a well put down

in I894§ to the depth of I,_44 feet.
Comparison of the records and specimens at Wildwood and

at Anglesea show the following notable correspondence of beds:

Wildwood. Anglesea.

Clay with spo_zge spicules and diatoms, 98 feet to I32 feet. 9o feet to I3Ofeet.
Gray sand with lignite ............. I85 .... 2oo " 19o " " zoo
Drab-oolored clay ................... 268 " " 3o7 27o .... 284" "
Yellowish brown sand and gravel with

water, . ........................ 3o7 .... 32o " 284 " " 33x

ARTESIAN WELL AT wEsT MILLS, SOUTHEAST OF PARKDALE.

Elevation, 4o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 9o feet.
Water rises within 7 feet of the surface.

This well was relx_rted last year* as near Parkdale, but with
some slight mistatements of facts, the principal of which were
as to the elevation and the exact location. We, therefore, now

present an amended report, for which we are indebted to A. J.
Rider, in whose cranberry bog it is situated. The location is
two and one-half miles southeast of Parkdale and about one mile

southwest of a welt in Rockwood's cranberry bog on Metchesa-

_'Annual Report, x_9_, page _6.

_ AnnuaI R_port, ik_q."_,page 159.

• Annual Report for 19oo, p,'lge to?.
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taukin creek, of which records have been published ill previous
annual reports.*

This well at West Mills had lxen previously put down to a

depth of about 55 feet, and in the year I9oo W. C. Barr deepened
it by boring beyond to the total depth of 9° feet from the surface.

The following is the record of strata as furnished by W. C.
Barr :

Thickness. Intervals.

Surface material ................................. 8 feet. o feet to 8 feet.

Blue day ....................................... 7 " 8 .... I5

White running quicksand ........................ 53 15 .... 68 "
Yellow pasty clay, . .............................. 18 " 68 .... 86

Coarse sand and small gravel .................... 4 86 .... 90

Beneath the last-named stratunl there was a chocolate-colored

cloy, on which the boring stopped. We were irffonned that at

the "depth of about 6o feet chips of wood (lignite) of a brown-
ish color and one or two inches long were brought out by the
bucket." "

TWO ARTESIAN WELLS AT BRIDGETON_ FOR ARCTIC MILK AND ICE

COMPANY.

Elevation, IO feet; diameter of each, 4_ inches; depth of each, 8o feet.

One of these wells was prospected to the depth of 2oo feet.
Water rises within 7 feet of the surface.

Drilled and reported by Haines Bros.

During the year 19oo Haines Bros. proslxcted a well at tbe

above location to a depth of 2oo feet, but, not finding water at
that depth, they afterwards fitlished this and another well, each

with :t depth of about 8o feet. finding a water-bearing sand

betweea_ the depths of 6o and 8o feet that rose within 7 feet of
the surface, or about to tide-level. From information furnished

by the contractors we nmke the following stratigraphical record :

+Annual Report for 188S,page I38, and Annual Report for i892, Imge 297.

7 GEOL
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Various shades of yellowish sands and gravels, o feet to 60 feet.
Black clay .................................. 60 .... 6t " }

Coarse gravel .............................. 6I .... 85 " _"Age (?)

Dark brown clay, . ......................... 8S .... I7O " 1Light-colored muddy sand ................... i7o " " 200 " Miocene.

In the Annual Report for I9oo , page Iio, there is a similar
record of a deep boring ( i75 feet) and of two shallow ones (each

65 feet) about one mile east, at East Bridgeton. As these wells
now reported at Bridgeton are about one-half mile farther back

on the dip of the beds than those at East Bridgeton, it is probable
that the deep well (2oo feet) at Bridgeton is stratigraphically

somewhat deewr than the deep one at East Bridgeton (I75 feet),
as well as actually deeper frotn the surface. These two deep

borings are of interest, since they show a great thickness, some-
what over Ioo feet, of Miocene clay. This clay represents the
same bed as the one which presents a thickness of 9° feet in the

two well-borings near Alloway, noted on page io2.

At Alloway only the base of the bed was passed through, while
here the boring penetrated its upper portion only. Th.e thickness
at Atlantic City of what we apprehend to be the same bed is i3o
feet, and it there occupies the interval between the depths of 86o

and 99 ° feet. It therefore seems probable that had this boring
at Bridgeton been continued from 2o to 4° feet deeper, it woukl
have passed entirely through this clay-bed, and beneath it would

have probably opened a water-yielding sand above the Eocene,
since such a water-yielding stratum has been found in this
stratigraphical position at Berkeley Arms, Seaside Park and

Island tteights. The writer also thinks it probable that the
_atex of the well at Winslow, 335 feet deep, and. of the well at

the .\tlantic City Gas Works, 1,135 feet deep, belongs to the
same horizon. This stratum was also doubtless passed in well-

b_ring> unsuccessfully drilled at Toms River and Barnegat Park,
an _pini_m the writer has formed from aI_ exmnination of the

borings of these two places. A very complete set of the Toms

River borings is still preserved by John D. Haines at that place.
The more shallow wells at Bridgeton, 8o feet deep, and East

Bridgeton, 65 feet deep, indicate the thickness of the overlying
yellowish sands at these two points.
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SIX S}IALLOW ARTESIAN. WELLS AT MILLVILLE_ N, J.

Elevation, about 3 feet. Diameter of each, 8 inches. Depths, No. :, xo7 feet;
No. 2, IO7_ feet; No. 3, Io5 feet; No. 4, Io4 feet;

No. 5, II8 feet; No. 6, Io4 feet.

"Water overflows at the surface.

T he People s Water Co. Data from Hon. George Pfeiffer and
W. H. Boardman, C. E.

These wells are located upon the flat meadow land on the east

bank of Maurice river immediately south of City Hall. Through
the joint courtesy of all the above named parties we have been

furnished with full and separate series of the borings from five
of these wells and with some notes upon the same. The follow-

ing generalized section has been prepared after careful eoml)ari-
son of the borings and notes.

I foot. Meadow muck, ............................... o foot to : foot.

5 feet. Black mud, containing marine diatoms of recent

species and sponge spicules, . .............. I 6 feet.

2 Fine white sand ............................... 6 feet " 8 "

4 Coarse white pebbles, size of marbles and larger, . 8 .... 12
8 Dull yellowish sand, . .......................... 12 .... 2o

2 Yellow cIay, ................................... 20 " " 22

3 Yellow sandy clay ............................. 22 " " 25
6 Sand and iron stone crusts, reddish yellow in

color, ..................................... 25 ,, ,, 31 -

5 .Mixture of clay, sand and very fine gravel, varying
in color, being light yellow, orange yellow and

dull yellow in different wells ................ 3t .... 36 "

54 Mixture of sand and gravel, varying in quality
from coarse to fine, and in color from red

and bright orange to light yellow and

brownish yellow ............................ 36 .... 90
Iron stone crust at 52 feet in one well and

at 78 feet in another. Some yellow clay
seams between 40 and 6o feet.

4 Black clay ..................................... 9o .... 94

2 Fine gravelly dark gray conglomerate (stone) in

well No. 4,. ............................... 94 .... 96 "

I Black clay in ',veil No. 6, . ...................... 96 " " 97 "
zo Coarse mixture of gray sand and gravel, water-

bearing, . .................................. 97 .... H7
In well No. t occurs a dark stone con-

glomerate 2 inches thick at the depth of

95 feet and a dark clay seam at IIO to
112 feet.
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DEEP ARTESIAN "*','ELLS AT MILLVILLE, N. J.

FAevation, 3 feet above high tide.

_,t,.'ell No*. I, depth. Oo feet. Water at 66 feet to 9o feet.

Veell No. 2, dtpth, 204 feet. Water at t85 feet to 204 feet.

\Vdl Nt_. 3, depth. ¢_85 feet. No satisfactory water found below 212 feet.

The Millville \Vater Company, being desirous of ascertaining
the nttnaber and tteltth of the various water-yielding horizons
occurring" at Millville. prospected three wells to the above depths.

\Ve have been courteously furnished with a nearly complete
series t)f the borings, from an examination of which we present

the subjoined record :

Yelh_w sand from near the surface to the depth of 56 feet.

C'Supply of water, aoo gallons in 9 minutes.")

Yellow sand and coarse gravel at ............... 62 "

Orange-yellow sand, with "a good supply of water"
at ................ . ......................... 66

,Mixture of dark sand and clay at ................ 80

Mixture of dark sand and clay at . . .............. 90

Dark tough hard clay from ........... 96 feet to tot

Dark sand ........................... ioi " " IIO Probahly
Dark clayey sand ..................... IiO .... H5

(No diatoms in the clays from 8o in part
.if not

to I15 feet.)

Alternations of sand and fine gravel, wholly

sometimes mixed with clay ........ I15 .... 185 " Miocene.

II'atcr at 185 feet.

Clay and coarse gravel, some diatoms
and also iron pyrite .............. 185 " " 204

Gravel whh "a good ,q.v:,, of u'atcr." .. 204 " " 212

[)ark brown clay, no diatoms, but first

appearance of fossil shells, . ..... 212 " 22I
Gravel with some shells ............. 221 " 233

Dark clay, rio diatoms ............... 233 " 241 .Miocene.

Clay, gravel and _l)mc shcll_ ......... 24I " 255

Clay, ,andy at the top ................ 255 " 300

(.lay with camminuted shells, . ....... 300 " 31o

Dark brown clay .................... 3m " ,360

GrecnGh clay ........................ 360 " 37o

Brtlwni_h sandy clay ................. 370 " 375
(?) -"
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Greenish mixture" of quartz and green
sand ............................. 375 " 395 "

Dark olive-green sandy marl," with Upper

abundance of greensand grains .... 395 .... 438 " Layer ._
Similar dark olive green sandy marl, Upper Marl ._

but somewhat more clayey, . .... 438 .... 526 " Bed. :,,
Greenish mixture of quartz and green-

sand with some fossil shells, . ..... 526 " 552
2_

(?) (?)
Greenish sandy clay with some green- "1 "1

sand and some fossil shells ....... 552 .... 630 " /[ LayersL°wer ]1

Similar greenish sandy clay, but with [" Upper Marl ]

much more green sand ........... 630 .... 675 " [Bed. _

Dark olive-green clayey marl, . ........ 675 " " 68o " j [Hard rock, slightly calcareous, . ....... 680 .... 68" [ Probahly
_ Limesand. J

These wells are located about one mile northwest of the wells

noted in the preceding record.

The water front well No. I, at the depth of 66 to 9° feet. rose

slightly above tide-level, while that from well No. 2, at the depth
of 18_ to 204 feet, rose some Io feet or more above tide.

In well No. 3, at various depths below 2t_2 feet, water said to

be of uusatisfactory quality was fotmd that likewise rose to Io
feet or more above tide.

• FIVE ARTESIAN WELL-BORINGS AT ISLAND HI_IOHTS.

NO. I---eleVation, 5 feet; depth, LI45 feet.

No. 2--elevation, 5 feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 368 feet.

No. 3--elevatlon, 5 feet; dlanteter, 3 inches; depth, 46 feet.

No. 4Ielevatlon, 5 feet ; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 47 feet.

No. 5ielevation, 5 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 48 feet.

\Vater at 26 to 48 feet that rises to the surface. Supplies wells Nos. 3, 4
and 5.

Water at I45 to I5O feet that rises within I8 inches of the surface. Not
utilized.

\Vater at 28o to 290 feet that rises about 3 feet above the surface. Supplies
well No. 2.

\Vater at 3o0 to 368 feet that rises about 3 feet above the surface. Supplies
well No. 2.

Island Heights Water Co. Edgar A. Alcott, engineer.
The two deep wells drilled by Kisner & Bennett.

The three shallow wells drilled by Thomas Roberts.
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Through the courtesy and co-operation of the three first named
of the above parties we have been furnished with a series of speci-

mens from the two deep wells, from an examination of which,
coupled with some information also received from the sanle per-

sons, we are enabled to present the subjoined detailed record. In
the process of drilling well No. I, it was cased with Io-inch pipe

to the depth of 48 feet ; then with an 8-inch casing inside of this to
336 feet ; then similarly with a 6-inch casing to 5o0 feet, and then

with a 4_ casing to 927 feet. the drill being continued beyond
this without casing t¢_the total depth of 1,145 feet. From a cal-

culation of the dip of the water-bearing beds of the region it was
confidently expected that a copious water-bearing stratum would

be found at about the depth of I,OOOfeet, but though the drilling
was continued as above stated to I,I45 feet, or about 15o feet
farther, no free water-bearing sand was found such as occurs to
the northward at Mantoloking* between the depths of 872 and

922 feet and at Bay Head]" at the depth of 885 feet. At both the
last-named places lignite was found associated with the water-
yielding sand, but though lignite occurs in this boring in its lower

portion the drillers state that no noticeable sand occurs, the beds
seeming to consist nearly entirely of fine black micaceous silty

sand, with perhaps two or three very thin sand seams below i,ooo
feet.

RECORD.

Surface beds, yellow sand ............ o feet to 12 feet.

Sand and white clay, . ............... 12 " " t4
White sand .......................... I4 .... 26 " .Age(?)

Heavy yellow gravel with plenty of

r.'atcr, . .......................... 26 .... 48 "

Fine gray quicksand ................. 48 .... 145

Heavy blue sand and gravel, with a lit-

tle water that rises within 18 inches

of the surface, probably equivalent Probably
to the water-horizon at I26 to I32 Miocene.

feet at Mantoloking .............. I45 " " I5o in whole

Brown Miocene (?) clay, the rotten or in part.
stone of the drillers, the astringent

clay of Prof. Cook .............. I5o .... 285 "

* Annual Report ib96, page I52.

_'Anutml Report l}'_,_,page I5I.
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"Pepper and salt" sand--water-bearing, 285 feetto3oo feet. ]
Streak of clay at .................... 3oo " /Posslbly

Gray sand with water, equivalent of tln partthat at 465 to 49o feet at Seaside Miocene

Park, . .......................... 3oo .... 368 " /and in part
Marl ................................ 368 .... 5o4 jEocene.

Some mollusks at 446 to 464 feet.

Light or ash colored fine marly clay, " 64o " _ Lower layercontains Coccoliths throughout, ... 504 Upper I_iarl.
Rock at 542 to 564 feet. _

l Middleand •i
Dark greenish marl.................. 64o " " 858 " Lower

Marl Beds.
L_

Black micaceous fine sandy clay, . .... 858 .... II45 " ClayMarl.

Although water was not found at the base of this boring, yet

water-yielding sands were noticed at intervals in passing down

at depths noted abo.ve. Another well was therefore sunk to the
depth of 368 feet, and the horizon between 3o0 and 368 feet de-

veloped. This yields a considerable quantity of satisfactory

water. It is beneath the Miocene clays, "the rotten stone" of the

driller, and is either at the top of or just above the Eocene (?)

greensands which fairly commence as greensands at the depth

of 368 feet. This horizon is doubtless the same as that supplying

the wells four miles eastward at Berkeley Arms* and Seaside

Park t. It was also doubtless passed in borings made some years

since at Toms River§ and at Barnegat Park[{, since a similar

"pepper and salt" sand has been seen by the writer in the borings

from these two wells at about the proper depth in each.

The writer also deems it quite probable that this horizon is the

same as that opened by the first deep well sunk in the State, which

was at Winslow and which has a depth of 335 feet.°

The horizon supplying the first deep well successfully put down

at Atlantic City (at the gas works), and which has a depth of

I,I35 feet, was also probably the same. This well is, however,

the only one at that place that has so far successfully reached this

horizon, although two other wells have been unsuccessfnlly bored

* Annual RepOrt, i885, page 133.

tAnnual Report, x898 , page IOL

Annuttl Report, i898 , page io2.

[ Auuual Report, i896 _ page I54.
o Geology of New Jersey, 1868, page 29t.
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to still greater depths. All the many other wells at that locality
that now furnish water not being deeper than 75o to 86o feet.

The supply of water from well No. 2 (depth 366 feet) is
deemed likely to be sufficient for the usual needs of the town for

some years to come. To provide, however, for any sudden call
for an unusually large amount of water there have since been

put down by Thomas Roberts three shallow wells, each three
inches in diameter, to the depths of 45, 46 and 47 feet, so as to

draw from the water-bearing stratum noted above as occurring
between the depths of 26 to 48 feet. These three shallow wells
were each finished with a strainer at the bottom twenty feet in

length.

TIIREE SttALLOW BORED WELLS AT TOMS RIVER.

Elevation, 5 fect; diameter of each, 6 inches; depth o.f each, about 39 feet.

The city of Toms River is supplied with water by means of
three Ix_red wells put down a few years since to an average depth

of about 39 feet. The material penetrated is described as con-
sisting of alternations of fine and coarse sand and gravel, the pre-

vailing color of which is yellow.
The quality of water obtained is said in the certificate of the

chemist who analyzed it tc_be "of high purity and suitable for all

purposes."

ARTESIAN WELL AT SPRING LAKE.

Depth, 7m feet.

Kisner & Bennett report having sunk a well the present year

at Spring Lake for the North Spring Lake Water Company to the
depth of 7IO feet.

ARTESIAN WELL AT BELMAR.

Depth, 664 feet.

Kisner & Bennett report that they have drilled a well the past

year at Belmar for the Water Works there to the depth of 664
feet.
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ARTESIAN WELL AT KEASBY'S LANDING FOR JOSEPtt GALAIDA.

Diameter, 4 inches ; depth, 8o feet.

Drilled and reported by W. R. Osborne.

This well passed through clays that were blue on top and were
variegated white and red below to a whitish water-bearing sand
at the depth of 8o feet.

ARTESIAN WELL AT PERTH AMBOY.

Diameter, 6 inches ; depth, I4o feet.

Petersou Bros. Brewery. Drilled aud record furnished by \V.
R. Osborne.

"Drift," . ............................................... 3o feet.

Bluish clays, and white clays faintly spotted with red ...... 8o "

Water sand, ............................................ 30 " = 14o feet.

Finished with a Cook screen. Water good.

ARTESIAN WELL AT PERTH AMBOY.

Diameter, 6 inches; depth, 13o feet.

Standard Underground Cable Co.

Drilled and reported by \V. R. Osborue. \\rater overflows -'2o

gallons per minute. Yields by pumping IOOgallons per minute.

Salt meadow and sand, . ................................. 2o feet.

Clay of various shades .................................. 85 "

"_Vater-bearing sand, .................................... 25 " = 13o feet.
Stopped driIllng on tough blood-red clay.

This well is finished with a Cook strainer IO feet lotlg.
W. R. Osborne writes that several years since he put down a

well at the Wood Vulcanizing Works at this place to the depth

of 225 feet, passiug in the lower portion through 75 feet of the
same tough red clay deposit as that upon which this boring
stopped, without, however, getting through the same.
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TWO ARTESIAN WELLS AT RUNYON.

V_'ell No. I--Elevation, IO feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 235 feet.

Well No. 2--Elevation, IO feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 218 feet.

Well No. I flows about 235 gallons a minute.

Well No. 2 flows about I5o gallons a minute.

In the Annual Report for I9oo, page 147, there is a report of a

6-inch well put down to the depth of 212 feet by Kisner & Ben-
nett for the Perth Amboy Water Works at Runyon, and which

yielded by overflow the phenomenal amount of 5oo gallons a
minute. The same firm report the sinking at the same place the
past year of two additional 6-inch wells to depths as stated above,

and which yielded by overflow an unusually large anaount of
water as above noted, though not so great as that furnished by
the well sunk last )'ear.

All three of these wells are of course supplied from the same

water-bearing stratum, one which we apprehend to be well within
the Raritan division of the Cretaceous. As Kisner & Bennett

state that the beds penetrated by all were identical, we copy the

record from last )'ear's report:

57 feet white sand ............................... o feet to 57 feet.

7 " white clay ............................... 57 .... 64

8 red clay .................................. 64 72 _£

4 white clay ....... 72 76 °v......................... U

7 white quicksand .......................... 76 83
I9 gray clay ................................. 83 Io2 .r_

I4 gray quicksand ........................... Io_ II6 =

60 very hard blue clay ....................... II6 I76 ._
I2 black sandy clay .......................... 176 i88
24 white .,and and gravel with abundance o[

watcr, . ................................. 188 " " 212 "

IIORED WELL AT LORILLARD.

Diameter, 4 inches ; depth, 28z feet.

Drilled and reported by W. R. Osborne.

This well was put down for the New York arid New Jersey

Fireproofing Co. on property now owned by the National Fire-
proofing Co.
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Blackish cIay used for fireproofing,..Surface to 40 feet. Clay l_iarl. ],,i

Fine sand ........... : ............. 4ofeet " 6o " _ [_
Whitish clay ....................... 6o .... 70 " Raritan.

Water sands, . ..................... 70 .... 282 " _ .j_

Furnished with a Cook strainer io feet long. Well pumps IOO
gallons per minute.

ARTESIAN WELL NEAR VINCENTO\VN.

Elevation, 3o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, Io9 feet.
Water rises within 15 feet of the surface.

Drilled by A. G. Dunphey for Wm..]'. Irick.

Of this well the driller has furnished a complete series of speci-
mens from an examination of which we compile the record as
follows :

Yellow gravel, . ................... Surface to 3 feet.
Orange-colored sand and fine gravel, 3 feet " 9
YelIowish sand with a few green-

sand grains, .................... 9 " " 18 "
Yellowish lime sand with Bryozoa

plentiful ........................ 18 " 25 "
Ash-colored limesand with very Limesand,

few Bryozoa, ................... _5 44 " 4o feet.
Grayish greensand with numerous

Foraminifera, consisting of Nodo-
saria, Criatellaria, &c., Bryozoa
wanting ........................ 44 .... 49

Dark greensand with Terebra- ]
tula harla,i, and Gryphea vesi- . Lcularis, . ........................ 49 .... 50 " Middle Marl,

Lighter colored greensand, no fos- [2I feet. o
sils, . ........................... 50 .... 70 " j

Lower Marl ? "'_
Very dark-colored greensand, .... 7o .... lo:t 31 feet. O

Grayish-colored greensand with
molluscan fossils, viz.:

Paranomia scabra, Morton. .
Pecten craticulus, Morton. Sands at the
Gryphea veslcularis, Lamarck. . top of the
Exogyra costata, Say. Clay Marls.
Belemnitella mucronata, Schlot. IOI " to4 "

Grayish " greensand with Belem-
hires, .......................... Io4 " " ItO
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The supply for this well is from the Marlton water-horizon at
the top of the Clay Marls and immediately below the true green-
sand marls.

TWO ARTESIAN BORINGS NEAR CRESSON, FORMERLY _IILFORD.

No. I--Elevation, 175 feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 194 feet.

No. 2-Elevation, I75 feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, iIo feet.

Water at 11o feet rises to within 42 feet of the surface.

Water at 16o feet rises to within 48 feet of the surface.

Surface gravel, . ....................................... o feet to 6 feet..

Soft yellow sand ....................................... 34 .... 40

Yellow gravel .......................................... 40 .... 43

Sand .................................................. 43 " " 70
Yellow sand ........................................... 70 .... 95

White gravel with water that rises within 42 feet of the
surface ............................................ 9S " " IIO

Black sandy clay ....................................... llO " " I18 "

Stiff black clay ......................................... II8 .... 16o "

Shark's tooth at _5o feet.

"Pepper and Salt" sand with water that rises within 48
feet of the surface .................................. i6o .... I6I "

Stiff clay ............................................... t6I .... i8o "

_Iuddy clay ............................................ 18o .... I93

Discontinued drilling on rock, probably limesand rock, at 194

The clays from IIO to 16o feet are probably Miocene. From'
I6I to I93 feet is possibly the lower member of the ttpper marl

bed (Cretaceous), and the thin stratum at 16o feet, described as

"pepper and salt" sand, may perhaps represent the t_ocene or
upper member of the up0er marl bed.

\Vell No. t was abandoned at the depth of 194 feet, and well

No. 2 was afterwardsunk to the depth of only 110 feet, taking a

supply of water from the base of the superficial sands and gravels
overlying the Miocene (?) black clay.
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ARTESIAN WELL IN CAMDEN. CAMDEN DYE WORKS AT EIGHTH

AND SPRUCE STREETS.

Elevation, 1o feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, x83 feet.

Drilled and reported by \V. C. Bart.

Black soft mud, like river mud, contains branches, vege-

table fibre, &c., at .................................. 44 feet.

Interval not described, . ................................. 44 feet to 90

34 feet red clay ........................................ 9o .... I24

16 " blue or black clay .............................. 124 .... 14o

12 " fine white sand, . ............................... 14o .... 152

" red sandstone crust, . ......................... [ _5z .... r55
2_ " yellow sand and pebbly, . ..................... } •

I4 " white sandy clay ................................ I55 .... 169 "

14 " fine sand and gravel, heavy pebbles at the base,

water-bearing,. .............................. I69 .... I83 "

This well from at least the depth of 9 ° feet downward is ap-

parently in the Raritan forniation.

TWO ARTESIAN WELLS AT FISH HOUSE.

Elevation No. I--Diameter, 8 inches, depth, 1o5 fcet.

Elevation No. 2--Diameter, 8 incbes; depth, I19 feet.

Drilled and reported by Stotthoff Bros.

RECORDS.

Well No. I.

Mud .................................................... 28 feet = .78 feet.

Clay .................................................... 24 " _ 52 '"

Whitish sand ........................................... 2o = 72

Clay, . .................................................. 2o = 92

Coarse yellow sand, .................................. 13 : IO5

IVcll No. 2.

Mud, ................................................... 42 feet = 42 feet.

Sand and clay .......................................... 24 = 66 "

Clay, . .................................................. 17 " : 83 "

Yellow sand and clay,. .................................. It " = 94

Clay, . ................................................... I2 _-- 1o6

Sand ................................................... I3 = I19
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\Veil No. I was finished to draw its supply from the whitish

sand between 52 and 72 feet; the yield was 15 gallons per minute.

Well No. 2 draws its supply from the sands at lO6 to II 9 feet;

the yield was 4° gallons per minute.

Both wells are furnished with Cook strainers, and draw from
the same horizon as the wells at Morris station that furnish the

city of Camden with its water-supply.

TEST BORINGS AT TORRESDALE_ PA.

Twenty-three test borings have been made at Torresdale, Pa.,

preparatory to the construction of an underground water con-

dnit to he used in connection with a filtration system at that

place to supply water to the city of Philadelphia.* Seventeen of

these borings were deep ones and were made with the diamond

drill into the underlying micaceous gneiss rock to depths from

the surface ranging from 80 to I39 feet, the depth to rock rang-
ing from 17 to 48 feet. The other borings were shallow ones

put down in the marshes at the mouths of Pennypack creek and a

small creek emptying into the Delaware nearly one mile south-
ward. This smaller stream is marked but not named on recent

maps. It is called Spewter creek in old deeds. The shallow

borings were sunk by the jetty process and were prospected either

to gravel or to rock, their depths varying from 15 to 35 feet.

They show that the greatest depth of marsh in Spewter creek

xxas i2 feet and in the Pennypack 26 feet.

The diamond drill or rock borings were made in two parallel

series about 500 feet apart, and extend northeast and southwest

about three miles near and parallel to the Delaware river. The

series toward the west is along the line of Milnor street and

the one toward the east upon a continuous and nearly straight

course first along Delawat'e avenue and then along Eugene ave-
hue from the point where Delaware avenue bends to the east and

Eugene avenue forks therefrom to the northward.

* Full st-rics of specimens of the materials from all of the borings have been placed in a

room of th_ Surv_ y lk'partment at the City tlalL Through the appreciative courtesy of City
Surveyor Gtorgt" :4. Wcbst_r and his assistants we have been furnished with horizontal plans
and vertical sectional dr_t_ing_ of the borings, and have also been permitted to lnake a free
and full _xamittation of the specimens.
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In all but two of the borings of the series nearest the river
there are three well-defined beds of unconsolidated deposits above
the rock. The lowest of these is wanting in the other two because
of a local rise of the rock.

Because of the general rise westward of the surface of the

rock both the middle and the lower beds were wanting in four
out of the five borings of the westward parallel series. In the

fifth, however, the one farthest south (boring No. 2), these two
beds occurred, the middle one presenting a thickness of six feet
and the lower of about one foot.

The upper bed consists of sands and gravels with large pebbles
and boulders. Owing to differences in elevation the thickness

varies from I2 to -°8 feet, the base, however, is very nearly level,
being about 15 feet below tide. Midway in this gravel bed, about
I2 feet from the surface, most of the borings showed a thin seam

of clay about one foot thick. This clay, unlike the lower clay
next to be described, was found on microscopic exanlination not
to contain any fossil micro-organisms.

The next underlying bed, the middle one, is a fine tenacious
clay varying in thickness from 17 feet on the south to about 5
feet on the north• Microscopical examinations of specimens of

this clay revealed fossil diatoms and sponge spictdes in the lower
two feet of the same, from Wells Nos. I, 7, and I4, that is, from
the two wells on the extreme ends of the line and from one well

near the middle. While the surface of this clay bed is nearly
level the base is quite uneven.

'l'he lowest of the three beds consists of a decidedly coarse
gravel with some boulders, which increases in thickness from two
feet on the south to about ten feet at the north end of the line, its

thickuess increasing as that of the overlying clay decreases.

This gravel rested upon a black hornblendic micaceous gneiss
rock of the same general character as that which rises to the sur-
face. and is quarried in the Philadelpha County House of Cor-

rection quarry immediately north of Holmesburg Junction.
Along the line of the section nearest the river this rock floor was

very even, only ranging from 27 to 38 feet below tide-level within
a distance of about three miles, except locally for a space about

one-quarter of a mile in len_h immediately adjacent to Penny-
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pack creek on the south where its surface was only about 17 feet
below tide.

FOURTEEN BORINGS IN PHILADELPHIAj PA., FOOT OF CHESTNUT

STREET.

Elevation, about high-tide level; diameter of each, I2 inches; depth, 90 feet.

On I)elaware river front. For Merchants' Warehouse Co.

I)rillcd by Plunger Elevator Co.

These borings were made preparatory to putting in casings for

the plungers connected with the elevator service of the building.
The depth named is from the basement floor which we estimate is

at about high tide-level. Through the courtesy of the Plunger

Elevator Co. we have been supplied with a series of the borings
which show the following section:

Grayish grawq with some clay, . .................... Basement levcl to io feet.

Slightly reddlsh-yvllow gravel pebbles, fine to coarse., to feet " 28 "

Still redder, but finer, gravel ........................ 28 .... 41

Fine. sllghtIy paler, red sandy gravel, some large

pebbles ........................................ 4I .... 6o "

Medium fine yellowish gravel, not so red as any of

the above strata ............................... 6o " " 72 "

Decomposed soft micaceous gneiss, ...., ........... 72 " " 90

ARTESIAN WELL ONE MILE SOUTH OF MOUNT EPHRAIM, OPPOSITE

_dEDDING CHURCH.

Elevation, 8o feet; depth, 2tl feet.

Water rises within 7o feet of the surface.

Data furnished and well drilled by Joseph \\r, Pratt.

20 feet tc_p snil and yellow clay ....... o feet to 20 feet.

14o " dark very clayey salad ........ 2o " 16o " "1

A thin sand seam in this t

stratum at 62 feet was Clay Marl. '.3

sIigbtly water-bearing.
37 " black, solid clay ............. Ido .... I97

14 " gray sand with water ......... I97 " _ 2H Rarltan ?
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This well probably obtains it water-supply from the sands and

gravels either near or beneath the base of the Clay Marls. The

record closely agrees with that published on page I43 of last

year's report (z9oo) for a well at the same place. Foraminifera,
also Dentalium and some other mollusks were then noted as

occurring at the depth of I87 to I95 feet.

ARTESIAN WELL AT AUDUBON.

Elevation, 6o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 96 feet.
Water rises within 42 feet of the surface.

Sunk for John Randall. Drilled and reported by Frederick E.
McCann.

This location is on the Reading Railroad Company's route to

Atlantic City, about four and one-half miles southeast of Kaighn's
Point, Camdeaa.

At the depth of 95 feet water was found that rises within about

35 feet of the surface. As this location is west of the line of out-

crop of the sands of the Cropwell water-horizon, it seems proba-

ble that the water is furnished from below' the base of the lam-

inated clays and sands of the Clay Marls. The writer was con-

sulted before the colnmencement of this boring, and predicted

that water would be found at the depth of about IOO feet, a close

approximation to the results afterward obtained. This well pene-

trated the lower one-third of the Clay Marl formation.

ARTESIAN WELL AT CLARKSBORO.

Elevation, 65 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 18o feet.

Water rises within 7o feet of the surface.

Drilled by Haines Bros. for Jos. T. Sickler.

This well is about one-half mile northwest front another well

at the same place put down for Howard Buzby*. The con-

• Annual Report for 1899 , page 64.

8 OEOL
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tractors state that the strata in both wells were identically the

same, as should be expected, since the two wells are directly on the
line of strike of the strata. We therefore insert the record of the

former well, with a slight revision, copying the same from the
Annual Report for I899 :

Loam, ................................ o feet to 3 feet.

Black marl ............................ t8 .... 38 " _;
Black sand mixed with slime, . ........ 38 .... 58 " Clay Marls.
Running marI ......................... 58 .... 173 " ] [_

White sand with water ................ 123 .... 180 " fRaritan" /-[r_J

ARTESIAN WELL AT SWEDESBORO.

Elevation 1o feet + ; R!*m_ter, 6 inches; depth, 13o feet.
Water overflows at the surface.

Woolwich Water Co. Drilled by Haines Bros.

The well is located directly in the town of Swedesboro, upon
the narrow flood-plain of a tributary of Raccoon creek. The data
were furnished by the contractor.

Made ground, meadow muck and run-

ning sand in succession................................... o feet to Io feet. ( Age (?) }'_i°

Black clay marl IO .... 70 " Clay Marl.
Fine black sand ...................... 70 " 85 " )
Dry black clay ....................... 85 .... loo "
Coarse sand with water ............... xoo " " 13o " Rarltan.

The water rose to the top of the casing, one foot above the
ground, so that it would have overflowed at the surface. The.
water-horizon is the same as that supplying the well at Mullica
ttill (see page 8o), 4_ miles eastward, the depth of the latter

well being 265 feet. This is the Sewell water-horizon at the top
of the Raritan formation.
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ARTESIAN WELL NORTH OF SWEDESBORO, FOR HENRY JONES.

Elevation, 30 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 70 feet.

Water rises within 9 feet of the surface.

Well drilled and record furnished by Harris Bros.

This well is located about two and one-half miles north of
Swedesboro.

Surface soil, consisting of clay, loam, &c.,
without gravel, ........................... o feet to 20 feet.

Black clay marl ........................... 2o .... 6o " Clay Marl. _

Water-bearing sand ........................ 60 .... 70 " Raritan. j

The water-horizon is the same as that supplying the well noted

it_ the preceding record viz. : the Sewell water-horizon.

ARTESIAN WELL ONE-HALF _IILE NORTHWEST OF TOMLIN

STATION.

Elevation, 4o feet; diameter. 3 inches; depth, leo feet.

Water rose within 4o feet of the surface.

Drilled for Chas. Cook. Reported by Haines Bros.

This location is on the SMem (via Wocdstown) branch of the

West Jersey and Seashore Railroad. Haines Bros. state that the
drilling from near the surface down to the depth of IO5 feet was
through black clay marl, beneath which the drill penetrated 15 feet

of white water-bearing sand of which the grains were about the
size of those of wheat. This horizon is probably the equivalent
of the Sewell water-horizon at the top of the Raritan formation.

ARTESIAN WELL AT MULLICA HILL.

Elevation, _9 feet ; diameter, 8 inches ; depth, z65 feet.

Water at io_ feet overflows--Cropwell water-horizon.

Water at z3 o to 265 feet rises to within about eo feet of the surface--Sewell
water-horizon.

Harrison Heights Improvement Co. Drilled by Haines Bros..
Geo. Pfeiffer, contractor.

The well is located a few yards from the south hank of Rac-

coon creek, just above the road leading through the village from
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\V(_tlbury to Woodstown, and is immediately in tile rear of
Jacob 3Iounce's grist mill.

Through tile courtesy of ttle drillers and tile contractor, and also
of a few others interested, we have received a pretty full series of

the borings and considerable notes upon tile same, which together
enable us to present the following record :

Surface soil ............... o feet to 5 feet. Recent, 5 feet.

Yellowish gravel, as in the q, Sands,
bluff adjacent ........... 5 xo " /5 feet.

Greenish clay with frag-

ments of sk,'lls ......... Io " 45 "

"Similar greenish clay," so ]
described. No specimen

[received ................ 45 " " 75

Black micaceou¢ sandy clay Clays,
with Grypllca vcsicularis

Lain. and other Creta- 45 feet.

ccous skclls ; ccmtains also

thin yellowish calcerous

rock seams ............. 75 " " 90
Sands,

Sand stratmn from which 20 feet.

a small supply of water -Cropwell

ttowcd over the surface,. 90 .... Ho water- Clay
horizon. _Marls.

Black micaccous sandy clay. d
similar to that above the =

water-horizon just noted, H0 .... 12 5 Laminated o

Yellowish-green clayeysand, I25 " " 13o -clays,

Black micaceous sandy clay, 13o " " 135 40 feet. t_
Black sandy clay, tough and

more micaceons ......... 135 " " I50

Black micaceous sandy clay,

still harder ............. I50 " " 165 " I
Greenish mlcaceous clay /with iron rnsty _peckles ,, Marly

throughout .............. 165 " " ]8o _'clays,Greenish micaeeous sandy

clay with green sand marl 173 feet.

grains .................. 18o .... 215 "

Greenish ndcaceous clay
_ithout green,and ....... 21.5 " " 223 "

Crust nf onr.c white sand ] Sand, 1

c,eglomerate cemented ,, [Sewell

_ith irem pyritc at ...... 223 _-Water- [Raritan.
Blnlsh-gray _and, water- iHorlzon '

hearing thronghont; con- Jtains _n|nt. lignite ....... 223 .... 265 " 4,_" feet. •j
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The lignite at the base of this well proves, oil microscopic ex-

amination, to be coniferous, and probably represents one of the

species of Cnpressinoxylon, which have been described by Knowl-
ton, from the Raritan beds.

This well was put down by the use of the drill and saud-bucket,

and sufficient water was had all the way down to about i35 or

15o feet to facilitate the drilling. The lower clay heds, howev.er,

that is, those between the depths of I65 and 223 feet, were so

impervious that water had to be introduced into the casing to

ease the drill in its work. This impervious bed will probably
prevent contamination of the water-supply.

The above record notes a thickness of the Cretaceous Clay

Marls penetrated by the well of 218 feet, showing all the five

divisions of that formation in their entirety, except the upper one,

the \Venonah sand, of which but 5 feet is represented. If to this

thickness we add 5o feet for the npper part of this sand, which

thickness we estimate occurs between the top of well and the top

of the bluff adjacent*, we prove a total thickness for the Clay

Marls at this locality of about 275 feet. all live divisions of the

same being represented iu full.

There are three nmrked faunal horizons iu the Clay Marls, all

of them characterized by the occurrence, with other shells, of an

ancient ponderons oyster Exogyra costata, Say. These three

horizons occur, one at the top of the formation in the sand, and

is seen as an 8-foot bed of shells at the top of the bluff adjacent to

this well. Another qccurs in the underlying clay division and was

found inthis boring somewhere betweeuthe depthof 75and IOO
feet. In both the above shell-beds the fossils consist of the shells

themselves. The third faunal horizon is inclay nearthe base of the

entire Clay Marl series. Associated with the Exogyra in this

bed are two species of large Ammonites--the latter the present

writer has never observed in the two uppr beds. Nearly all the

fossils, however, in this bed, unlike those in the two higher ones,

occur as casts, the shells themselves being seldom preserved.

For this reason, possibly, fossils from this horizon were not

found in this boring.

* Since writing the above the engineers' levels have been received, _;h0wlng the difference
to be 46_ feet, the elevation of tile surface at the well being 29 feet, _tnd at tile top of the bluff
75_ feet.
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.\t 9o to ilO feet a small supply of water was found in a
sand stratum, the Cropwell water-horizon; this horizon, how-

ever. was not utilized by this well. A much more copious supply
which is nmv used was afterward found between the depths of

230 feet and 265 feet. This horizon is the Sewell water-horizon
of the writer, and .ccurs next below the Clay Marls and at the
top of tile Raritan formation.

In this latter formation and beneath this water-horizon, though

not reached bv this wen, occur characteristic beds of white, yel-
low and red clays and alternations of heavy pebbly gravels, the
latter fi_rming a still lower series of water-horizons which we

have designated as the Raritan group. It is from wells put down
to the lowermost of this lower group that the water-supply of
Camden and Gloucester is obtained.

FOSSILS.

From the clays at the depth of about 75 to Ion feet there were

shown in the borings some shell fragment, ainong which we
were able to identify Gryphcca vcsicularis, Lamarck.

From the top of the Clay .Marl sands at the top of the bluff, im-
mediately adjacent and about 45 feet higher than the location of

the well, the writer has recently obtained the following, the identi-
fications heing by C. W. Johnson :

MULLICA HILL, N. J.

Lamellibranchs.

,t;iomia tdli;midcs, Mort. c
;txi;Ica mortoni, Cont.

Cardi_:;;z ( Lciocardium) dumosum, Conr.

Cardium (I_achycardium, Protocardium) perelongatum,
Whitf.

Crassatclla vadosa, Mort.

E.:'o.q3ra costata, Say.
Gryphwa _'esicularis, I.am.

Gryphwa oslrca z'omcr, Mort.
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Ostrea larva, Lam.

Lima species ?
Neithea qui_quecostata, Sowb.

Campto_wctus (Amusium) burlingtonensis, Gabb.
Plicatula urticosa, Mort.

Idonearca vulgaris, Mort. O

Trigonia Mortoni, Whirl.
Veniella conradi, Mort.

Gastropods.

Alaria rostrata, Gabb.

Anchura abrupta, Cont.
Anchura covnpressa, Whitf.

Gyrodes petrosus, Mort.
Lunatia halli, Gabb.

Natica abyssina, Mort.

Pleurotomaria crotaloides, Tuomey.
Pyropsis trochiformis, Tuomey.
Scala sillimani, Mort.

Strepsidura ripleyalm, Cont.
Volutomorpha gabbi, Whiff.

Brachiopods.

Terebratella vanuxemi, Lyell & Forbes.

Cephalopods.

Belemnitella mucronata, Sehlot.

Pisces.

Shark, tooth.

Reptilia. (?)
Gavial ?, tooth.
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Su_nlnary.

Lamellibranchs, . ................... i6

Gastropods ......................... I I

Brachiopo d ........................ I
Cephalopod ....... '................. I
Pisces, ............................ I

Reptilia ........................ ,.... i

Total .......................... 31 species.

ARTESIAN WELL AT PITMAN, NEAR THE RAILROAD STATION.

Elevation, I3o feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 18o feet.

Water rises within 5o feet of the surface.

Drilled for R. H. Corney by Haines Bros.

Haines Bros. report that the Bryozoan limesand was pene-

trated between the depths of II 5 and I25 feet, and greensand

marls between the depths of I25 and I6O feet, while a coarse

water-bearing sand was found at the depth of 16o to i8o feet.

This is probably the Marlton water-horizon.

The beds from I 15 to I6o feet are apparently the equivalents
of the Limesand. Middle Marl and Lower Marl of the Cretaceous.

The same firm put a well down in the camp-meeting grounds at

the same place in the year i896, which was noted in the Annual

Report for that year, page I28, to which for a more accurate and

detailed record of the beds penetrated those especially interested
are referred.

For a generalized exhibit of the various water-yielding hori-

zons at this locality, with their depths and the geology of the
beds, see the following record.
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ARTESIAN WELL AT PITMAN.

Elevation, ]40 feet. Diameter, 8 inches to 192 feet; 6 inches to 340 feet; 4_
inches to 478 feet; 3 inches to 498 feet. Total depth, 507 feet.

Water rises within 14o feet from the surface.

This well was drilled by Tbos. B. Harper to obtain a town

water-supply, T. C. Alcott & Sons being the civil engineers.
From both these parties we have received information which we

incorporate below.

This well is on the easterly side of the railroad and near the

station at Pitman, and on the lot adjoining the one on which a

well was put down last year for Elmer H. Crane to the depth of

139 feet. It is also quite near the well noted in the preceding

record, which has a depth of I8O feet, while upon the west

side of the railroad within the camp-meeting grove there is a well

with a depth of r9o feet which was recorded in the Annual Report

for 1896. In the grove there are also a number of more shallow

wells whose depths vary from 60 to 80 feet.

These various wells demonstrate the existence at this locality

of the following water-yielding horizons :

Depth.

60 to 80 feet. At the base of the superficial sands.
Ho to I29 In the Vincentown Bryozoan limesands. The Lindenwold

water-horizon.
15o to I9o In the sands at the top of Clay Marls and beneath the true

greensand Marls of the Middle and Lower Marl beds.
The Marlton water-horizon.

478 to 5o7 In the top of the Raritan sands and beneath the Clay I_arl$.
The Sewell water-horizon.

For a minutely detailed record of the first 19o feet those in-

terested may consult the Annual Report for 1896 , page 129. Be-

low we present a record of this well, showing more broadly the
succession of beds :
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Surface ...................... o feet to IO feet.

Orange-colored sands with thin

clay seams, water-bearing at

the base, ................... IO " " 70 "
Miocene ?

Dark clay, m-arly black, . ..... 7o " 80 " to feet.

Limesand, water-bearing and

containing Nodosaria, Echl- Limesand,

nus spines and Bryocoa, .... 8o " " too " 20 feet.

Shells, probably Terebratula, Middle and

&c., then greensand, marl, Lower Marl beds,

&c.. . ...................... 1oo " " I4o 40 feet. ,_

Marly clay, Belemnitcs and
ponderous sIiclls ........... [4o .... _5o

Yellowish sand, water-bearing, I5o " " xgo Clay Marls,
Alttnmtion of dark micaeeous "338 feet.

and marly clays ............ xgo " " 478 "

Fine sand, followed by coarse Raritan,

sand, water-bearing ......... 478 .... 507 '29 feet.

ARTESIAN WELL TIIREE-QUARTERS iF A MILE NORTHWEST OF

KIRKWOOD STATION.

Elevation, 9° feet ; diameter 3 inches ; depth, x_9 feet.

Water rises within 46 feet of the surface.

Sunk for \Valter ttunt. Drilled and reported by Frederick E.
McCa_m. \Vater rises within 46 feet of the surface.

RECORD.

Th:.cl:_:ess. Intervals of Depths.

44 feet. Yellow quicksand .............................. o feet to 44 feet.

50 Dark greensand marl .......................... 44 .... 94

15 Compact dark gray sand, hard to drill, with fos-

sil "snail shells," . ......................... 94 .... _o9
II Still harder sand .............................. Io9 .... 12o

9 "Pepper and salt" sand, with _t*ater, . ........... I20 .... I29 "

This well draws from the 3¢arlton water-horizon that is found
in the sands beneath the Lower Marl bed and at the t(3p of the

Clay Marls.
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ARTESIAN WELL NEAR STRATFORD.

Elevation, 90 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, m7 feet.

Drilled and reported by Frederick E. McCann.

This well is about one mile south-southeast of the well last

reported. The following is the record:

RECORD.

Thickness. Intervals of Depths.

5o feet. Yellow quicksand .............................. o feet to 5ofeet-

30 Black mud .................................... 50 " " 80 "
I2 Green marl, . ................................. 8o .... 9"2

8 i , .................................... 92 " " :tO0

3 Gray stone or rock, ............................ IO0 " " lo3

4 White sand with water, ....................... IO3 " " to7

Tbe supply of water conies from the Marlton water-horizon in

the sand bed that occnrs at the top of the Clay Marls and beneath

the greensand of the Lower Marl bed.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT LAUREL SPRINGS.

Seven wells oll tile northeast side of the railroad.

Elevation, 9o feet; diameter of each, 3 inches; depths, 48 to 56 feet.

Six wells on the southwest side of the railroad.
Elevation, 8o feet; diameter of each, 3 inches; depths, 48 to So feet.

Two wells, one on either side of the railroad, near overhead

bridge.
]_levation, 9o feet; diameter of each, 3 inches; depths, 73 and 83 feet.

One well southwest of the railroad, near mill pond.
Elevation, 6o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, Io3 feet.

Water from this well rises within I9 feet of the surface.

All these wells drillexl and data and specimens furnished by

Frederick E. McCaml.

This locality is a suburban settlement about ten and one-half

miles from Kaighn's Point, oll the Philadelphia and Reading

route to Atlantic City.

The following section of F. Owen's well is representative of
the material found in the first thirteen of the above wells.
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Thickness. lntcrvafs of Depths.
Yellow quicksand ............................... 2o feet _ o feet to 20 feet.
Black mud, . ................................... 8 " -_2o " 28 "
tlard, dry, gray sand ............................ 20 " -_-28 .... 48 "
tfard rock ...................................... 5 " =48 .... 53
Gray sand, water-bearing, on the top of which boring was discontinued.

For the three deeper wells, mentioned above, we present the

record of the one which was put down for Josel)h Eldridge, that
being the deepest.

I
Thickness. h_tervals o[ Depths.

Loamy yellow gravel, suitable for road-making, . 18 feet = o feet to I8 feet.
Chrome or orange-yellow quicksand ............ 22 = 18 " " 40 "
Green marl, blue marl, chocolate marl, . ........ 4o " = 40 .... 8o "
Dark-colored hard sand, . ...................... I5 = 80 .... 95 '¢

Shell bed ..................................... 7 ---- 95 .... 1o2
Hard stone, .................................. I _ 1o2 " *' lO 3

Then "h'hite sand, water-hearing, oll the top of which the drilling was dis-
continued.

The thirteen more shallow wells, whose depths vary from 4g
to 56 feet, probably draw their water-supply from the Linden-
wold water-horizon that occupies the loose sands which in this
region are interbedded in the Limesand formation.

The three deeper wells (depths 73, 83 and lO3 feet) obtain
water from beneath the greensands of the Lower Marl bed in the
sand bed at the top of the Clay Marls. This is the equivalent of
the Marlton water-horizon.

TWO ARTESIAN WELLS AT BLACKWOOD.

One for F. Pine--Elevatlon, 5o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 7o feet.
One for t{. Runkel--Elevation, 60 feet; diameter, .3 inches; depth, 68 feet.

Wells drilled and data furnished by Frederick E. McCann.

These wells we are informed are about 2,ooo feet apart. The

description _ff strata is as follows :

Sand, . .................................................. o feet to 6 feet.
Red h_'avy _tony gra_'el .................................. 6 " " I6 "
Gray marl, . ............................................. 16 " " _3
Blue roarl, . .............................................. 23 .... _8 "
Chocolate marl ........................................... 28 " " 60 "

"Pepper and salt" gray sand, . ............................ 6o .... 7o
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No shells were observed by the driller in these borings, but
what are locally known as "marl stone knockers" were found.

This well draws its supply from the Marltota water-horizon.

ARTESIAN WELL AT CLEMENTON.

Elevation, 70 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, loo feet.

Sunk for \Villiam Wurts. "Well dril'led aud data furnished by
Frederick E. McCmm.

This well is located well up the rise of the hill immediately west

of and adjacent to Clementon Station.

RECORD.

Yelldw quicksand...................................... O feetto I8 feet.

Black mud ............................................. I8 " 65 "

VVhite glass sand, . ................................... 65 68 "

Dark brown gummy clay, . ............................. 68 78 "

White sand, no water .......... : ....................... 78 8I "

I.ight steel-colored clay, ............................... 81 89 "'

Shells of mollusks, . .................................. 89 93 "

Gray sandstone ........................................ 93 99 "

"_Vhite sand with black specks--water-bearlng, . ......... 99 IOO

This well is probably supplied from loose water-bearing sands

that are known in this region to be ititerbedded with the Bry-

ozoan limesand rock strata. If so the supply is from the Linden-
wold water-horizolL

TWO WELLS TWO AND ONE-QUARTER MILES WEST OF CLEMENTON,

BETWEEN CLEMENTON AND BLACKWOOD.

No. I--Elevation, 80 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 8! feet.

No. 2--Elevation, 5.5 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 6z feet.

Stink for George Rief. Wells drilled and data funfished by
Frederick E. McCann.

The following is the record of strata as received :
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Well No. I. Well No. z.

Thickness. Depth. Thickness. Depth.
Yellowish quicksand ............. 6o 6o 46 46
Fine smooth light clay, "the color

of paris green," . ............... 2 62 2 48
Bryozoan limesand .............. to 72 IO 58
Light steel-gray stone, . .......... 9 8i 9 62

This stone rests on gray sand which supplies the water and ou

top of which the borings were discontinued.
These wells are supplied from the Lindenwold water-horizon

which occupies the Bryozoan limesand above the pure greensand
cf the Middle Marl bed.

ARTESIAN WELL ONE AND THREE-QUARTER MILES WEST OF

CLEMENTON.

Elevation, 8o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 6o feet.
Water rises within 23 feet of the surface.

Sunk for Edward Brown. Drilled and reported by Frederick
E. McCmm.

This well is on the south side of the road from Blackwood to

Clementon, somewhat nearer the latter place, and is about one-
third of a mile east of the deeper well (8I feet) of the preceding
record, the latter being on the north side of the road. The fol-
lowing is the record as furnished by the driller :

Commenced on the bottom of a dug well at the depth of ............. 2o feet.
Yellow quicksand ........................................ 2o feet to 25
Black mud, . ............................................ 25 .... 6o "
Water beneath in "pepper and salt" gray sand.

We are informed that no rock was encountered and no fossils

were observed in drilling this well.

ARTESIAN WELL ONE AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTH OF FAIRVIEW.

Elevation, 80 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 72 feet.
Water rises within 2t feet of the surface.

Sunk for Mrs. Wolf. Drilled and reported by Frederick E.
McCann. '"
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This locality is southwest of Blackwood ; the record received is
as follows :

35 feet. Yellow quicksand; .............................. o feet to35feet.
2o " Steel-gray quicksand, contains water ............. 35 .... 55

7 Marl, . ......................................... 55 .... 62 "

io Black and white sand ............................ 62 " " 72 "

ARTESIAN WELL NEAR MONROE STATION AND TWO AND 0NE-HALF

MILES NORTH OF ELMER.

Elevation, I4o feet; depth, 60 feet.
Water rises within I4 feet of the surface.

Drilled by Haines Bros., who report as follows:

Good gravel, suitable for road-making, .................... o feet to 15 feet.
Fine white quicksand .................................... I5; " " 25 "

Yellow sand ............................................. 25 " " 35

Lighter colored fine sand, but not so light as at I5 to 25 feet, 35 " " 5o "

Coarse sand with water .................................. 5o " " 6o "

Stopped on da_-k browrL clay, probably Miocene.

This well is located on one of several relnnants of a former

plain, which in this region had an elevation of about 14o feet.
f ,

ARTESIAN WELL NEAR CORSETS LANDING.

Elevation, 20 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 98 feet.
Water rises within 8 feet of the surface.

Data furnished and well drilled by Haines Bros.

This well is located about one mile north of Salem creek, on the

road leading from Corse's Landing" to Auburn and about two
miles slightly north of west from Sharptown.

Soil, clay, &c ............................... o feet to 12 feet.

Fine sand, shade of light brown sugar, . ..... I2 .... 32 "

Light bro_qn, 'running, sticky mud, .......... 32 .... 4o "

Black clay marl, . .......................... 4o .... 6o " t Clay Marls.

Fine black sand, changing to coarser and Cretaceous.

and hghter colored at the base ............. 60 " " 98 "

The contractors report that "good water" was obtained.
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ARTESIAN WELL AT PEI'TNSGROVE.

Elevation, 5 feet. Diameter, 6 inches. Depth to gneiss rock, 275 feet; depth
in gneiss rock, 59 feet; total depth 334 feet.

George Pfeiffer, contractor; W. H. Boardman, civil engineer.
Drilled by Joseph _3.r. Pratt and Haines Bros.

This well was sunk for a public water-supply. Water in suffi-

cient quantity was not, however, found, although a moderate sup-
ply that yielded by pumping 35 gallons per minute occurred at

about IOO feet. The drilling has been abandoned. Excepting
the first 48 or 5° feet, or perhaps only 3° feet, this well clearly
penetrated the plastic clays and interbedded sands of the Raritan
formation to the depth of 270 feet, where the characteristic

micaceous gneiss rock of southeastern Pennsylvania was en-
countered. This rock occurs here at less depth than it does a

short distance southward, since, while preparing this report, we
have received information of a well being put down at Carney's
Point on the river but a few miles southward which had reached

a depth of 33° feet without finding any rock.
From both well drillers we have received specimens of the bor-

ings, and from W. H. Boardman a carefully kept record which
we insert below, and which on comparison we find agrees with
the specimens.

Orange-yellow sand, . ........................... o feet to I5 feet.

Yellow loamy clay ............................. I5 " 22

Coarse gravel with large pebbles and boulders .... 22 30

Clay, black when wet, dries out gray, . ........... 30 " 48

Boulder of coarse, white, compact sandstone at.. 48
Black clay continued ........................... 48 .... 86 /
Heavy gravel with large pebbles at ............. 86 _ _ "_

Black clay again ............................... 86 " 94 J _ ¢_

Coarse gravel with pebbles, cobbles and boulders,
with a little water, ........................... 94 " Io2

Coarse clean sand, . ........................... io2 io6 .

Red Plastic Clay .............................. lO6 " 132 _

Thin layers of sand and clay ................... 132 156 "'r"
Fine white sand (no water) .................... 156 " i61 _ rO

Lead-colored clay ............................. 161 I7_

Fine white sand ............................... 172 I93
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Red Plastic Clay, . ............................. tfl3 feet to 202 feet. f'l

Clean, coarse, gray sand ........................ 202 207
Red Plastic Clay .............................. 2o7 2o9 d
Fine red sand and clay ......................... _9 234 _
Very fine gray sand, . .......................... 234 238 "

Coarse red sand ................................ 238 250
Fine yellow sand, . ............................. _5o 26o Y

Red clay and sand .............................. 26o 27o "

Soft micaceous rock ........................... 27o 275 "

Hard micaceous rock .......................... 275 35o

The red color of the clays below Io6 feet may be appropriately
described as blood-red.

THREE BORED WELLS ONE AND A-HALF MILES NORTHWEST OF

PEDRICKTOWN.

]_levation, 5 feet; diameter of each, 3 inches; depth of each as finished, 24 feet.
Prospected beyond to the depth of 4o feet.

Water rises within 6 feet of the surface.

\¥ell drilled and data furnished by Haines Bros.

These wells are located on the inner margin of the meadow

flats near the mouth of Old Man's creek. The following" is the

record as furnished by the contractors :

Fine sand, shade of light brown sugar .................... o feet to 24 feet.

Coarse gravel, water-bearing, . ........................... 24 "" " 30 "

Lead-colored clay ........................................ 30 .... 33 "

Lead-colored sand,. ...................................... 33 .... 4o "

Iron crusts at ........................................... 4o

THREE ARTESIAN WELLS AT WOODSTOWN AT ICE AND COLD

STORAGE CO.

No. i--Elevatlon, 5o feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 16o feet.

No. 2--Elevation, 5o feet ; diameter, 4_ inches ; depth, 16o feet.
Marhon Water-Horlzon--Water rises within 16 feet of the surfacc.

No. 3--Elevation, 5o feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 36o feet.

Sewell Water-Horizon--Water rises within about 50 feet of the surface.

These wells were drilled by Haines Bros., who have courteously

furnished specimens of the borings from Well No. 3 taken every

9 GEOL
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ten feet, and also considerable information respecting the strata
as observed by them in all three of the wells. From a careful

examination and study of the boriugs, supplemented by the
information thus received, we present the subjoined record.

These wells were put down by the drill and sand-bucket process

which furnishes specimens of the materials brought out more
nearly in their natural condition than do the varions hydraulic or
_xasbout methods often employed, for which reason the descrip-

tion of the beds as given below may be relied upon as being
tmusually accurate.

RECORD.

Gravel and yellow clay, .. o feet to 25 feet. Recent.
Black clay .............. 25 " " 30 Miocene?
Limesand with Fora- )

mlni[,'ra .............. 30 " " 40 t Limesand.Shell layer containing
Gryphea, Tcrebratula,
and other fossils (see

notes on fossils below), 40 " " 50 Middle and Lower
Pure greensand marl, Marl beds.

very dark in color .... 50 " " 80

Lighter green greensand Greensand with
marl mixed with light Belenmitella.
gray clay ; contains
Bclrmnitcs at about 9o
feet, . ................ 80 " " 90

Slightly clayey, dull yel-

lowish gray sand. about ,a
=

one-third greensand and o
two - thirds whitish u°

quartz sand, with Bel-
rmnites and Molluscan Sand. r)
[ossils, same as at Marhon
Mullica Hdl ......... 90 .... I35 "Water-

Black aml white clear Horizon.
sand. resembles pepper
and salt mixture,
Belemrzih'lla, Tcrrbra-
tella and other fossils,
&c., as noted beh_w, .. I35 .... x6o "

The last two di-
visions, from 1oo to
16o feet. are largely
water bearing
throughout and supply
wells Nos. x and 2.
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Clayey greensand with ] i

molluscan fossils (see
notes below) .......... i6o " " I7o "

Dark sandy day, large
admixture of white

quartz sand with a Clay
smaller proportion of
geensand ; contains
mollusks, Foraminifera
and other fossils, same
as at Marshalltown,.. 17o " " tgo "

Greenish gray sand, con-
sisting of white quartz
and greensand grains,
the former predominat-
ing. This stratum was Sand.
slightly water-bearing, Cropwel_
but was not utilized. "Water
These specimens con- Horizon.
rained mollusks and
Foraminifera, &c., as

Dark, very slightly green- -_ "_

ish, mieaceous clay | I_

with very little green- ] 8

sand. Gryphea and ._
Belemnitella at 230 to
240 feet. Pyrite nodules Dark Clay

at 21o to 220 feet and at }.with
240 to 25° feet, ....... 2In " " 250 " [Fossils.

Still darker, almost black,
micaceous clay with yel-
lowish pebbles between
270 and 290 feet. No
fossils observed,. ..... eSO .... ego "

Decidedly greenish clay,
contains at 290 to 3oo
feet some molluscan
fossils similar to fos-
sils at Lenola, but dif-
ferent from those ob- _Green Clay,

served in the overlying
beds. (See notes on
fossils below.) Nod-
ules at _9o to 3Io feet, 290 " " 3,3o "

Medium coarse gray or " 360 J] }_

bluish - white s a n d, Sand. ,_

abundantly mater bear- _Sewell Water-
ing, supplies well No. ]Horizon.
3, - .................. 330 " "NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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The Clay Marls, within which the writer includes all the beds
from the Exogyra-Belemnitella layer next below the true green-

sands of the Lower Marl bed to the top of the sands and clays of
the Raritan formation, show a thickness in this boring of 250
feet, which appears to be about the minimum thickness of these
beds in the State. Studies of specimens from well-borings else-

where and of good exposures of the uppermost sand-bed of the
series immediately adjacent to some of the wells show that these
clay marls thicken along the line of strike to the northeast as
follows :

Thickness at Auburn,* .......................................... 242 feet.

_,Voodstown, . ...................................... 250 "

Mulliea ttill,. ..................................... 263 "

" Sewell............................................ 305
Pitman, . .......................................... 338
Mount Laurel...................................... 305 " "_-
Mount Itolly...................................... 325 " 4-

These wells at Woodstown and the wells at Auburn and
Mullica Hill were all of them sunk with drill and sand-bucket

by the sarne well-driller, who furnished specimens of the borin_
from each. These specimens are, therefore, especially valuable
for comparison. Such comparison shows for the Clay Marls not

only a five-fold divisiont as indicated in the record above, viz.,
in order downward, sar_d, clay, sand, black or dark clay and

green clay, but also that certain features of each bed, snch as
slight differences in lithological composition or minor changes of
shade in the colors, are repeated in the same order in each well.

The change of the two lowest beds from a black micaceous clay
above to a peculiarly greenish clay below has also been frequently
noticed by the writer in well-borings at other localities where

only the lm_er beds of series were penetrated, the upper ones
being wanting.

- * Th_ w_-ll at Auburn, although not northeast of Woodgtownt but about 3 miles N. N.-W.,
is ht'rc included, l_-cause it is in the same region a_ woodstowu and somewhat further up on
the slopt of the" brds and should be considered jointly with the data at Woodstown as show*
ing th_ mlnhnum thieknL-_ of the clay marls toward the southwestern part of the State.

Thi_ five fold division was first recognized by G. N. Knapp, from a study of surface out-
crops, and communicated by him to other workers on the Survey, though he has not himself
published the wmc. In the Annual Report for t898, page 3o, Prof. R. D. Salisbury however
statc_ that Mr. Knapp had found that five distinct beds of the Clay Marl series can be traced
at:ro_ the State. and that to these beds he (Mr. Knappl had assigned names.
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We now 11ote in tabular form and more in detail than in tile

preceding record the fossils found in the specimens of the borings
at various depths.
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O O ......... . . . , , . . .

d
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The foregoing tabulated exhibit of fossils (if we may rely

upon there having been no admixture in lower depths of fossils
from short distances above) shows several fossil-horizons, tbe
broader features of each of which we would note as follows:

At 30 to 40 feet.-The limesand or upper division of the Middle
Marl bed, as defined by Prof. Gee. H. Cook, presents a thickness

of about Io feet. In this region, however, and but a few miles
farther out on the dip, it attains a thickness of about Ioo feet, as

has been revealed by well-borings at Quintou* and near Penton'_.
Bryozoa and large Nodosarian forms of Foraminifera character-¢

ize this bed in outcrops. The Foraminifera noted in specimens

marked 40 to 5o feet were probably contributed from the lime-
sand which occurs next above the depth of 4° feet. The Bryozoa,

however, were not found in these borings.
At 40 to 50 feet.--The top of the lower division of the Middle

Marl bed was well indicated by numerous individuals of Gryphma

vesicularis, Lamarck, in specimens of the borings marked 4o to
5o feet. But one specimen, a fragment only, was seen of Tere-
bratula harlani, Morton, notwithstanding that where this shell-

bed outcrops in the State this brachiopod frequently.occurs as a
layer one to three feet thick immediately on top of the Gryphma
stratum, which likewise often has a thickness of about three
feet.

,4t 50 to 80 feet. --The nearly pure glauconitic greensand marl
making this interval showed a slight change in the shade of green
at about 6o feet, which depth it is tentatively suggested may
indicate the division between the middle and the lower Marl
beds.

At 80 to 90 feet.--The appearance at this depth for the first

time in this boring of the cephalopod, Belemnitella Americana,
Morton, probably indicates the approximate base of the lower
marl bed, which is generally in this State marked by a compact

Exngyra shell-bed, often several feet thick, in which there are
distributed numerous belemnites. Singularly, however, these
molluscan fossils were not found associated with the belemnites

at this horizon.

*Annual r_-port for _894, page" 193.
_This rcporl, pagt, Io3.
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At 120 to 130 feet there occur a few species of mollusks; For-

aminifera and other minute fossils being absent.

dt 140 to 150 feet, there are the same _4-olluscmx fossils, with
the addition of at least as many more species to the number, and
with the further admixture of Foraminifera, Ostracoda, Echinus

spines, &c; In this division we were able to identify a small frag-

mellt of shell as a brachiopod by nle_ns of the minute foramen
or orifices which characterize that class of shells, and which were

plainly revealed by the microscope. We have tentatively referred

it to Terebratula vanuxemi, Lyell and Forbes, although the

plications are, we think, somewhat finer than they are figured by
\Vhitfield in his paleontology, Plate I, figs. I to 4-

The three fossil-horizons last noted occur in the sand-bed at

the top of the Clay Marls.

Jt 160 to 180 feet.--Here only a few of the molluscan species

previously noted were found, but there occurred numerous speci-
mens of Ostrea plumosa, Morton, not noticed either higher or

lower, and there was also introduced a Pecten which we have

been unable to identify. Nodosaria and other Foraminifera,

Ostracoda and Echinus spines are also associated with the clay

of this interval. This horizon is probably the stone as that of

outcrops of fossiliferous marl that have long been dug for fertil-

izing purposes near Marshalltown, about five mies to the west-
ward.

The unidentified flat white calcareous spines at I4O to 15o feet

aud at 17o to i8o feet resembled, except for their flatness, the

Echinus spines found at the same depth.

lit 190 to 2tO foet.--In the sand of this interval there were

found most of the species of mollusks that occurred both at 14o
to 16o feet and at 16o to 18o feet, and with these there were

Ostracoda, Echinus spines, also Nodosaria and other foramin-
ifera.

lit 280 to 240 feet.--In the dark clays between these depths we

found few fossils and but two species, a Belemuitella and a

Gryph,'ea. There were no Formninifera or other minute fossils
such as characterized the three overlying beds.
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Jf 290 to 300 feot.--Betwecn these depths there were a few
mollusks of species entirely different from all those observed in
the beds above. These occurred in the form of indurated interior

casts, in this respect differing from the mode of occurrence of all

the mollusks in the higher beds, where the shell itself was pre-
served. This horizon is doubtless the equivalent of the well-
known fossil-horizon at Reeves clay bank at Lenola, near I_{oores-
town.

Corr,'lation at lI'ilmington, Del.--The writer considers that

an outlying fossil deposit discovered by Arthur Bibbins* in 1899,
at the depth of about fifteen feet, in a dug well, oll the top of a
2oo-foot hill north of Wilmington, Delaware, also represents the

same bed. This locality the writer visited shortly afterward, and
obtained a considerable number of the fossils. They also occurred
as casts in the same character of indurated material and in about

the same condition as those from this well. They were, however,
more numerous both specifically and individually. The specific

forms of the few shells at this horizon at Woodstown appear, so

far as we can judge, to be identical with forms at Wihnington.
This locality is 12 miles due northwest from Woodstown and

directly coincident with the true dip of the beds. If to 185 feet
above tide, the altitude of the fossil bed at Wilmington, we add
15o feet, the depth below tide of the bed at Woodstown, we have

a difference of level of 335 feet, indicating a dip of 28 feet per

mile. Similar calculations made for the dip of the clay beds
between their occurrence in this well at the depth of I6O to
I8o feet aml their outcrops gives the same dip per mile. This

dip, however, is not so great as data in the writer's hand indicates

for the beds to the northwest, which data, howex,er, generally
pertains to localities at a greater distance from the original shore
line.

In drilling these wells three water-yielding horizons were ob-
served. ,nly two of which were utilized. These three horizons
are as follows :

• Our knowledge of this locality and its fossil horizon was obtained from Arthur Bibbins,
who, so far a_ w_ art aware, has not published his discovery. The writer however, in thil_.
incidentally rc fc-rring to the same, desires to give Mr. Bibbins full credit therefor.
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The nanles given are those that have previoitsly been nsed by

the writer for the same water-yielding horizons at other locali-
ties :

lit 90 to 180 feet. Mcrlton Water-Horizon.* _ttpplies wells

Nos. i and 2. Yields a large quantity of water.

At 190 to 210 feef.--Cropzvell Water-Horizon. Affords here

only a scant supply, and was zlot utilized, althongh to the north-

east the yield is sufficient to furnish such considerable towns as
Columbus and Marlton_

At 330 to 360 feof.--The SewelI Water-Horizon. Snpplies well

No. 3- This horizon, in the southern part of the coastal plain

portior_ of New Jersey, almost universally furnishes an abnndaalt

supply. It occurs at the top of the Raritan plastic clay formation,

and is stratigraphically higher than the water-horizons which

supply Camder_ and Gloucester, and which are irL the lower parts
of the same Raritarl beds.

ARTESIAN WELL ONE MILE WEST OF WOODSTOWN AND ONE MILI'_

SOUTHEAST OF SHARPTOWN.

EIevation, 5o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 135 feet.

"Water rises within 40 feet of the surface.

Drilled by Haines Bros., for Charles E. Allen.

This well is on the road from Sharptown to Woodstown and

about one mile west of the latter place. The contractors funlish

the following record:
t

Surface deposits, clay, gravel, &c., ..................... o feet to 30 feet.
Light colored sand, . ................................... 3o 35

Black mud ............................................. 35 " 50

Lime-sand mixed with marl ............................ 50 65

Greensand marl, . ..................................... 65 " ico

Sand and marl mixed .................................. too 115

Gray sand with water, . ............................... II 5 " 135

* The 3Iarlton horizon furnishes numerous wells in _.ttd around 1Maraon. The public
supply, however, of that town, is obtained from a well sunk to the Cropwell horizon about
Ioo feet below the former at that locality.
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•rwt) ARTESIAN WELLS TWO AND ONE-QUARTER MILES EAST OF

ALLOWAY.

No. l--Elevatlon, 4o feet; diameter, I_4 inches ;depth, 24o feet.

Cased to I9O feet only. Water rises to w/thin I7 feet of the surface.

Drilled by Abraham Darlington.

No. 2--Elevation, 3o feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 2o5 feet.

Finished at the depth of I9o feet.

Drilled by Haines Bros.

\Vater-supply of both wells from the Vlncentown limesands.

These two wells aye near each other, upon adjacent properties,
on opposite sides of the road leading from Allmvay to Daretown,
and, as above noted, are about two and one-quarter miles east of
Alloway.

Well No. I is upon the farm of Parvirt Lloyd, and Well No. a

upon a farm owned by Samuel C. Reeve and occupied by Henry
Hile. Both wells are at abont the same elevation, which we esti-

mate at about 40 feet above mean tide. Besides being directly

upon opposite sides of the same road, they are also upon opposite
sides of Cool run, one of the northerly branches of Alloway
creek, and are back only a short distance on either side from the

top of the ravine cut by that stream.

The drillers of these wells have each courteously ft_rnished
reformation ahout their respective wells which enables us to
present the following combined record for both:

_g feet yellow clay ........ Surface to I8 feet. } Miocene in part at_o "Blue mud," . ..... I8 .... _o8 least.

r"Marl and sand," . ....... io8 " " 18o " _j_] t'_i

83 Gray rock, I8 inches ...... i8o .... 18I_ " Mostly

feet. "i Sand, water-bearing ...... 181_ .... I9o " ]Limesands.

, Gray rock again, 9 in...... _9o .... I91 " o_
\Veil No. 2 was prospected "l

: through "Marl and sand"

49 from .................. 191 .... 2o5 " [Middle

feet. a \Ven No. i was further [Marl.

continued through the [
t same material from .... 2o5 " " 24o " J
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It is most probable that there is next below the depth of lO8
feet a tbin stratum of Eocene Marl, as was the case in wells at

Quinton, but of this the drillers have failed to take notice.
An interesting fact learned from the above record is that the

Miocene clay has in this region a thickness of about 90 feet.
The upper portion of this bed outcrops at the forks of the mill-
poud immediately east of the Alloway. The same bed is also ex-
posed in the lower level of David F. Haines' clay-pits at his brick

and tile works, one and one-quarter miles south of Yorktown and
two miles northeast of the location of these wells.

Another matter of interest is the confirmation of tbe consider-

able thickening of the limesand bed as it dips sontheastward

away from its line of outcrops, a fact first noted in the record of
wells at Quinton in the Annual Reports for I893 , page 415, and

I894, page I93, and again revealed as noted in this volume, page
114, iu the record of the deep artesian wen at Atlantic City. The
thickuesses now known for this bed are as follows :

At Quinton, . ..................................................... Io8 feet.

At Alloway, . ..................................................... 83 "

At Atlantic City, . ................................................ 46o "

The water from well No. 2 is strongly impregnated with
mineral matter. The writer thinks it probable that this well was

continued too deep to secure a supply from within the limesand
only, and that the water obtained comes largely from the true
marls beneath. If continued at all be_leath the. limesand, this

boring should have been drilled a short distance further and
cased through the marl, when the next lower water-bearing sands,
the M_lton water-horizon, itmnediately below, the marl. would

have been reached, which horizon supplies the wells at Ouinton.

ARTESIAN WELL ONE MILE SOUTIt OF PENTON.

Elevation, io feet; depth, I89 feet.

Abraham Darlington reports having put down this well for
Thomas J. Yorke, at Penton Abbey, about one mile south of Pen-
ton Station, on the Ehner and Salem R.R. He states its depth is
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189 feet ; that he went through 8o feet of "blue clay" (Miocene),

mid that below that there are "twenty-two layers of stone, vary-

ing from a few inches to a few feet in thickness," each layer

being separated by varying thickness of sand.

From its location we judge that this well, after passing the

more superficial sands, penetrated in suecessior_ Miocene Clay,

Eocene Marl (thin stratum), and the Cretaceous Limesands and

Middle and Lower Marls, and obtained a supply of water be-

neath these in the subjacent sand-bed at the top of the Clay

marls. This horizon supplies the wells at Quimon and is the.

equivalent of the Marlton water-horizon.

The twenty-two stony layers and their interbedded sands are

corroborative of the thickness of Io8 feet, already reported at

Quinton*, and of 8 3 feet reported near Allowayt, for similar'

alteruations of limestone rock and loose sand, and doubtless

represent the limesand that constitutes what has been considered.

in outcrops as the upper layer of the Middle Marl bed.

TItREE ARTESIAN WELLS AT SALEM.

Elevation, 3 feet; depth of each, I0O feet.

Drilled by Haines Bros. for John Q. Davis.

These wells are located upon the westerly side of the roac[

from three other wells at the same place also put down for John

Q. Davis, and which were noted in the Annual Report for 1897,

page 249. Haines Bros. state that the wells of the present year

were each of them sunk to the depth of ioo feet and cased to the

depth of 80 feet, and that shells were noticed at the depth of 50

feet and again at 70 feet.

These borings penetrate the true marl beds from abont the
base of the Limesands to the base of the Lower Marl. The shells

at 7o feet probably indicate the Exogyra and Belemllltella horizon

that occurs next below the Lower Marl, and which we regard as

belonging to the top of the Clay Marl series.

¢ Annual Reports for I_193.page 4t6, and 1894, page x94.

_ce this Report, page Io2.
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The details of the strata would doubtless correspond with the

record published in the above-noted Annual Report, to which
the reader is referred.

The supply comes from the Marltgn water-horizon, and is the

same as that funlishiug wells on numerous farms near Marlton,

but is not the same as the water-horizon used to snpl)ly tllat town,

which latter is the Cropwell.

ARTESIAN WELL ONE MILE WEST OF SALEM.

Elevation, Io feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 4o feet.

Water rises within 7 feet of the surface.

Drilled for Howard Harris. Reported by Haines Bros.

Haines Bros. state that the drill went through fine yellow-

ish sands from close to the surface to near the base, where the

color changes to white. As this well is on the low-lying land near

the mouth of Salem creek, where it debouches into the Delaware,

and as no impervious clay strata are reported, we apprehend

the supply obtained may be largely filtered river water.

ARTESIAN WELL AT FORT DUPON% DELAWARE.

Elevation, .5 feet or less; diameter, 8 inches; depth, 734 feet.
Water overflows at the surface.

Correlation with wells at other localities.--This well was noted

oll pages I32 to I34 of last year's report (19oo), as then un-

finished, although it had reached the depth of 700 feet. At that

time we presented a minutely detailed record. P.H. 8: J. Conlan

have recently informed us that the well has since been finished at

the depth of 734 feet as a flowing well, and that there was "found

a good supply of water."

From lhe record of last year it serous evident that this supply

is obtained from a whitish sand-bed 54 feet thick, extending from

the depth of 680 feet to that of 734, and that this stratum is over-

laid by an impervious clay-bed _52 feet thick, which occupies the
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interval between the depth of 428 and 680 feet. We now corre-

late the stratigraphy and geology of a number of deep wells,

including this one, all of which b_ave developed a water-snpply
tnore or less deeply in the Raritan beds.

Reference to ,dnmtal Re- I892--3o3. 1892--3o5.
ports, _'ith pages. 19oo---I44. I897--e8o. I9oo---I3r. I898--115.

Localities ................. Mt. tfolly,..Jobstown, ..Fort Mon,..Ft. Delaware
Elevation of surface, .... Io feet,.....6o feet, ..... io feet,. .... m feet,_*...

Thickness, .Thickness, .Thickness, .Thickness..
Superficial beds ........... 12 feet ...... 14 feet,.....25 feet ...... no feet+..
Middle and Lower Marl,..Wanting, ..Wanting, . .Wanting, ... ...........
Clay Marls ................ 308 feet,....292 feet ..... 97 feet ..... 36 " _* -.
Raritan sands and plastic

clays (bottom in no case
reached) ................ 355 .... 4o9 .... I98 .... 244

Total depths .......... 675 feet,....715 feet,....320 feet,....39o feet,....

Re[erci:ce to Anmml I9OO--t32. 1896--i4 o.
Reports, with pages. 19Ol-- --. I9oi. z892--3oz. 1897--248.

Localities .............. Ft. Dupont, Middletown Woodstown Reedy Island.
Elevation of surface, . .IO feet ...... 4o feet ...... I5 feet ...... io feet.

Thickness, .Thickness, .Thickness, .Thickness.
Superficial beds ........ 25 feet (?), 27 feet ..... 8 feet ..... 91 feet.
Middle and Lower Marl,Wanting, .. 48 .... 46 ..................
Clay Marls ............ I23 feet,....243 .... 242 .... 213 feet.
Raritan sands and plas-

"tic clays (bottom in
no case reached) ..... 586 " ....5o3 feet (?) 48o .... 27o "

Total depths ....... 734 feet,...,82t feet,....776 feet ..... 574 feet.

In explanation of the varying.thicknesses of the Clay Marls
and the Plastic Clays at differealt localities, as noted in the pre-

ceding exhibit, it should be stated that the wells at Fort Mott,
Fort Delaware and Fort Dupont were through only the lower

portion of the Clay .Marls, and helme do not show their entire
thickness. This thickness, however, seems to increase from the

southeast to the northwest, as is noted in the report of a deep

boring at Woodstown, page 93. All of the wells, however,
went to greatly varying depths in the Plastic Clay formation

from its top, but none imssed emirely through it. The well at
Fort Dupont penetrated it to the greatest depth, and shows that

the thickness exceeds 586 feet.
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The borings from the wells orL Reedy Island and at Fort Dela-

ware, ot_ Pea Patch Island, both in the center of the Delaware

river, exhibit beds in their upper portion about Ioo feet thick,

which are probably river deposits, deposited in a trough which the

river had previously eroded, this erosiotl having cut through the

Middle and Lower Marls _t Reedy Island and through the Lower

Marl and partly into the Clay Marls at Pea Patch Island.

BORED WELLS AT MIDDLETOWNj DELAWARE.

Elevation, about 4o feet.
Three wells. Diameter of each, 6 inches; depth, 88 f_et.

Water rises within 13 feet of the surface.

One well, diameter, 8 inches ; depth, 552 feet.
One well, depth, 686 feet.
One well, depth, 821 feet.

Water from the last three wells rises to from 35 to 55 feet from the surface.

Water at .................................................. 88 to IOO feet.

.................................................. I70 " 204

.................................................. 475 " 495

.................................................. 517 " 534

552 _'
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii o
.................................................. 792 " 82I "

.In the Annum Report for 1896 there are noted four of the

above wells, and ill that for 1898 one other, while the sixth, whicll

has a depth of 821 feet, was sunk the past year. All of these wells

were put down for the Light and Water Comnfisslon. The well

of the present year was drilled by J. H. K. Shannahan, who has

furnished a record o_ the strata penetrated below the depth of

the deepest of the former wells; that is to sa3_, below the depth
of 686 feet.

In order to present in its eutirety the stratigraphical record at

this place we insert below the records as previously published to

the depth of 698 feet and add thereto the record now furnished

below that depth :
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Surface sands and gravels ..................... 27 feet.

iron-colored sand_ and crusts ........... 27 to 72 " _ Lower
Indurated greensand .................... 72 " 75 _ Marl.

Red and yclh)w sand ................... 75 " 9o " ]
tVater-bcartng sand§ hori.=on of 88-foot lll'ells ................................ 90 " IIO "
(_-rceni_h sand at ...................... . llO "

Sand and clay .......................... lIo " I33

Fine sand _ith a little water, . .......... t33 " [4o

Black and _reen sand, . ................. 14o " I42 " "

White and yellow sand, . ............... 142 " 146 "Clay /_arls.

Clay ................................... 146 " 17o

Alternations of sands, clays and gravels,

:cater-hear'rig,* ...................... 17o " 204

Clay with three sand seams ............. 204 " 224 "

Interval, no record, except "whitish crust

at 275 f_ct" . ......................... 224 " 318

Very hard white clay, . ................. 3x8 " 347 "

Clay with abundance of Lignite ......... 362 " 365 " " Age ?
"'Cemented (shells ?)," . ............... 390 " 4°0 o_

Red clay at ............................ 425 . ,*

tlard crusL 3 inches thick, at ........... 442
White sand, water-bearing, . ............ 475 " 495
White and red clay, . ................... 495 " 517

White sand, r.'ater-bcaring,¢ ............ 517 " 534

White clay ............................. 534 " 538
Sand with water ........................ 538 " 552
Rock (?) at ........................... 552
Clay ................................... 552 558 Raritan

Sand ................................... 558 560 Plastic
Red clay ............................... 560 563 _Clays

White clay ............................. 563 58 o and

Red clay ......................... : ..... 58o 587 ] Sands.

Another boulder and very hard red clay,.. 587 589

Light lead-colored clay .................. 589 655

Sand with water ....................... 655 686

Red, white and yellow clays ............. 686 78o

Boulders in blue clay ................... 78o 792
V_'hiti_h _'atcr-bcaring sand, contains

some mica,:_ ......................... 792 " 82I "

Respectinff the water-bearing sand developed this year at the
depth t)f 792 to 821 feet, Norman M. Shannahan, who had

Water from this horizon rise_ within x3 feet of the surface.
*This horlzotl wa_ not u_ed. XVater therefrom rises within 2o feet of the surface.

Water from this horizon rises within 34 feet of the surface.

I Water from betwt ,,n 792 to 82r feet rises to within about 55 feet of the surface, as also
elsewhere noted in the text.
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immediate charge of the work, writes, "We pumped 15o gallons

per minute, lowering the water to I Io feet; wher_ not pumping the

water stands at 55 to 6o feet from the surface. The water is softer

than in any of the other wells."

Geologically this well is interesting since it shows a great thick-

ness of the Raritan formation, with its red, yellow and white

plastic clays and associated sands and heavy gravels. We have

not received specimens of the borings from any of these wells,

but, judging from the record, all below the depth of about 4oo

feet must certainly belong to this formation, and but for the

"cemented shells" (?), noted at 39 ° to 4oo feet, we should

incline to regard all below 318 feet as belonging to that formation.
We are not certain whether or not the "shells" so reported repre-

sent mollusks or whether they were shaly layers of rock, which

are sometimes called "shells" by well-drillers.

The four shallow wells (depth 88 feet) of former reports, and

noted at the heading of this well report, doubtless draw from the
Marlton %Vater-Horizon at the base of the Lower Marl bed and

the top of the Clay Marls. This horizon also supplies wells in

New Jersey on the o.pposite side of the river at Quintou and
Woodstown.

All the other and lower water-horizons tabulated at the head

of this record draw from the Raritan group of water-horlzons.

Wells at Fort Mott, N. j., and Fort Dupont, Delaware, and at

Fort Delaware, on an island in the river between _the other two

forts, also draw from the horizons within the Raritan formation.

From the foot-notes accompanying the record it may be noticed
that the water from these lower horizons does not rise so near the

surface as that of the Marlton, or 88 to _oo-foot, horizon.

Similar conditions occur at "_Voodstown, orL the New Jersey side

of the Delmw_re, where water from the depth of 339 feet rose

only to withir_ 14 feet of the level reached by the water from the
Marlton water-horizon, while from the depth of 776 feet the

water rose only to within I8 feet of the same level. The facts at
WoodstowrL are recorded in the Annual Report for I892, page

3o2, and are also shown on a vertical section, Plate IX, page 2o2,

of the Annual Report for I894.

I0 GEOL
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DEEP ARTESIAN BORING AT ATLANTIC CITY, ABOUT I,OOO FEET

OUT ON YOUNG'S OCEAN PIER AT THE FOOT OF

TENNESSEE AVENUE.

Ek'vation of pier, ao feet. Depth below pier floor, 2,3o6 feet.

Watt'r-horizons as follows:

At 780 to 86o feet, abundant supply. Water rises Io feet---{- above tide level
At about 950 feet, scant supply. } Water rose to the level of the

At about 1,2oo feet (?) scant supply. J" pier.

At about 2JSO feet, scant supply. Water rose a few feet above the pier
floor.

The water from aII the above horizons rises and falls an average of one
foot between tides.

Well abandoned at _,3o6 feet.

This well was drilled by Uriah White during the years I9oo
and 10Ol to the unusual llepth of 2,306 feet, as above stated.
It is the deepest boring that has been made in New Jersey and,

excepting a well at Key \\Test, Florida (depth, 2,350 feet), is
also the deepest boring that has been put down upon the Atlantic
coastal plain.

Water that rose to various heights above tide level was found

at different depths, as noted above. The horizon at 780 to 86o
feet constitutes what we have heretofore termed the "8oo-foot

Atlantic City water-horizon," the supply being abundant and the

quality excellent. This horizon now supplies nearly 50 wells
along _r near the coast between Barnegat and Wildwood, 3°
of which are at Atlantic City. The water naturally rises about
ten feet above tide.

Respecting the water-horizon noted at about 1,2oo feet, we
may say that we have been unable to ascertain its depth more

accurately. Owing to the circumstances attending the driving
of the casing, our specimens may possibly have come from a
somewhat higher level, though we think not from above i,i25 or

r.ISo feet. The horizon is, however, probably the same as that

which was developed in I888 by a well at the gasworks, of w.hich
the writer has recently received reliable information from one of

the men who assisted in drilling it that the water was fotmd at
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the depth of 1,135 feet.* Specimens of sand obtained by the

writer in 1888 from the bottom of the gashonse well and from
this well in 19Ol fronl about 1,2oo feet or higher (?) are iden-
tical in character aud are besides lithologically so different from
all other sands obtained from these wells that the identity is the
more clearly established. An exactly similar sand marked from
the depth of I,II 7 feet was furnished the writer from a

boring made o11 the meadows in 189o to the depth of 1,398
feet. The nleadow well being farthest back on the dip of
the beds, should show any given stratum at a somewhat higher

level than the pier well, while the gashouse well, being inter-
mediate in position, should find the same at an intermediate
del/th. It will be seen that the facts above stated seeul to

agree with our theory derived from the dip. Neither tbe meadow

nor the pier wells were successfnl in developing a water supply
from this horizon notwithstanding the fact that the gashouse
well yielded at first and still yields a larger amount of water

than any of the wells that have been put dowrt to the great
8oo-foot water-horizon.

Through the courtesy of the contractor, Uriah White, and of

his foreman in charge of the drilling, and with the consent of
John L. Young, the proprietor of the pier, we have been fnr-

nished with a very full series of specimens of the borings taken
mostly every ten feet.

Below we present the stratigraphical record, with such geo-
logical determinations upon the right as we feel can be safely
made at the present time. Some doubtful and undetermined

features connected with the geology can probably be satisfactorily
solved when the nun_erous fossils which have been obtained shall

have been fnlly studied.

• In correction of an error in the Annual Report for t892 , pages 276 ttnd 277. it should be

noted that the writer, having been misled by what he is now fully convinced was faulty
information_ reasoned that the water from the gasworks well could not have been obtained

from _t greater depth th_ln 96o feet. Th_s is erroneous. Statemetlts in prevlou_ Armua[

Reports for 1888, page73, and i889, page 9o, which indicated that the supply came from the
depth of i_i¢o or i,tSo fact, _re now substanti_ttetl as correct.
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Floor of pier to mean tide Between pier floor and water
level, ................. 20 feet = 20 feet. level, '2o feet.

Beach sand with one spe-
cies of Foraminifera a
Nonionina, . ........... 35 " = 55

Sandy clay with recent
species of Marine dia-

toms, ................. IS " = 70 " Recent. -_
Sand with recent species

of Marine mollusks,... 6 " = 76 "
Dark stiff clay, no diatoms e_

nor other micro-organ-

isms ................... 14 = 9o
Heavy gravel with some "_

thin seams of :_-llow

clay, . ................. 36 " = I26 "
Alternations of light yel- .Age yet to be

low and bright orange determined.
colored and grayish
sands and gravels with-
out fossils, ............ 146 " = 272 "

Brownish and grayish
sands with thin clay
seams, contains some
lignite but no mollusks
and no micro-organisms, i18 " = 39o

Mainly bluish and brown-
ish clays richly diatom-
aceous throughout, con-

tains also a few Foram- +
ini[era of various spe- 39o to 690 feet.
ties, . ................. 3oo " = 690 " Richmond

Miocene mollusks at 56o Diatom bed
to 58o feet and at 66o to 3oo feet thick.

690 feet.

CIayey sand with Miocene ._
mollusks, . ............ 30 = 720

Sand and gravel .......... Io " = 730 "
Clayey sand, IO " = 740 o
Coarse gray gravel with -_

a moderate supply of

water ................. 2o " = 760 " Miocene.
Sandy brown clay with

Perna and other Mio-
cene mollusks, . ........ 2o " = 780 " 780 to 860 feet.

Dark brown clean sand,.. 40 " = 82o " The Atlantic City
Light brown clean sand,.. 40 " = 86o " Boo-foot

Abundantly water water-horizon.
bearing from 78o to
86o feet.
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Tough hard brown clay,.. 71 feet= 931 feet
Mollusks at 872 to

894 feet.
Clay and sand with shells, IO " = 941 "
Sand with a large ad-

mixture of greensand, Miocene.
slightly water-bearing, . 9 " = 950 "

Sand and clay with pon-
derous oysters, probably
Ostrea percrassa, Con-
rad. These were found

in the gas house well,.. 2 " -- 952 "
Hard tough brown clay

with comminuted shell,. 22 " -- 974 "
Olive colored greensand

marl with Foramini[era
and small mollusks,.... I6 " = 990 "

Hard brown clay with
abundance of mollusks
much comminuted, .... I2 " -- lOI2 "

Olive colored greensand
marl, moderately fine,.. 42 " -- IO54 " qT[

Olive colored greensand
marl, considerably
coarser, some commi-

nuted shell ............ 21 = lO75
Very clayey olive colored

greensand, . ........... 21 " _-1096 " " _

Greensand marl, decidedly

dark green in color,.... 24 " = 1120 " ._
From within the ._

greensands somewhere
between Ioi2 and ii2o Probably mostly _
feet there were ob- -if not entirely
tained from the Mea- Miocene.

dow well specimens of
a cup Coral a Fla-
bellum--Sp ?

Light or ashen colored
marly clay, ............ 14 -- 1134 "

Light or ash colored
greensand marl, ....... 26 " -- I160 "

Brown micaceous clay,... 4o " = i2oo
Dull yellow sand with

barnacles, Foramini[era,
small Venericardia gran-
ulata, Say, and other
small mollusks, . ...... 5 " -- 12o5

A little water rose
to the surface from

about this depth, prob-
ably from this stra-
tum.

Clay with mollusks,. ..... IO "----I215 "
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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Possibly _ Eocene ?
Greensand marl ......... 25 feet = t24o feet Eocene. J 25 feet. +
Very hard and tough light

and dark slate or ash

colored clays with Coc- Probably lower
coliths plentiful through- "layer of the
out and with a few Tex- Upper Marl Bed.
tularia, Nodosaria and
other Foramini[cra, ... _o " = I44o

Yellowish calcareous rock
sometimes moderately
soft and.sometimes quite
hard, consists two-thirds
of a nearly equal mix-
ture of greensand and Probably
white quartz sand grains Vineentown
and one-third of carbon- " limesand bed +[.

of lime, the latter the 46o feet thick. ._ate

cementing material ; con-
tains also the white eal- *

careous shells of Cris-
tellaria and other For- 8
amini[era, . ............ 460 " = 19oo

Glauconitic greensand ]

marl, . ................ 40 " = I94o " _9
Clay mixed with a little

greensand, ............ 70 " = 2010 "
Thin pebble layer at

2010 feet. Middle and

Indurated ash-colored clay i BLeOdserMarl

"hard almost as rock,".. 60 " = 2070 "
Large Nodosaria at

123o to I24o feet.
Glauccmitic greensand

marl similar to that at

19oo to x94o feet ........ 80 " -= 215o "
Black or dark Mieaceous

sandy clays ............ I56 " =23o6 " Clay Marls.

Tidal Rise and Fall o[ Water i_ the WelL--We have

already noted that the water from the lower levels rose
hiffher thai1 that from the well-known 8oo-foot horizon.
The water at goo feet rises to about IO feet above tide when not

too strongly drawn upon as it is at times when the nlany wells at

Atlantic City are punaping simultaneously, while that at 1,135
feet rises to about 2o feet above the same datmn, or ten feet
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higher than that from the upper horizon. ']?he fact of the
differeuce of level to which the water from the two horizons

will rise has been abundantly verified hy the writer, who a few
years since had a continuous series of tidal measuremeuts made

during three weeks for one well at Ventnor to the 8oo-foot
stratuul and during five weeks for the gi35-foot well which is
located at the gasworks on Michigan avenue. Incidentally we
may mention that besides the verification of the difference of
the natural water level from the two strata, we also learned

that the water from both rises and falls with the tide, and that
where wind or other conditions caused the ocean tides to be

abnormally higher or lower the tide in the wells was similarly
abnormally affected. While the rise and fall in the wells betweeu

tides may be stated to average one foot, the actual differences
shown by the records made varied from 5 incl_es to 19 inches, both
of which extremes indicated unusual conditions. These facts

seefi_ to indicate that the water-yielding sauds have an ontlet to
the ocean probably a great distance off shore and that the oscilla-

tion of the water level in the wells is due to the balaucing of
two columns of water, one that of the ocean and the other that
of the well.

The cup coral noted in tbe beds between the depths of i,oi2

and t,I2o feet was also obtained by the writer from the same
beds at \Vildwood from the depth of about L2oo feet. The
specimens from the wells at both localities were referred to T.

\¥ayland Vaughan, who in a letter received says they "cannot
be determined positively; The genus is Flabellum and the species
probably F. cuneiformis, Lons. variety wailesi Conrad. * * *

The specimens are certainly Tertiary. But as I cannot be sure
of the species I cannot express an opiniou as to the exact horizon
of the specimens."

The thicknesses of some of the geological formations as now
indicated upon the right of the record differs somewhat from the
tblcknesses that were noted upon an oak tablet with a tube con-

taining borings from this well that was prepared hy the writer
and placed in the exhibit of the State Geological Survey at the

[Pan-Americau Exposition at Buffalo. At that time, judging
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from the lithological resemblance of the specimens from this

well to similar specimens from wells on the eastern shore of

Maryland, the Eocene was then shown considerably thicker and
the Miocene somewhat thinner. Recent careful examination of

the borings has revealed quite a number of small shells in the
sand noted as occurring at about 1,2oo feet in this well and at

r,I35 feet in the gashouse well, the most numerous of which

was Venericardia granulata, a decidedly Miocene fossil. Hence,
the present revision of the bmmdary line between the Miocene
and Eocene beds.

A notable feature revealed by this well is the occurrence be-

tween the depths of 1,44o and L9oo feet of a bed 460 feet thick
of solid, uninterrupted sandy and glauconitic calcareous rock,
the relative proportion of the constituents of which are noted in

the record above. This, we apprehend, represents the Limesand
that overlies the Middle Marl bed and typically occurs in out-

crops near Vincentown. Along and near the line of its outcrops
in this State this bed seldom exceeds twenty feet in thickness,

except in Salem county, where it attains a thickness of about too

feet, as shown by well-borings at Quinton and near Penton and
Alloway. In the region of its outcrops the bed often consists of
alternating layers of loose limesand and consolidated limesand
rock, while some of the strata contain Bryozoa so plentiful as to

cause it to be wrongly described by some as "coral" (?) rock,

but in this well the Bryozoa were not observed, while the entire
bed consisted of rock sometimes quite soft and again compara-

tively hard.
In confirmation of the equivalency of this bed with the lime-

sand bed that outcrops above the Middle Marl the writer con-
structed to scale a vertical section directly from Woodstown

t_ .\tIantic City, and projected thereon in their proper places the

wells at Ouinton and Millville, both of which are comparatively
near the line beween the points first named. This showed the top
of the bed at Quinton, depth 38 feet, at Millville, depth 680
feet. and at Atlantic City, depth 1,44o feet, to be upon an even

regular line of dip. It also showed the bottom of the bed at
Woodstown, depth 5° feet*, at Quinton, depth 146 feet, and

* The elevation at Woodstown is 5o feet.
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at Atlantic City, depth 1,9oo feet, to be likewise upon an even

line of dip, though one of greater amount. Our section would
indicate the thickness at Millville to be about 275 feet; the boring

there, however, was discontinued about five feet below the top

of the bed. Its thickness at Quinton is lO8 feet.

THREE ARTESIAN WELLS AT ATLANTIC CITY,

TO THE 8OO-FOOT WATER-HORIZON.

Rear of Bartlett Buildmg, north side Atlantic avenue, west of North
Carolina avenue.

Elevation, Io feet or less. Diameter, 6 inches. Depth, 843 feet.
At Champion Hotel, south side Atlantic avenue, east of Pennsylvania avenue.

Elevation, io feet or less. Diameter, 6 inches. Depth, 840 feet.
At Palace Royal Hotel, Ocean front, between Atlantic and Pacific avenues

and north of Maine avenue.
Elevation, io feet or less. Diameter, 6 inches. Depth, 833 feet.

The three wells above noted were put down the past year by
Uriah White. Each of these wells was furnished at tl_e bottom

with a screen 4_ inches in diameter and 5° feet in length, and,

therefore, draw water from a vertical extent of 5° feet within
the great 8oo-foot water-horizon midway ill the Miocene deposits.

The well at the Palace Royal is about two blocks north of the

lighthouse, and is upon ground that has in recent years been
reclaimed from the sea. For this reason some mud or clay beds

that have been found in the upper fifty feet of other well-borings
at AtIantic City were not found in this well. With this exception,

the strata penetrated by all three of these wells were the same
and are likewise identical with the records published in past

years for numerous other wells at this seaside resort. The first
860 feet of the preceding record of a deep well at Young's

pier presents in detail the beds penetrated by these wells, with

the exception, as already noted, of the first 5o feet of the Palace
Royal well. After the last-named well was finished the writer
collected from the dump some small, flat, flaky lumps of light

weight and lightish-colored clay, which were quite numerous
and which were richly diatomaceous when viewed under the
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microscope. A cleaning of the same was made for diatoms,
while a study of the forms thus obtained showed the numerous

characteristic species of the great 3oo-foot Miocene diatom bed

of the Atlantic Coastal plain. This bed occurs between the depths

of 39° and 69o feet at this place. (See the preceding record.)

TWO SItALLOW ARTESIAN WELLS AT ATLANTIC CITY,

Diameter of each, 4_ inches. Depth of each, 8o feet.
Water rises within 1_ feet of the surface.

These two wells were put dowll early in the year by Uriah
White. They are at the plant of the Citizens' Ice and Cold Stor-
age Company, and are located near the northwest corner of

Baltic and Massachusetts avenues. This company had a well

lint down in the year i894 to the depth of 8o 5 feet, which they
use for general supply. It was desired, however, to obtain an

extra supply of water at the lowest temperature obtainable from
wells to be used for cooling purposes. The more or less heavy
gravels at the depth of about 8o or 9° feet furnish considerable

water not generally deemed desirable for domestic use, but of
a temperatule a few degrees lower that that froni the great 8oo-

foot .\tlantic City water-horlzon. These wells were, therefore,
sunk only to the depth of 8o feet so as to draw from this horizon.

They obtained a supply satisfactory for the desired purpose.
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See. 4.--Wells Reported by Harry Fates, Ridgewood, N. J.

I

LOC,XIATV. OWXER. _ "_ _ _ ]Comments.

_ _. 73
I

....... J. Willard ................ 21 Sandstone, . 77 101
IS_ Iol

Allendak., . ...... M. l)avis ................. I r2 ,, "] ioo 20'....... Geo. Cook ................ I....
....... John \Vinters ............ I .... " 48 .... [ '

Bogota .......... Bogota Pa0er Co ......... [ .... " ... . Flowed at
[ surface.

Belleville ....... Sissum Machine Works..] 30 " I36 2_
Demerest ....... F. F. Travis ............. [ I4 " i6c 2o

A. I)emerest ............. I 16 3
" . ..... R. Stillfox ............... I 86 2o

Englewood ...... Englewood Hygela Ice Co..I .... 12olF owed at

65
238

....... Mr. Ayers ................ m5 355 ] surface.

Falrlawn .................................. 3o t45 4o• . ................................ 35 15_ 3
15e

Hills ale,,d ...... G. Boulard ............... IO8 152 .... [

,: ....... IMrs. Mack ............... 96 16e 2o
....... ' E. Taylor ................ Io5 t55 26

Hohokus ........ J. H. Bogert ................. " 78 8]
....... 'John Magill ............. ' 9

T 2....... N. Orr ................... [ 3
• ...... Mrs. Northrup ........... [ I6 33

" . ...... '_Mr. Kiefer ............... 1 17 14Harrington Park, W. \\'alters .............. 40 I
Hoboken ....... 'Franklin Paper *I lls .... ] 357]Air lift.

....... Palisade Paper Mills ..... I... 427]Air lift.

....... Hudson Gas Co........... I 581 651

. , iOO I
....... Steven & Campbell ........ [ 52

'' " ...... + ...... " .... 541 35o,
Midland Park, .. Otto \Valthey, ........... 2I 6 I.i *t I.. Hoh Bros ................ zx 4,

.... ..IT. Banta ................. i 4 J21
Maywood ....... IO. \_ eM_eyher ............... 2ol

...... II)r. Sehaffer ............. ) 21i 4oo] I20)
Mr. Beaton .............. I 12[ `591 `51
'Mrl)ox id............. I 2,1 sol

...... 'Mr. Menzel .............. I 191 .] 521 7 I
.IMr. \Veinz ............... I 261 I 8ol Sl

21111.'Mr.n S_',,'e,.......... I iIi ii.IO. J. TeeMe, ::121..... 2i) 581

Mah]]-ah ........ Rev. A. King ............ I 681 ii  o51121, s o , I 571 41Did not pene-

" . ...... "Mr. Banta ................ 65 I 651 iz[Did]tratenotrOCk.pene......... G... R we ............... 57} .]

I

Montvale ........ Mrs. Bleloek ............. ] 481
" . ...... 'R, R Deme .............. q .[ 1o81.... I

North Paterson, . Mr. Knouae. ............. t 16 .I 551 9!
.... . Standard Co .............. ! t6 I ._6{ 13[

IA. P, st.................. 27] .I 331 61
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, __

LOC.,_I.ITV. OWNER. S '_ _ [ I Conunents.

I
Nortl Paterson, J. Meyers. Sandstone 90 12t

Donald Mains, z7o] 4Ol
Oradell ........ P. Van Buskirk, . '2-7

" G. Van Dubergh .......... Ho,
" Mrs. Van Dubergh. iooi

Para,n, uls, . ...... Widow Zabrisee, . _z, 2,
Mr. Conklin, 4.M 251

....... James Zabriskee, . 4Ol 4t

....... Mrs. Bennett, 821 Flowed at
surface.

....... Mrs. Hawley ............. I201 211

....... Chas. Hutchinson, 8_1 12i
Paterson, Mrs. Masaker, 5m /',[kt. St.,[ Oal _,
Palisade Par}_'il J. Stiblitz. (2ol zol

Park Ridge, . .... Mr. Fisher, . ............. _ tool 61.... Miss Campbell, . ......... 1_ol 281

Ridgcwood. J; ,E. Ht_tton ............. ii 1521 iii.... ' ' . ........... " 1861 I21

.... " " . ........... 781 ]7_i I5l

.... P. Akerman, . ............ 841 ,541 201

.... Paramus Church ......... 38/ o:31 _,

" Parsonage, 2n 861 2ol
.... n. Houston, ............. 141 ii_ 1o1
.... Miss Seers ............... _, 7at 61
.... S. H. Bunn .............. 211 ,t_51 61
.... J. R. Knowhon .......... 2_51 1271 261
.... Mr. Reed ................ 271 7z! I21
.... M. L. Hendrickson ....... 2{31 1"_11 3o1
.... B. Van l_erbergh ......... 481 541 2ol
.... L. Johnston, . ............ n, lore a,

.... El Winans ............... I71 1171 171Winans. o'.... _ o01 2ol

.... Mr. Parker .............. ÀOI 20Ol tool
..... S. Villa .................. 321 1261 12_
..... C. Edsall ................ 21, NOl 8
..... A. H. Post ............. 141 001 4
..... N. Zabriskie ........... _,. 5

" . .... S. Yeomans ............ 7ol !o
................ 21[ Of)[ 4

" .... H.. Estes, ............... I31 70, 9
.................. 211 _1 9

" .... C. Hennas, ............ _'TI _'fll 2

" ..... Mr. Bender ............ I6[ 2OOl

..... C. S. Keyser ........... I61 8_1 _I

..... Henry Remsen ......... 201 8Ol 2

..... C. Phelns .............. 31 1821 a

..... Thos, Morrison ........ 2rl _o

..... I-{. \Vhite, . i ............. 33 881 11

..... [M. Phillip ............... " 4zl 2
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I

-q "_ _ Comments.

LocAuTV. OW,_ER. o "_ _

I !

Ridgewcod ...... ttenry Orne .............. 551Sandstone, t6 e_l[

C. Raymond .............. ...... t26 t5 47]

..... 30

..... 32 7 20Mrs. A. A. Blauvelt

.......... I3

.......... 14 (. I2

..... _. Vogler ................ 21 c...... H. Balliett ............ 2I 121 Overflowed at

sttrfnce.

..... A. H. Balliett ........... 282] 15 154|]

..... J. L. Bruck ............. I3 I(. 21

..... Mrs. Holmes ............ I_ 12

..... Robt. Dunlop, . .......... Ic 16

..... Wm. Martin ............. 38J I( 40

..... Mrs. Miller .............. [ I5 I

..... G. R. Younge ............ 52 I.'

..... Village School, . 521 tI 21io[]Flowlng..... Mrs. \Veisse ............. 53[ [c well.

..... R. Ackerman, . ........... _ " K 30

..... Mrs. Conway ............ 26 IO
..... P. Zabriskie, . ............ 26 " 1_ 3°

R. Bassett ................ " I 12

R. Henshall .............. " 2: tO
D. J. 0 Nell, . ........... z3 2: 21

Saddle River .... Air. Craig ................ 14 " t_ 20
;6

P, Wilson ................ 20 6
A. Ackerman ............. 2 I_ 12

6
Woodeliff ...... C. Neulson ............. l 4I

..... C. Cr,onk ............... : 31

..... Miss aunders ......... I I', 5

..... John Weiss ............ 1

..... Miss tIopkins .......... 12 2 20

..... Air. Collingwood ......... 26 I, 20

..... C. Mitchell ............... 28 ! l

..... Airs. Hall ................
Waldwlek ...... rohn ttom_er ............. m9l I 10

Iohn V. omith ........... I 12
\Vestwood, Westwood V:ater Works,.] 32I I, 4

It. Vanderbilt ............ [ Iq
21 12W. Kciser ............... I

i
22 ' I2

Gco. Hoooer ............. ]
Mrs. Matbews ........... I IO5 14

.... • ......... ] x5
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Chlorine in Natural Waters.

By WILLIAM S. MYERS.
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Chlorine in Natural Waters of the State.

BY WILLIA*I S. MYERS.

The work of securing data for a Chlorine map of the State

showing the Chlorine content in parts per million in the natural
surface waters has been continued and numerous data have been

obtained. In view of the considerable monthly and seasonal
variations now well established in the Chlorine content of rain-

waters and other natural waters the world over, it has not been

deemed advisable to lay down any lines for uormals ou the map

published herewith. It would be easy to fix lines on the map

which would probably not have to be changed greatly by future

observations, but it is uot believed that such lines would add to

the usefulness of the data published in this and previous reports.

The selected Chloriue figures have been printed on the map at

the place where the sample was taken, and while it is not claimed

that the figure printed represents the mathematical normal for

that place, nevertheless it is sufficiently near for all practical pur-

poses. Closer results could only be obtained by making contin-

uous and very frequent observations for all points for a series of

years. The variations already observed in the New Brunswick,

Somerville, Long Branch, Morristown suN)lies and elsewhere in

the State are so great as to suggest a question as to whether the

Iso-Chlors laid down so rigidly for Massachusetts, Comlecticut

and Long Island are by themselves as valual)le guides as many
take them to be.

I desire to call attention again, as last year, to the futility of

claiming to secure wholesome water-supplies by means of chem-
ical or engineering devices, and thereby causing our citizens to

(I3:)
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believe that these last resorts can yield such wholesome condi-
tions as an originally pure and uncontaminated supply affords. I

wish to emphasize the necessity of such prompt action on the"part
of our State authorities as will conserve all water-sheds likely to

be drawn upon by our own future great populations as well as
those of our adjoining large cities.

The numerous data and the suggestions pnblished under this
title in this and previous reports will, it is earnestly hoped, be of
value in the future to our Boards of Water Commissioners and

sanitary experts for the rapid and accurate diagnosis of water-
supplies. If the labors of these three past years serve in any way

to help the communities of our State in securing for their use
wholesome and abundant supplies of this most important natural
product, the writer will feel amply recompensed for the time spent

upon this most interesting and vital subject. In making the char-
acter of this mineral resource better known to the people of the

State an important duty of our Geological Survey will have been

accomplished, and its possibilities for usefulness further exem-
plified. Below are additional data secured since the publication
of the previous report.

Parts per Million.
Total Solids. Chlorine.

Fries Mills, South Jersey ............................ 49.60 2.40
Seven Mile Run, road to Princeton, near Franklin Park, 61.4o 2.5o
Marlboro, near boundary Salem and Cumberland ....... 87.6I 2.60
Raritan river above Somerville, . .................... 12o.oo 2.70
New Brooklyn, Camden county ...................... 2.70
South Branch Raritan, near mouth .................... 63.00 3.30
Stream one mile east of Plainsboro ................... 58.69 3.5o
New Brunswick, Parsons Mills ........................ 53.00 3.50
Shiloh, east of Roadstown, . .......................... 83.92 3.60
New Brunswick Supply .............................. 56.o8 3.7o
De Russy Lane Creek. one mile west New Brunswick, 78.4o 3.90
Creek two miles east of New Brunswick, . ............. 84.00 4.20
Daretown, stream near, . ............................ 96.1I 4.oo
Tributary Maurice river near Elmer, . ................ 96.8o 4.3o
Sucker Brook, Iselin, on P. R. R ...................... 40.00 5.00
Stream one mile east of Rahway ..................... 75.60 5.IO
ttop River at Phalanx ............................... 6.2o
Stream at south extremity of Union county ........... 93.oo 6.4o
Absecon creek, Doughty's Mill, . ..................... 6.7o
New Monmouth, near Middletown, ................... 76.1o 7.oo
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The Mining Industry.

BY HENRY B. KOMMEL.

The Iron Mines.

The iron-mining industry in New Jersey during the 3,ear 19oi

has Ileen in a prosperous condltlonimuch better in fact than was

anticipated by many at the beginning of the year. This has been

clue to the extraordinary demand for pig-iron which has pre-

vailed throughout tile country at large, particularly during the

closing nlonths of the year. In consequence of this denland for

iron the demand for ore has kept up, and the mines have

heen able in all cases to dispose of their product promptly. In

fact, shipmmlts as reported by the railroad colnpanies exceed by

over 18,ooo tons the production as reported by the mine managers,

showing that there is less ore on the docks at the mines than a

year ago. By far tile greater portion of the ore nlined in the State

is shipped directly to furnaces under the sanle managenlent as the

nlines themselves. Comparatively little is produced by the inde-

pendent miner to be sold in open market.

Tile most noteworthy features of the year's work have been,

first, the increase in production over 19oo, 4Ol, 151 tollS, as against

342,39 ° for 19OO; second, the marked increase in tile output of tile

Richard mine, which in its tonuage far outranks any other iron

mine in the State; and third, tile extensive improvements insti-

tuted by Joseph Wharton at his Hibernia property, and by the

Empire Steel and Iron Company at tile 5'IOnllt Hope mines. Tile

intrc<luction at Hibernia of a magnetic sorter or cobber to take

the place of hand cobbing is an important step, since it promises

not only more enconomical handling of the ore, but a more even
rml of ore for the furnace.

(I35)
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During the year the following mines were in operation, but not
all of them continuously: At Oxford, Slope No. 3, Washington
and Osmun; at Stanhope, the Hude and Wolfe; at Hurdtown,
the tturd; at Weldon, the Weldon; at Mine Hill, the Brotherton;

at Port Oram, the Irondale group; at Mt. Pleasant, the Richard;

at Mount ttope, the Elizabeth and Taylor; at Hibernia, Beach
Glen. Crane, Upper Wood, and Wharton; the Ringwood mines.

The following notes indicate the work at the various mines

during I9Oi :

THE OXFORD MINES, OXFORD FURNACE.

Empire Steel and Iron Co., Catasauqua, Pa., owners and
operators; Mr. S. Norton, Superintendent.

IVashhtgtoa Mine.--This mine as at pres.ent worked has a
maximum daily capacity of 15o tons, but with the completion of
the improvements now in progress its productive capacity will be
largely increased. According to the Superintendent, Mr. Norton,
the vein has been located for a distance of 4,000 feet along the

strike, which is in general a little west of north. The present
slope, which descends diagonally to the strike of the vein and cuts
into it from the foot wall, is now go long that any great increase

in the production is impossible.
A new double compartment slope is now being constructed

about 1,4oo feet south of the old one. This slope, known as the

Chapman, is expected to strike the ore body at a depth of about
I5o feet. It will then follow down the foot-wall and connection

will be made with the workings now reached only through the old
slope.

The Washington ore is high in sulphur and is therefore

roasted, by which process the sulphur is reduced to 7 per cent.
and the ore made more porous and open. The roasting plant is
now composed of seven Gjers' kilns capable of handling about

ioo tons daily. Of these four have been set up during the past
)'ear and another is now under construction. They are continuous

in operation, the ore and anthracite coal being fed in above, the
roasted and cooled ore being removed below. Experience has
shown that about 50 lbs. of coal are sufficient for a ton of ore.
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The ore .ccur._ in a number of distinct shoots which, where well

deveh;ped, vary in width from 6 to 2o feet, aod in height from

2o to 3 ° feet. The pitch is in general to the northeast, some-

times at rather steep angles, so that the shoots resemble "chim-

neys." There are also some irre_flarities due to offsets and

squeezes.

The new work has consisted in drifting in the two tunnels,

both of which were opened years ago, and in taking out ore from
the old shoots. In No. I, the ore of which contains some

molylMenite, the ore-tmdy was found to pinch out and offset to

tbe east for a few feet, beyond which it opened out in a fine breast
of ore.

A recent analysis of this ore by the company was as follows.

Iron ................................................ 53.77
SiO ................................................ I4 .86

Phos .............................................. 0.084

Sulphur ............................................ 1.342
Molybdenum ....................................... undet.

The ore is all hauled by teams to the company's furnace at

Stanhope. a mile distrait, each team hauling ten gross tons daily

when the roads are good.

WOLFE MINE, NEAR NETCONG.

Sahnon Bros.. of Ledgewood. report that during the year about

5oo tons of ore were nfined at the Wolfe mine near Netcong. The

ore is rel_rted to be soft and of good quality, samples from vein

averaging 59 per ceut. metallic iron,, traces of sulphur, and low m

phosphorus, although above the Bessmner limit. The vein. how-
ever, is small, and work was finally stopped.

IIURD ALINE. HURDTOWN.

New Jersey Ore Company, Philadelphia, lessees; T. M. \Vii-
lianas. Mine Hill. Manager.

I)uring this past )'ear some ore has been taken by "robbing"

from the upper workings of the nm'theast sboot, which for the
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lnost part had been abandoned and is full of water. On the

southern side of the great offset, which separates the northeast

from the southwest shoot, consi@rable prospecting has been done.

As was pointed out many years ago, the ore-body here forms a

synclinal fold the northwestern limb of which is composed of

several shoots separated by masses of rock.

A fourth shoot has been located lying apparently just to the

westward of the three shown by Dr. Cook in his diagram.* It

has been sunk upon to a depth of 125 feet and a rich body of ore
about nine feet in width exposed. The bottom of tbe shoot has

not yet been reached. Northward it probably extends to the

offset, whereas the normal pitch would speedily carry it to the sur-

face towards the southwest. In the directiou of the dip it may

unite with the closely adjoining ore-shoots in the bottom of the
syneline.

North of the offset, the side-shoot southeast of the old open cut

(see Annual Report for 1883, p. i3o ) has been drifted on about

twenty feet and some ore taken out. The ore-body is here hori-

zontal as seen in, cross-section, about four feet high, and with the

customary northeast pitch. This is believed to be the crest of an

anticline lying just east of the syneline, and the behavior of the

ore-body where now exposed lends some support to this view. A

small offset has been found in this slope which has dropped the

ore-body a few feet. Various prospects suggest that south of the

great offset the eastern limb of the syneline arches over to form

an anticline on the southeast in a similar manner, but the case has

not yet been demonstrated.

Although no great mnount of ore has been in sight at any tbne

during the last two years, yet mining has been steadily carried

on without exhausting the known deposits. During the year the

production amounted to between 8.ooo and 9,000 tons.

THE WELDON_ NORTHEAST OE ttURDTOWN. . ,

O. K. Moore, lessee.

This mine was operated in a small way for six or seven months

during the past ),ear, mad about 250 tons of ore are reported to

* Geology of New Jersey, x868, p. 6o8.
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have been mined. Work was carried on in a shaft near the south-

western line of the property. About the close of the year a small
offset was encountered, which threw the vein into the hanging

wall for a distance equal to its own width. In stripping this offset
portion the water from the old mine was tapped and work had to

be abandoned. As this report goes to press we learn that an effort
is being made to lower the water by means of targer pumps and to
resume work.

BROTHERTON MINES, MINE HILL, MORRIS COUNTY.

Bethlehem Steel Co., lessees.

The mine was operated by the Bethlehem Steel Company until

about August Ist. The main slope was sunk about 75 feet and
about 2oo tons of ore was mined and shipped. Since August ISt
the mine has been idle.

HACKLEBARI'IEY MINES_ CHESTER.

These mines were not ir_operation during the year, but a small
amount of ore from the dock was shipped.

HURD AND NEW STERLING MINES, IRONDALEj PORT ORAM.

New Jersey Iron Mining Company, owners.

During the past year these mines have been operated con-
tinually, but the work has been done chiefly at the Hurd slope
which now has a depth on the incline of 45 ° of 95o feet. The

present workings are northeast of the slope on a breast of ore
65 feet high and from 2_ to 6 feet in width.

Work has been commenced on a new "sink" at the bottom of

the slope, revealing the continuation downward of good ore.
Upon the completion of the sink and consequent lengthening of
the slop_ 6o feet, new stopes will be started both to the southwest
and northeast. The hanging-wall is firm and even and but few

stulls are necessary. The foot-wall rolls somewhat, causing the
usual swells and pinches in the vein.
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During the past year the production of these mines was 2o,312
tons 13 cwt.

RICHARD I_II_N'E, MT. PLEASANT.

This mine continues to be the largest producer of iron-ore in

the State, and during the past year its production of I21,763
long tons has exceeded even its own previous best record of

II2,386 tons, from July ISt, 1895 , to July 1st, 1896. Not only
has this splendid record been made, but there is no indication of

exhaustion of the ore-body, and developments of the year show
that there is still a large amount of ore untouched. There is,

therefore, every reason for believing that this high rate can be
maintained, or even exceeded, if the market warrants it.

The body of ore discovered in 1896 in the foot-wall near slope
No. 2 has continued to yield largely during the year. That this
vein probably extends a considerable distance towards the old No.
3 slope is indicated by a short cross-cut made near the bottom of

the mine about two-thirds of the distance from slope No. 2 to
No. 3. Here a cut of four or five feet in the supposed foot-wall

revealed a large body of ore corresponding in positiou to that
previously found.

The discovery of a body of ore in the hauging-wall of the
northeastward workings was made in 1889, but its extent down
the dip was unknown. "Within the last two years the chief vein
in this vicinity was found to termiuate downward somewhat

abruptly and be replaced by the bedzrock. But during the past
year slope No. 5, situated between slopes 2 and 3, and northwest
of the vein, was smak IOO feet below the level of this bed-rock.

that is, to a depth of 875 feet on the incline, and a cross-cut made

9° feet southward towards the hanging-wall. Here a large ore-
body was found with a width of from 3 to 25 feet. Levels have

been driven 15o fee_ in both directions aloug the vein and suffi-
dent overhead stoping done to show that this ore-body is the

same as that previously discovered in the hanging-wall IOO feet
above. In reality what had been supposed to be the bed-rock of

the vein was only a trough in the foot-wall underlying a shallow
fold or short branch on the foot-wall side of the ore while the vein

12 GEOL
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itself continued downward uninterruptedly after making a some-
what abrupt end into the hanging-wall. For a width of two feet

along the hanging-wall this newly-opened portion is exceedingly,

rich, running to 69.43 per cent. metallic iron.

Towards the close of the year slope No. 4, which is west of

No. I, and reaches the northwest or Mount Pleasant vein, has

been deepened, and beneath the lean ground a new ore-body has

been found which is now 8 to 9 feet in width.

TEABO MINE.

Joseph Wharton, owner.

No ore was mined here during i9oi , but preparations were

made to sink a new shaft early in I9o2, so that there is a good

prospect that this mine may again be an active producer after a

period _f idleness since I89I.

MOUNT IIOPE MINES, MOUNT HOPE_ N. J.

Empire Steel and Iron Company, Catasaqua, Pa., owners; Mr.

M. Peckitt, Superintendent.

Both the Elizabeth and Taylor mines have been worked dur-

ing the past year and have produced 34,895 tons of ore, including

a small amount of coutract ore from old workings o_t this prop-

erty. In both these mines the working shafts are located so far

to the southwest that with hi'creasing depth the northeastern pitch

of the shoots carries the larger part of the ore to the northeast

of the shaft, leaving but little ore to the sonthwest. The mines

are therefore constantly worked at increasiug disadvantage.

The Taylor Minc.--This disadvantage was so great in the Tay-

lor mine that in I9OO a new slope was commen_:ed farther to the

northeast. ]t is now down about 275 feet at an angle of about

68 °, but since it has not yet reached the ore-body, the old shaft

and tunnel are still used in taking out the ore.

At the northeastern end of the bottom workings of this mine
an offset has been encountered about 2oo feet eastward of where

the new slope will strike in. This fracture crosses the ore-body
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obliquely to the east and hades southward 41 o from the vertical,

or what is the same thing, dips 49 ° from the horizontal. This is

supposed to be the same offset as that described years ago as ex-

isting between the Mt. Hope veins and the Hickory Hill veins.

In the shallower workings it was struck further northeast, bnt its

southward dip of 49 ° carries it somewhat rapidly to the south-

west in the deeper workings, thus cutting out the ore-body in that

direction. On the assnmption that this offset is the same as that

already known, the northeastward continuation of the vein ought
to be found from I6o to 2oo feet aloug it to the eastward.

A winze has been sunk in good ore 6o feet below the lowest

level at a point in line with the new slope. Upon the completion

of this slope, stoping both ways can proceed rapidly from the

bottom of the winze and thus greatly increase the production of

the mine. Since in places in the old workings the ore-body was

3° feet wide and the pitch carries this s'well into the part still to

be opened up, a large anaonnt of ore is assured for the future.

The Elicabcth Mine.--This mine lies southwest of the Taylor

and on a vein which if extended would pass southeast of the Tay-

lor vein, and probably southeast of any vein exl_sed in the Tay-

lor tulmel. It is also entered throng-h a tunnel in the hill-side and

then down a steeply inclined slope or shaft.

The sinking in the main shaft reported last year was continued

15 feet farther through a vein of ore 6 to 8 feet thick. On this

level, 3o5 feet below the tunnel, stopes have been driven a con-
siderable distance northeastward and a less distance southwest-

ward, but owing to the pitch of the ore the shaft in its deeper

portion is approaching nearer and nearer to the southwestward
limit of the workable ore.

Test drill-holes at the bottom of the mine, 12 feet in the foot-

wall, showed some very rich ore, samples of which are said to

analyze as high as 7° per cent. metallic iron.

In December explorations with a diamond drill were com-

menced in the foot-wall on the 25o-feet level, but at the close of

the year nothing had been revealed.
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BI._ACI! GLEN MINE, BEACH GLEN, N. J.

Edward _" ,Jnst,ph Wharton. lessee; Kelles, Port Oram, Manager.
The _;pen-cut w_wkings on this property were almndoned in

Oetobcr, I9OO. owing to the increasing thickness of the covering.
A double ,kip-way shaft was started late in that year and during

I9OI e,mtinued to a depth of 425 feet. At about 395 feet a nar-
row seam ,,f ore was struck which widened rapidly t6 5 feet. It

is said t,_ average 63 or 64 per cent. metallic iron and 9 per cent.
phospb,,rus. Where first struck the foot-wall dipped steeply to

the nortlmest lint at greater depths, it swung over to the inore
normal positi.m of 75_ dip to the southeast. It is intended
to continue the shaft to a depth of about 525 feet and then work

the vein in levels ahout 45 feet apart. During the past year the
only ere mined was that taken out in sinking the shaft.

IIIBERNIA MINES, HIBERNIA, N. J.

Jos. \Vhart.n, owner and operator; Edward Kelley, Port
Ormn, Manager.

By t'._e purchase of the holdings of the Andover Iron Con>
pany earl s" in t9ol, Mr. \Vharton obtained possession of the
t][ibernia vein throughout its entire known extent, so that all the
mines up.n this important ore deposit are now under one man-

agreement.
The progressive policy of permanent improvements on the sur-

face and de\ elnpment work underground, indicated in the Annual

Report for 19oo, has been continued during the past ),ear, so that
the wlv_le lflant is in a hetter condition than ever before, and a

largely increased output of ore during the coming year may be
expected. ( )wing to the attention given to this development work

during the past )'ear, the output of the mines has been somewhat
curtailed.

The f,.',I.wing" n,tes indicate in detail what has been done on

these vari, us properties, the old names being retained for the sake
of convenience.

Loz, cr Wood and Crane or Churc£ Mine.--No ore is mined

in the Lower Wnod proper, but it continues to be the outlet for
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all the ore from the adjoining Crane lot on the northeast. Dur-

ing the year the remaining portion of stope 21 was worked to the

line on the northeast, a distance of 15o or 2oo feet. Stope 22,

which was commenced in I9OO, was also worked out to the lean

grotmd on the southwest and the De Camp line on the northeast,

about 80o feet in all being removed. No. 19 shaft, which al-

though sunk from No. 16 level, is used chiefly below No. 19 level,

was sunk from slope 22 to 23, a distance of about 4_ feet. The

new stope was opened up 28o feet northeast of the shaft and I60

feet southwestward. Owing to the pitch of the bed-rock or barren

ground found in the bottom of the shaft these deeper stolxs are

continu:llly driven to the northeast, each stope extending farther

in that direction than the one above it. There is no intention,

however, in spite of the common ownership, of cutting through to

the adjoining workings. On the contrary, it is intended that

there shall always be a solid wall between these and the workings

on the northeast, so that in the event of either mine being aband-

oned and flooded, the other will not be affected.

From the most easterly workings the ore is hauled up an in-

cline, plane I6 E. to No. I6 level, thence several hundred feet
west to the foot of the main incline and tben to the surface. From

the mo_e westerly breasts the ore is hoisted through shaft 19 to

that level, hauled on tram ears to the foot of a third incline, ex-

tending from the 19tb to the 16th level, then westerly along this

level to the foot of the main hoisting shaft, which is 7oo feet

deep. The deepest workings are now about 94o feet below tunnel

level and 358 feet below sea level. The production during i9oi

fell slightly below that for 19oo.

De Camp Mi_ze.--During the past year the tunnel of the

Hibernia underground railroad was extended an additional

i,ooo feet in the foot-wall about thirty feet back from the vein,

and the corresponding portion of the old tunnel in the vein was

abandoned. This supplements the similar work done several

years ago, so that the railroad now has a rock cut from the en-

trance across the Lower Wood, Glendon and De Camp lots, and

the constant expense attendant upon keeping in repair the old

tunnel along the vein is avoided.
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On thi_ pr_perty alsc_a new skip-way was lint down about 325

feet at a pitch nf ablaut 7°: S.E. No ore was taken in this mine
directly, hut in working westward oll No. 5 level in the Upper
\Vo_d mine the line was passed and some ore taken from the

De Camp 1,t.

f'ppcr ll',,od Mim'.--Minin K was resumed here in July on one
stnpe. N_,. 5 we_t. Starting from a point about 3o0 feet south-
west _f the skip-read, stoping has been carried in that direction

fi_r 3oo t,, 350 fett , n a hreast of ore about 45 feet high and 9
feet _xi,le. .ks indicated abe)re, a large portion of this stope lies

on the lk' Camp h,t, hut the (_re was mined from the Upper \\rood
side. ()n Y.. 5 east n.thing was done in I9oL the stope having

been carried 50o feet ,,r so east nf the skip-road in previous years.
On lc_el X,_. _,.xxhich is ah_mt 7° feet below No. 5, earlier work

had dl-i_tn the _t-pc I4o feet westward from the skip, and in

January. i9o2, work was begimfing here. N'ortheast fl'om the
skip ah-ut 20o feet had previ_msly been taken out, and late in the
year a little xx.rk xxas d,:ne ,m this stope.

On kxel N_>.7. 8o feet helt)w No. 6, the breast of ore is at

present j u-t _xe,t ,,f _xhere the skip-road will he when extended to
this level. N_n'theastward the level has been cnt through so as
to o,nneet with level N_. i .f the Wharton mine. 300 feet of the

900 t- l.Ii(:o feet which separates the Upper \\rood skip and Shaft
9 (f,,rmerly N.. J, the \Vlaarton mine), having been taken out

this pa_t xear.
ll'hart,,n 3lim'.--'l'his mine now has a depth of between t,2oo

and _.3t_o feet, ,.r 3o0 4oo feet helow sea-level, and has fourteen

wc,rking -t,:pes. ,,nh a few ¢_fwhich were operated in i9ol, owing
to the mealzer h,,i_ting facilities.

With the installation of the new hoisting engine which was

cuntractcC f,,r early in the year this difficult), will be largely re-
re.red. The txx,: new Ix_ilers of _5o-horse power capacity each

have already bec,, ,et up.
I)nrinlg tl,e year a crushing and magnetic sorting plant has been

erected ;tt Shaft 1 i, which is 400 feet eastward from Shaft 9-
Ore fl',,,n this _haft is now drnpped into a chute and thence fed

intn ajaxx crusher. It is then carried by an elevator to a screen
with three-inch mesh. The fragments too large to pass the screen
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are carried automatically to be re-crushed, while that which passes

is carried on belts to a magnetic separator or sorter consisting of a
rotating drum about three feet in diameter against which the
crushed ore is fed. The rock falls off at once, while the ore clings

to the drum until it revolves beyond the magnetic field, when it
also falls off. Both the ore and rock are then carried by belts, the
one to bins the other to the dump piles.

As a result of this sorting the heads run about 58 per cent.
metallic iron and the tailings carry considerably less iron than the

tailings from hand sorting. It has been demonstrated that by this
process a more constant mu of ore can be obtained and at much
less cost than by hand cobbing. J

This sorter has heen running since the ISt of October, and the
results so far attained have been so satisfactory that the erection

of another crusher at Shaft 9 is now in progress. At present,
however, only the ore from No. II is thus treated. That from

No. 9 is sorted by hand.
During the past 3,ear the concentrating mill, which was for-

merly at work on ore from Lower Hibernia and the Beach Glen

mines, has been working entirelv on the hand-picked refuse of the
\Vharton mine, and since Octoher entirely on that from Shaft 9-
This has been hauled on cars to a shaft directly over the Hibernia

undergrotmd railroad, where it was dumped into a chute 3o0
feet below, and then fed into the cars of the underground rail-

road by which it could he hauled to the concentrator.

The work underground has been as follows:
in the previous 5,ear (I9OO) the new shaft, No. 12, which is

I,OOOfeet northeast of No. i i, had been sunk to a depth of 2a 5
feet, but as the inclination"-'7 ° was too gentle and no great

amount of ore had been found, it was determined to go back to
the foot of the 8o-feet vertical section and sink from there on an

angle of 8o °. This has been done toa depth of 33° feet and a
cross cut of io2 feet made to the southward, and a vein 7 feet
wide found. No. o level from Shaft I i has already heen run to

within about 45 feet of the projected position of Shaft I-o.

At No. 9 shaft No. 2 level was run about 240 feet southwest-
erly, the breast being now 6o feet high, 6 to 7 feet wide and 60o
feet west of the shaft. In No. 3 west the breast of ore is 8o feet
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high and about 24o feet from the shaft, about i5o feet of' which

were worked out during the year. A Io-f00t pillar is being left
between these stopes. In No. 4 west, which is at present below

the level of the skip-road of Shaft 9, no work was done during
the year, the breast of ore being about 25 feet west of the bucket

shaft. Eastward from Shaft 9 all these levels had in previous
years been stoped out to connect with the levels run from Shaft
1i. These latter levels are not numbered the same as those from

Shaft 9, but begin from a point nearer the surface so that No. I

level in Shaft 9 corresponds with No. 6 in Shaft I I. In this part
of the mine the work of the year has been as follows :

No. 3 east has been driven about i8o feet, the stope bein_ now
about 6o feet high and 36o feet from the shaft. The vein here

has a width of about 6 feet, but judging by the experience in the
higher workings it will probably widen somewhat. On levels 4,

5, 6 and 7 no mining was done during the year. On No. 8 east
the breast of ore is between 400 and 50o feet from the shaft,

about 2oo feet of which were driven during the year. No. 9 was
carried 240 feet east of the shaft and has a working face of about
80 feet, the vein being IO to I2 feet wide. The skip-road reaches

only slightly below No. 9, but the bucket shaft was sunk 4,5 feet
to a new level, No. IO, which was driven about 3° feet northeast-

ward and nearly 4oo feet southwestward during the year. The
southwest breast of ore is now about in line with the extension

of Shaft 9- These stopes are each about 45 feet high and Io feet
wide. In general in this mine either one or both walls of the vein

are rough and more or less rock is taken out near the margin.

The vein is nearly vertical and not infrequently dips slightly
northward. During the year the Wharton mine considerably ex-
ceeded its production for 19oo.

RINGW00D MINES, RINGW00Dj N..1".

Cooper, Hewitt & Co., owners.

Mr. tfewitt reports that the Ring_vood mines were operated
continuously during the past year, and _3,472 tons were pro-

duced, I,ooo tons being from the Cannon mine and the remainder
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from the Peters mine. During the latter part of the year the
production fell off somewhat owing to the sinking of a new shaft
which is now I8O feet deep and which has reached the ore-body.

With the better facilities afforded by this shaft it is e-'cpeeted that
a greatly increased production .willbe insured for the coming year.

The Zinc Mines.

The zinc mines at Franklin Furnace, owned by the New Jersey
Zinc Company, have been in active operation during the past year.

The Superintendent, Mr. James B. Tonking, reports that the
principal work in the Parker mine has been the extension of the

several levels noted iu the Report for I9OO in a southwesterly
direction. This work will be continued until they intersect the

bed-rock or basin of the ore-body.
The Trotter mine has been inactive during the entire year, but

the_main portion is practically clear of water, since it is drained
by a diamond drill-hole into the Buckwheat mine.

On the southwest end, commonly called the Buckwheat mine,

the general stripping work referred to in last year's notes has been
vigorously continued so that at the present time all of the rock

down to the level of the old Buckwheat mine-tunnel aud up to the
large trap-dike has been nearly removed. A portion of the ore

on the west leg has also been removed, but a goodly portion of it
still remains in place. The slope which was sunk from this trap-
dike down underneath the limestone arch has been continued

throughout the year, and is now at a point in depth where it will
be possible to cross over mid open into the Parker mine, thus con-

netting the two ends of this lens of ore, giving two outlets to both
mines and furnishing the necessary pure air. Connection will
probably be made during the year I9o2.

The total number of tons mined during the year, and princi-
pally sent to the mills for separation, is 191,221.43 tons.

The Stirling Hill mines at Ogdensburg have been inactive dur-
ing the entire year. These mines are filled with water, no pump-

ing going on.
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Mill No. I was operated for the first five months of the year.
Since then it has been closed down, being held as an auxiliary to
Mill No. 2.

Mill N_*. a was operated during the entire twelve months of the
year. the first five months on the hard black ore from the west

vein from the southwest end of the deposit, i. e., the Taylor mine.
The other seven months it was supplied with the richer ore of the
deposit.

These two mills have taken the principal part of the ore mined
for the year excepting some crude ore that was shipped direct.

The Copper Mines.

The copper mines of New Jersey are not yet beyond the devel-
opment stage, but there is no longer any doubt but that in certain

h_ealities at least there are large quantities of low-grade ore,
which with modern methods of mining and ore-treatmen't, can
pn_bably be worked profitably, even with the price of copper
somewhat below that which prevailed previous to the slmnp at

the close of the 3'ear. In order, however, that this may be done,

operations must be conducted on a large scale. Some method
must he adopted of treating the ore at the mine, either hy concen-
trati,m, leaching, smelting or other process, in order to save heavy
freight charges. This necessitates the investment of a very con-

siderable sum of money in a plant, and in sufficient development'
w.rk undergr.und to afford facilities for mining large amounts
of ore cheaply and rapidly. It is not possible to make the devel-

_,pmcnt work pay for itself; nor even under the most favorable
c_,nditim> known t_ prevail in the State can this preliminary work
Ire d_me fiw a few hundred or even a few thousand dollars. Per-

sons contemlflatin ff re-opening any of the old copper workings of

the State. or dcvehq_ing any new localities, would do well to keep
these self-evident facts clearly in mind.

3f_re _r less pr,>pecting for copper was done in the early part
of the year, but the depression which prevailed in the copper mar-
ket during the closing lnonths was not encouraging to new enter-

prise_. In spite, ht_wever, of this depression, it is believed that
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_n the future copper minb_g in the State will be much more suc-

cessful than in the past.

TtIE AMERICAN COl'PER MINE, SOMERVILLE,

Mr. J. C. Reiff, Presideut ; Josiah Bond, Geueral Manager.

Work has been steadily carried on at this mine during the past

year. The main slope which coincides with the old tmmel as far

as the first bend, and follows dowu the dip of the shales at the

base of the trap-sheet, has been extended 655 feet, mad now has

a length of i,i 12 feet, equivalent to a depth of about 600 feet

from the surface. Beyoud the bend the old tunnel has been

abandoned. The Spencer slope, 5oo feet distant from the main

slope, has been lengthened I6o feet to give better ventilation iu

the main slope. In addition to this 74° feet of side-drift work

has been done. the drifts being run alternately on either side of

main slope and at right-angles to it, at intervals of 3o feet, so that
the intervals between two drifts on the same side is 6o feet. There

are now a total of 1,27o feet of slope and 1,8oo feet of side drifts,

without including the abandoned portion of the old tunnel, along

all of which the ore is exposed as indicated in previous reports.

Iucidentally to this development work several thousand tons
of ore have been mined, of which a portion has been concentrated

with good results. Several trial smeltings have also been made,

both of concentrated mad mine ore, and a high grade of ingot cop-

per produced, while the slag was very low in that metal.

As indicated in previous reports the ore is somewhat irreg-

ularly distributed along the contact of the shale and trap, the

upper two and a-half feet of the shale and the lower foot of the

trap being mineralized. There is considerable variation in the

per cent. of copper within short distances, but when wider areas

are considered the averages do not vary greatly. I11 the deeper

workings the ore is chiefly native copper instead of the oxides, sul-

phides and carbonate, wbich occurred nearer the snrface. Only

along joint faces, etc., where there has been ready access by sur-

face waters is file native copper changed to the oxide or carbonate.

It is very evident that the mineral, probably at first minutely dis-
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seminated in the trap, was afterwards .concentrated here as

native copper. In these deeper workings masses of mineralized

r.ck several feet in diameter are found which carry 20 to 25

per cent. of copper, but o{ eotTrse this by no means represents the

average, which is very much less.

During the year a 2o-ton brick and steel-jacketed smelter has

been erected for experimental purposes. It is designed partic-

ularly for low-grade ores and is fitted with a draught indnced by

c.mpressed air, by which a large in-rush of the surrounding air

is caused. This style of smelter has been found to work very suc-

eessfully with highly siliceous ores which do not carry nmch iron,

alth,ugh they demand more fuel than other styles.

In the report for I9oo some minor errors were made in regard
to the details nf the power employed. The plant now consists of

( I ) .\ 5-drill Rand Ctmapressor plant with go-horsepower boiler.

The air not nsed for the drilIs is nsed in pumpiug. (-'2) A hoist-

in K olant with one i2-horsepower Lidgerwood engine. (3)

Mill plant of one 6o-horsepower boiler and engine, a crusher, two

sets of roughing rolls, drier, screen, sizers, and two Wilfrey

tables. As at present constituted its capacity is 5° tons daily.

Large specimens of the copper ore from this mine were a part

of the Survey's display at the Pan-American Exposition.

I)uring the year an elaborate series of chemical tests were

undertaken with a view of determining the best methods of leach-

ing such of the ores as could best be treated in this way. The

restdts of these experiments are of more than passing interest,

since the)" have a decidedly practical bearing upon methods of

treating man)' of the New Jersey copper ores. The President of

this mine and his associates are certainly to be commended for

their cnterprise in instituting mad curD'lag forward these experi-

ments, even after it was evident that the bulk of their own ore

could prnbabIy be better treated mechanically. Through the

kindness of Mr. Reiff, Mr. Josiah Bond, the General Manager,

has prepared a discussion of these experiments which we take

pleasure in printing, hoping it may be of assistance to others.
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COPPER LEACHING AT THE AMERIC'AN COPPER MINE.

BY JOSIAH BOND.

There are known to exist in the Triassic area of New Jersey

extensive bodies of copper ore, which as far as developed have

not proved to be such as can be economically sent from the mine

to the smelter without intermediate expense. They will, how-

ever, probably prove to carry enoug.h copper to form a paying, ore

where treated mechanically or chemically, so as to increase the

copper contents of the material saved, and by throwing, away a
larg.e proportion of the waste rock, cut down the ultimate ex-

pense of melting" to a profitable point. Some ores can best be

treated chemically, while others, such as most of that found at the

American mine near Somerville, can be best saved by mechanical

concentration. At this mine, however, there is near the surface

a rim of highly oMdized ores which will occasionally furnish

tailing.s rich enoug'fi in copper to leach with a profit, owing, to the

abundance of carbonates and silicates which do not separate
readily by gravity.

in view of this fact an exhaustive series of experiments was

carried out on these and other copper ores, by all the com-

monly accepted methods and combinations of them. Many

conditions exist here favorable to the extraction of copper in

the wet way. The low price of chemicals and fuel, cheapness

of construction, favorable climatic conditions, low freights, the

certainty of securing" reliable and intellig.ent labor at reasonable

rates, ease of access for purposes of supervision and inspection,

all combined to tempt to trials of any method proposed. A short

description of the method adopted in making, these experiments,

and some notes on the results obtained may be of interest to

future copper miners in New Jersey, which State, I venture to

predict, will cut some figure in the copper supply in years to come.

In publishing, these notes I wish to express my appreciation of the

ability and painstaking" fidelity of Messrs. James E. Thompson

and Henry Huntington Miller, the chemists in charge of the work

on the ground, as well as to the very !mmerous chemists who

from time to time have assisted by sug.g.estions and information

in making" the experilnents successful.
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The experiments have been applied to all grades of ores and

tailings, and so far as these cante from the American ntine they

belonged to some oue of the types represented by the following
analyses :

Ore and
t'- Ores.-_ Shale. r---Tailings._

z e 3 4 5 6 7 8
SiO_.................. 55._8 56.82 51.32 69.7o 65.25 7o.Io 53.Io 71.4o
Fe_O_................. 5.7I 4.53 6.87 3.z5 5.20 4._5 5.70 2.75
ALO .................. 15.84 14.95 16.79 x6.9o I4.35 13.21 16.'2o 17.1o
CaCO................... 9.73 9.40 z.75 2.45 1.1o 9.0o 6.2o 2.80
MgO.................. 2.75 2.90 2.9I 3.1o 1.5o 4.50 15.3o 2.30
Nickel................. trace trace trace
Cobalt, . ............... trace trace
Copper................ 2.83 2.66 .47 .50 .44 .3o .I5 .22
Silver (oz. per ton) ..... 84 .50 .1I trace
Gold, . ................. Ol trace

Numbers i and 2 are ores ; 3 is a mixed ore and shale ; 4, 5 and

6 are tailings; 8 is the shale lying below the mineralized zone,

and 7 is tailings of slime ; that is, slime from which the copper has

been separated by concentration.

The average contents of the various ores are about the stone,

the principal variants being lime and iron, which are preseut in

the calcite and hematite amygdules found in the trap on the con-

tact; these cause most of the waste of reagents, and nmst, there-

fore he given some consideration.

With a few exceptions, all the material used in the experi-

ments was crushed to i6 mesb in the ordilmry course of milling"

and taken from the mill rutl of the day. In the laboratory tests

generally one-ball a kilo of ore was covered with 2oo c.c. of solu-

tion. For large tests we had a set of barrels with a capacity of

2oo pounds. For commercial tests tanks with a capacity of 25

tons each were used. Steam for heating solutions, compressed

air for agitation, etc., and other necessities were at lmud.

First of all a series of tests was made for the purpose of

determining the amount of ore ground to various sizes by our

methiM of grinding, and the proportion of the total copper carried

by each size. These tests were many, and were repeated from

time to time. Occasionally samples were grotmd finer for the
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purpose of determining whether a finer grinding would aid in

securing a greater extraction. The following tabulated results
may be taken as a characteristic, a few being adduced to show the
substantial conformity of the whole :

Percentage o[ total copper

Classil_cation. ] in each size.

"1 2 4L76 7
Between I6 and 2o mesh, . ....... 37.50 34.50[ 37 5 5 } 7220 4 ° " . ....... 18 17 35 16.41 13._

40 " 60 15 I7.5o 4.1 8.2 9._ 4.70

60 " 80 ........ 18 19 6 5.4 5."80 " loo . .50 z.5ol i. 3.2 _ 6
....... _ 11.4 " 1"50Smaller than loo ........ 9.5oj 15.1 II,_ I5.80

I

Columns I and _, show the perceutages of material of different
sizes in two iustances, while columns 4, 5, 6 and 7' show the per-
centage of total copper in each size in four different cases. It

will readily be seen that the coarse particles of crushed ore
carried the greater part of the copper. The meal, from I6 to

4o mesh, carries over 7° per cent. of the total copper, although
comwising only from 5I to 53 per cent. of the whole material;

the pulp, from 4o to lOO mesh, bad but comparatively little
copper, while the slime, which made but 8 or 9 per cent. of

the whole, carried much ii1 proportion to its weight (from t I to
15 per cent. of the total). It, therefore, received the benefit of

much experimenting as to the best methods of handling it me-

chauically. Chemically it responded practically as did the coarser
material, except that there was a large +onsumption of acid. Hgw-
ever, it was found that the greater part of the slime was mnenable

to concentration, so that, as will be perceived from No. 7 of the
analyses in the first table, the proportion: of copper Ieft in the tail-

ings of the slime was so small and the actual quantity so little tbat
it was more economical to draitl it off from the tailings than to
treat it chemically, since it interfered with the percolation of the

solutions by forming impervious layers. This, therefore, was
generally done, although in many ores the slime may be found to

carry sufficent values to warrant tbe separate chemical treatment.
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When inaugurating an experiment with a solution, as, for in-

stance, sulphurie acid, a series of leachings was made with a
view to determining the time necessary to secure the best extrac-
t:.n with various strengths of acids. The result of such a series
is here tabuIated:

Hours. x 2_ 5 8 _z e4 36

Solution, 1% ................ 4 2 I 3 5 6 7
2 _,_................ 3 2 I 4 5 6 7
3 ¢,_................ 3 2 1 4 5 6 7
4 % ................ 3 2 I 4 5 6 7
5 ;_ ................ 3 2 i 4 5 6 7

The figure I indicates the most copper in solution, figure 7 the
least. The table shows all the solutions best at 5 hours and
deteriorating after 8 hours; but as they were next best in 2_
hcmrs a series of tests was nmde to determine the necessary time
n,.re exactly. These are graphically represented in the following
table, in which A represents the time at which each particular

solution contained the most copper, D the least, while the figure i
shrews the solution which made the best extraction of copper at
each hour :

ftours, 4 4_ 5 5_ 4 4_4 5 5_6
Solution 1% ................. D A B C 2 I I :t

2 / ................. A B C D I 2 :2 2
3_ ................ C A B D 3 3 5 3
4c_ ................. A B C D 4 4 3 4
5_ ................. B A C D 5 5 4 5

As shown by the above tables, the solutions, of whatever

strength, contained the most copper in from four to four and
a-half hours, while the weaker solutions made the best extraction

of copper at all times. The stronger solutions attacked the other
elements of the ore more than the copper, even finally surrender-
ing up part of the copper already conquered. A variety of such

tests with sulphuric acid gave maximum extraction in a little
.ver 4 hours by a solution of a little above I per cent. From

results obtained in this way data were gathered for experiments
on a larger scale.

The above tables represent merely a portion of the work done

for the purpose of determining the action of sulphuric acid solu-
tions, and in a similar manner numerous tests were. made with

each reagent to obtain as nearly as possible the exact strength of
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the solution and the exact time necessary to secure the extraction

of the greatest amount of copper.

The principal reagents are ammonium, chlorine and sulphur

compounds. What was wanted was a reagent which would take

the most copper and the least of anything else, in the shortest time,

and would be cheap. Its success was gauged by these requisites.

Of ammouinm hydroxide, choride, carbozmte, oxalate,

nitrate, sulphate and acetate, all of which were tried, the am-

monium sulphate appears the best. Yet while none of these attack

other matter fiercely, evaporation is so continuous as to render

necessary closed receptacles for the solution, aud since the best ex-

traction with this reagent was obtained at 48 hours, there was

time to waste the reagent. On addition of time the nascent

anmmonia acts quickly enough on a carbonate, but all forms of

ammonimn compounds act slowly on oxides, and with extreme

slowness on native copper. For a purely carbonate ore in a

siliceous gangue nothing will approach the ammonium hydroxide

ip a concentrated solution, as it can be recovered and used repeat-

edly. Our tests on such an ore indicated a loss of only 3 cents

per ton of ) per cent. ore when proper precautions were taken.

But as our mine ore was mixed, oxides, carbonates and silicates,

the extractio_l was neither good nor uniform.

Sulphate of iron, sulphate of iron and salt, chloride of iron,
salt and sulphate of ammonia, were efficient in action, but the iron

solutions produced a low-grade cement and a large excess of each

was necessary. A solution of salt, permanganate of potash and

sulphuric and nitric acids proved too expensive, being too hungry

for other matter than the copper. Bleaching powder aloue gave
fair extraction.

Cupric chloride in solution takes up another atom of copper
to make cuprous chloride, and from the latter the extra atom of

copper can be released in several ways, thus restoring the original

cupric chloride for use again. This gives almost complete extrac-

tion, but the action is slo_v, and there is a tendency to form oxy-
chlorides of COl)per, which are insoluble.*

* A unique feature of this process, I think, not pointed out before, is its ability to take up
gold and silver in lieu of and hl preference to copper, alid it '_,,-as proved to secure a good
extraction of gold from a quartzose ore. It may under certain circumstances be cheaper
[hail the cyanide solution as the gold Call be extracted readily by a feeble electric ct!rrellt,
Chemically this acted well on our ore.

13 GEOL
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ttyposulphite of soda gives fair results in 24 hours when

heated to 4°° C. (about Ioo F.). The copper may be precipitated
in two ways and the solution regenerated for further use. With
an ammmfla salt better extraction is secured and not so nmch
foreign matter dissolved•

A solution of saltpeter, salt and sulphuric acid was tried, but it
dissolved too much of the rock. Hypochlorite of soda with a_
excess of chlorine gives good extraction, but costs too much, A
nitre cake or salt cake solution would be economical on ores free

from soluble salts, but with us seemed even more grasping than
sulphuric acid alone, probably on account of its slower action.

Sulphurous acid applied either in liquid form, or as gas de-
veloped at the time, has the power of dissoh,ing native copper as
well, but too much foreign matter is taken up, and the extraction

is not complete. Sulphuric acid is open to these objections in
little less degree, and on low-grade tailings the operation increases

in cost in proportion to the preponderance of the other foreign
matter attacked by it.

tiydrochlorie acid, especially applied hot, is extremely satis-
factory in its chemical action, and, where sulphuric acid and salt

are cheap, is feasible. An excess of salt should be used, producing
the acid in solution, and nmking in additiml a hot brine to protect
the cuprous chloride from precipitation. After this is drawn off

the ore is washed with ammonia with the effect of increasing
extraction, m_d if the ore is placed in a tank and one solution and
then the other allowed to percolate through it several times in

succession, the extraction is as complete as mechanically possible.
The copper can be extracted from the solutions and both the
hydrochloric acid and ammonia cml be recovered for continuous
use, the latter with but small loss, and the former until it becomes

so fouled with foreign matter as to be slow in action, when it can
be utilized so as to obtain about one-third of its first cost• The

only ingredients required irt full strength for each lot of ore are

the salt and a little lime, used for the purpose of releasing am-
monia compounds with the other elements of the ore. This pro-
cess will recover silver, and, with an addition of permanganate

of lx>tash, gold also. But as our gold and silver vahles were very
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completely saved by concentration, this phase of the question was
not gone into exhaustively.

My experience indicates that tailings, against which the main

costs of mining and milling have been charged, can be economic-
ally leached when they run above one-half of one per cent. When

the ore to be leached must be mined and pulverized it is necessary
to add enough percentage of copper to this half of one per cent.
to cover these costs. In New Jersey, where mining conditions are

of the easiest, it is safe to say that a one and one-quarter per cent.
ore car_ be treated profitably by leaching if it occurs as carbonates

and silicates. If in other forms, it will probably be better handled
by concentration, which should be adopted if Fossible, as it is
much the cheaper process.

Since Ihe ores of the American mine are chiefly native copper.
and a peculiarly satisfactory ore to concentrate, the tailings have
been generally too low to leach, so that up to this time we have

had ito opportunity to apply any method commercially in eou-
tilmous rmt. Even our surface ores have turned out to be con-

centratable, owing to nuclei of native copper, red oxide or sul-

phide found in every concretion of silicates and carbonates, and,
in all probability, no leachii g process will be applied to any ores

as they come from the mine, but only to tailings should these at
times be high enough in copper to show true ecolmmy iu making
the further saving.

The mechanical difficulties of all leaching processes are con-

siderable, and great care was found, necessary in timing the leach-

ing, so as not to re-precipitate the copper; in agitating the ore in
the solution and in thoroughly washing the ore after treatment.
so as to retain with the solution, all the copper extracted. The
former difficulty disappears in treating quartz ores, the second

would uot be so necessary with them, but the latter difficulty will
be found with every ore.

The recovery of the copper from the solutions was in every
case readily accomplished. Copper in solution with acid reagents
will be deposited in the presence of iron; ammonia solutions can

be distilled, the ammonia recovered and copper oxide produced.
and various other methods have been proposed which will act
perfectly chemically ; the cements from. the acid solutions will run
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from 5o per cent. to 6o per cent. and those from ammonia solu-

tions 7 ° per cent. to 8o per cent. These cmnents are readily

reduced to a metallic copper by established methods. Our experi-

menting in this direction was principally with the electric current,

the aim beilg to produce refined COl)per at one operatioo. This

was feasible, and we are now in the midst of experiments on a

conthmous process in which the solutiorL can be placed on the ore

or railings and the copper extracted as fast as'taken into solution.

This I believe to be perfectly feasible, and. we have already done

this on a small scale; the difficulties are mostly mechanical, and

as there are many chemists working oi_ this problem, its solution
is imminent.

\Vhile the above sunmlary of our methods of determining

strength of solutions, time required and results obtained is frag-

mentary. I trust that these notes may assist in solving the problem

of handling the low-grade copper carbonate ores of the State.

TIIE ARLINGTON COPPER COMPANY.

During the past year considerable work has been done on the

plant, which was described in the Annual Report for 19oo, and

some work was done underground. The material has not proved

as susceptible to the proposed chemical treatment as was expected.

\Vork was suspended late in the year, but the mine is kept open

and the company report that active operations win be resumed

in the spring.

PAHAQUARRY MINE,

The Survey has been informed that during the past year the

Montgomery Gold Leaf Mining Co., of which H. D. Deshler, of

P,elvblere, is Secretary aud Treasurer, has acquired the mineral

rights of I,o28 acres of land in Pabaquarry township, \Varren

county, in the vicinity of the old copper workings there. Some

prospectiug work has been done and rmw deposits exposed, about

a hundred tons of ore being mined. A tunnel is being driven to

cross-cut the deposits and afford better drainage. The ore as
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found at present is low grade and not sufficiently rich to warrant

a long haul to the railroad--severL miles--and subsequent freight
charges to a'smelter, and sufficient development work has not yet
been done to determine whether the amotmt of ore available will

warrant a concentrating plant at the urine.

Dr. George H. Cook, in I868, in his Geologg" of New Jersey,
page 680, said of this mine: "Some of the mine holes here are

supposed to have been opened prior 'to I664 by the emigrants from

Holland, who entered this valley from the Hudson river through
Ulster county. The settlement known as the Minnisink settle-
ment had a good road for one hundred miles to the Hudson river,

and the ore from these workings was taken that way." About
I862 a Philadelphia company did some work there, but little ore
was obtained.

GRIGGSTOWN MINE.

Some work has been done towards re-opening the old Griggs-
town copper mines, but as work was commenced late in the year
not much was accomplished. The old shaft has been cleared out
to a depth of IOO feet and an incline ahout 4o0 feet distant has

been started. \Vork is expected to continue in the spring of I9o2.
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For the Year 1901.

Iron Ore.

The total production of the mines, as reported by the several
miffing companies, was 4oi,I 51 tons.

The total shipments from mines in the State, as reported by
the railway companies, to the office of the Geological Survey, plus
a small aulount hauled by wagot:s to furnaces, amounted to
419,762 tons.

The table of statistics is reprinted, with the total amount for
I9OI added.

TABLE OF STATISTICS.

Year. Iron Ore. Authority.

I79O, ...... IO,OOOtons, ...... Morse's estimate.

183o,. ..... 2o,ooo tons ....... Gordon's Gazcneer.

I855 ....... Ioo,ooo tons,. ..... Dr. Kitchell's estimate.

186o, ..... I64,9oo tons,. ..... U. S. census.

I864 ....... 226,o0o tons ....... Annual Report State Geologist.

I867, ..... 27S,o67 tons,. .....

:87o,. ..... 362,636 tons ....... U. S. census.

I87L. ..... 45o,ooo tons,. ..... Annual Report State Geologist.
1872 ....... 6oo,ooo tons .......

1873,. ..... 665,ooo tons,. ....

I874,. ..... 525,ooo tons ......

:875,. ..... 39o,oco tons ......

1876,. ..... 285,oco tons,* ...

:877,. ..... 31S,OOO tons,* ...

1878 ....... 409,674 tons,. ....

1879 ....... 488,028 tons,. .....

1880, ...... 745,000 tons, ......

1881, ...... 737,052 tons,. .....

1882,. ..... 932,76z tons .......

:883,. ..... 5et,4_6 tons .......

1884,. ..... 393,7m tons,. .....

*Front statistics collected later.

(163)
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Year. Iron Ore. Authority.

1885 ....... 33o,ooo tons ....... Annual Report State Geologtst.
1886. ..... 5oo,5ol tons .......

1887 ....... 547,880 tons .......

18,88....... 447,738 tons .......

l&eO....... 482,1o9 tons .......

189O....... 552,996 tons .......

t89t ....... 551.358 tons .......

x892 ....... 465.455 tons ....... '"

J893 ....... 356.15o tons .......

I894 ....... 277,483 tons ....... "

I895 ....... 2,82,433 tons .......

1896 ....... 264.999 tons .......

I897 ....... 257.235 tons .......

I808 ....... 275.378 tons .......

I809 ....... 3oo.757 toils .......

19oo,. ..... 342.39o tons,* ....

19Ol,. ..... 401,I5I toils,. .....

Zinc Ore.

The prodttction of the New Jersey Zinc Company's mines is

reported by Mr. Jmnes B. Tonking, Superintendent, to be I91,221

toilS of zinc and franklin.ire ore. It was chiefly separated at the

company's mills. The aJnoutlt of separates and ore shipped by

the railroad is reported to be I7o,22.5 tons. Both reports show a

slight falling off in production over 19oo.

The statistics for a period of years are reprinted from the last

ammal report.

ZINC ORE.

I868. ..... 25.OOO tons,t .... Annual Report State Geologist.
I87I,. ..... 22.oco tons,'_ .....

1873 ....... x7,5oo tons ....... "

I874 ....... 13,5oo tons .......

I878 ....... 14,467 tons ....... "

1879 ....... 21,937 tons ....... "

188o ....... 28,31I tons .......

i88i ....... 49,178 tons .......

1882 ....... 4o, I38 tons,. ..... "

*The figures, 407,596tons, given in the repor_ for z9oo, included 75,_6 tons of crude ms"
teriaL which should have been reduced to its equivalent in concentrates,

_'Estimated for x868 and t$Tt. Statistics for IS73-t89o, inclusive, are for shipments by
railway companies. The later reports are ft_omzinc-minlng companies.
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Year. Iron Ore. A_thority.
I883, ...... 56,o85 tons, ...... Annual Report State Geologist.
I884, ...... 4o,o94 tons, ......
18_5+ ...... 38_526 tons, ......

I8_6. ..... .43,877 tons,+.. _+.
1887, ...... 5o,22o tons, ......
I888. ..... 46,377 tons, ......
1889, ...... 56,154 ton5, ......
J89o, ...... 49,618 tons, ......
I89I,. ..... 76,032 tons, ......
1892. ...... 77,298 tons, ......
1893....... 55,852 tons, ......
J894....... 59,382 tons, ......
1895"
1896, ...... 78,o8o tons, ......
1897, ...... 76,973 tons, ......
I898 ....... 99,4J9 tons, ......
1899...... 154,447 tons, ......
19oo...... 194,88t tons, ......
19oi,. .... I91,22I tons, ......

* No statistics were published in tie Annual Report for 1895.
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Publications.

The demand for the publications of the Survey is continuous

at*d active. So far as possible requests for the reports are granted.

It is the wish of the Board of Managers to complete, as far as

possible, incomplete sets of the publications of the Survey, chiefly

files of the Annual Reports in public libr,'u'ies, and librarians are

urged to correspond with the State Geologist concerning this
matter.

By the act of I864 the Board of Managers of the Survey is a

board of publication, with power to issue and distribute the pub-

lications as they may be authorized. The Ammal Reports of the

State Geologist are printed by order of" the Legislature as a part

of the legislative documeilts. They are distributed by the State

Geologist to libraries and public institutions, and, as far as

possible, to any who may be interested in the subjects of which

they treat.

Four volumes of the Final Report series have been issued.

Volume I, published in 1888, has been very scarce for several

years, but all the valuable tables were reprinted in an appendix

of VoZtlme IV, which can still be supplied.

The appended list makes brief mention of all the publications of

the present Survey since its inception ir_ I864, with a statement of

the editions now out of print. The reports of the Survey are dis-

tributed without further expense thar_ that of transportation.

Single reports can. usually be sent more cheaply by mail than

otherwise, and requests should be accompanied by the proper post-

age as indicated in the list. Otherwise they are sent express
collect.

The maps are distributed only by sale, at a price, 25 cents per

sheet, to cover cost of paper, prir_ting and transportation. In

order to secure prompt attentiort requests for both reports and

maps should be addressed simply "State Geologist," Trenton,

N.L
(_67)
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CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS.

GEoLoa'r o1_ NEW JERSEY. Newark, i868, 8vo., xxiv+899 pp. Out of print.

PORTFOLIO OF MAPS accompanying the same, as follows:

i. Azoic and paleozcic formations, including the iron-ore and limestone

districts: colored. Scale, 2 miles to an inch.

a. Triassic formation, including the red sandstone and trap-rocks of Central

New Jersey; colored. Scale, a miles to an inch.

3. Cretaceous formation, including the greensand-marl beds; colored.
Scale, 2 miles to an inch.

4, Tertiary and recent formations of Southern New Jersey; colored.

Scale, a miles to an inch.

5. Map of a group of iron mines in Morris county; printed in two colors.

Scale. 3 inches to I mile.
6. Map of the Ringwood iron mines ; printed in two colors. Scale, 8 inches

to I mile.

7. Map of Oxford Furnace iron-ore veins; colored. Scale, 8 inches to
I mile.

8. Map of the zinc mines, Sussex county; colored. Scale. 8 inches to

I mile. A few copies are undistributed.

REPORT ON THE CLAY DEPOSITS of Woodbridge, South Amboy and other

places in .New Jersey, together with their uses for fire-brick, pottery, &c.

Trenton, x878. 8vo.. viii+38i pp., with map.

A PRELIStlNARY C._,TALOGUEof the Flora of New Jersey, compiled by N. L.

Brltton, Ph.D. New Bruns_vlck, t88t, 8vo., xi+233 pp. Out of print.
FINAL REPORT OF THE STATE GEOLO6IST. VOI. I. Topography. Magnetism.

Climate. Trenton, I888, 8vo., xi+439 pp. Very scarce.

FINAL REPORT OE THE STATE GEOLOGIST. Vol. II. Part I. Mineralogy.

Botany. Trenton, 1889, 8vo. x+642 pp. (Postage, 25 cents.)

FINAL REPORT OF THE STATE GEOLOGIST. Vol. II. Part II. Zo61ogy. Tren-

ton, I89O, gvo., x+824 pp. (Postage, 30 cents.)

REPORT ON WATER-SUPPLY. Voh 1II of the Final Report of the State

Geologist. Trenton, I894, 8vo., xvi+352 and 96 pp. (Postage, 2I cents.)
REPORT ON THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY Of New Jersey. Vol, IV of Final

Report of the State Geologist. Trenton, I&38, 8vo., xvi+xTo+2oo pp.

(Postage, 24 cents.)

BRACHIOPODA AND LAMELLIRANCHIATA of the Raritan Clays and Greensand

Marls of New Jersey. Trenton, 1886, quarto, pp. 338, plates XKXV and

Map. (Paleontology, Vol. I.) (By express.)

GASTEROPODAAND CEPHALOPODA of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls

of New Jersey. Trenton. 1892, quarto, pp. 402, plates L. (Paleontology,

Vol. II.) (By express.)

ATLAS OF NEW JERSEY. The complete work is made up of twenty sheets,

each 27 by 37 inches, includiftg margin, intended to fold once across, making

the leaves ot the Atlas 18_ by 27 inches. The location and number of each

map are given below. Those from t to 17 are on the scale of one mile to
an inch.

No. L Kiftatin_y Valley a_d Mountain, _rom Hope to the State line.
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No. 3. Southwestcr_ Highlands, with the southwest part of Kittatinny
valley.

No. 3. Central Highlands, including all of Morris county west of Boonton,
and Sussex south and east of Newton.

Aro. 4. Northeastern Highlands, inch;ding the ootmtry lying between
Deekertown. Dover, Paterson and Suffern.

No. 5. Vicinity o[ Flcmington, from Somerville and Princeton westward
to the Delaware.

No. 6. The Valley of the Passaic. with the country eastward to Newark
and southward to the Raritan river.

No. 7. The Counties of Bergen, Hudson and Essex, with parts of Passaic
and Union.

No. 8. Vicinity of Trenton, from New Brunswick to Bordentown.
No. 9. Momnouth Shore, with the interior from Metuchen to Lakewood.
No. ,o. Vici_tity of Salem, from Swedesboro and Bridgeton westward to

the Delaware.

No. H. Vicinity of Camden, to Burlington, Winslow, Elmer and Swedes-
boro.

No. J2. Vicinity of Mount Holly, from Bordentown southward to Winslow
and Woodmansie.

No. z3. Vicinity of Barnegat Bay, with the greater part of Ocean county.
No. z4. k'icinity of Bridgeton, from Allowaystown and VineIand southward

to the Delaware bay shore.
No. z5. Southern Interior, the country lying between Atco, MJllville and

Egg Harbor City.
No. 16. Egg Harbor and Vicinity, including the Atlantic shore from Barne-

gat to Great Egg Harhor.
No. z7. Cape May, with the country westward to Maurice river.
No. 18. New Jersey Stale Map. Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Geographic.
No. I9. New Jersey Relief Map. Scale. 5 miles to the inch. Hypsometric.
No. go. New Jersey Geological Map. Scale, 5 miles to the inch.

At present out of stock.

The naaps comprisitIg THI_ ATLAS OF NEW JERSEY are sold at

the cost of paper and printing, for the tttfiforni price of -05 cents

per sheet, either singly or in lots, Payment, invariably iu
, advance.

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS, NEW SERIES.

The Dew series topographic maps of the Survey, on a scale of

one inch to 2,ooo feet, are sold at 2 5 cents per slteet. The fol-

lowing sheets are ready: JERSEY CITY, NEWARK, 3'[(tRRIST0tVN,

HACKENSACKj PATERSON, ELIZABETH, PLAINFIELD, CAMDEN,

_'IOUNT HOLLY, \VOODBURY, TAUNTON, AMBOY, NAVESINK,
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Loxc, [',R.tXCtt. They may he had by addressltxg the State Geol-

ogist, Trenton, N. J., with rentittance for amount of order.

ANNUAL REPORTS.

REPORT OF PROI"ESSOR Gt:OR61_ H. Cook upon the Geological Survey of New

Jersey and its progress during the year I863. Trenton, xg64, gvo., I3 pp.
Out of print.

THE ANNt'XL REPORT of Prof. Geo. H. Cook, State Geologist, to his Ex-

cellency Joel Parker, President of the Board of Managers of the Geological

Survey of New Jersey, for the year 1864. Trenton, I865, 8vo., 24 pp.
Out of print.

A,nXVnL R_PORT of Prof. Geo. H. Cook. State Geologist, to his Excel-

lency Joel Parker, President of the Board of Managers of the Geological

Survey of New Jersey. for the year I865. Trenton, 1866, 8yo., I2 pp.
Out of print.

A,_t'ak RetORT of Prof. Geo, H. Cook, State Geologist, on the Geological

Survey of New Jersey, for the year i866. Trenton, I867, 8To., 28 pp.

Out of print.

REPORT OF THE STA'I']g GEOLOGIST,ProL Geo. H. Cook, for the year of I867.

Trenton. 1968, 8TO.. 28 pp. Out of print.

Axxt'xt. REtORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1869. Trenton,

i87o, 8To.. 87 PP-, with maps. Out of print.
Ax.','t'.xL RetORW of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I87o. New

Brunswick, tBTl, gvo., 75 PP., with maps. Very scarce.

AX.'ct'XL REtORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 187I. New

Brunswick, i87a. 8TO., 46 pp.. with maps. Out of print.

ANNUAL REtORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I872. Trenton,

187a. gvo.. 44 PP-, with map. Out of print.

A_t'._L RF.I_R'¢ of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1873. Trentmt,

I874. 8vo., I28 pp., with maps. Out of print.
,\SNt'.',t. R_:PtlRT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1874. Trenton.

1874. 8TO.. Ix5 pp. Out of print.
ANNVAL REPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1875. Trenton.

1875. gvn,, 4t pp., with map Out of print.
Axxt'xl. R_:I'ORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1876. Trenton,

Ig7 6. g',o., 56 pp.. with maps. Ont of print.

.\xxa'.xL R_:rORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I877. Trenton.

I877. gvo.. 55 PP. Out of print.
Axxr.xt. R_cmRr of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1878. Trenton,

187g. gw*.. t31 pp.. with map. Out of print.
Axxt.xl. Rm_}RT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1879. Trenton.

lg7O, }_vo.. Ioq pp., with maps. Out of print.
A._._t..xl. REr'_mT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 188o. Trenton.

fia_qo. 8w_.. 220 pp., with map. Out of print.

,'_xxv_t REI'O_T of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 188I. Trenton.

I&RI. gvo.. 87* Io7_ xiv pp.. with maps. Out of prlnt.
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Ar,'NUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I882. Camden,

i882, 8TO., 19i pp., with maps. Out of print.

AI_tCUAL REPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1883. Camden,

1883, 8TO., 188 pp. Scarce.*
ANt,'UAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I884. Trenton,

i884, 8vo., i68 pp., with maps.
AN`._UAL R_PORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1885. Trenton,

1885, 8TO., 228 pp., with maps.

ANNUAL REPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for i886. Trenton,

1887, 8vo., 2.54 pp., with maps.

A,_NU,_L REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I887. Trenton,

1887, 8vo., 45 PP., with maps.

AN`NU,XL REPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1888. Camden

I889, 8TO., 87 pp., with map.

AN`XUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I889. Camden

I889, 8TO., 112 pp.

ANNUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 189o. Trenton

1891, 8TO., 305 pp., with maps. (Postage, to cents.)

ANNUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I89I. Trenton

I892, 8TO., xii-}-27o pp., with maps. (Postage, IO cents.) Scarce.*

ANI_UAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1892. Trenton

1893, 8To., x+368 pp., with maps. (Postage, IO cents.) Very scarce.*

ANNUAL REP0_'r of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1893. Trenton

I894. 8TO., x-{-452 pp., with maps. (Postage, 18 cents.)

ANNUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1894. Trenton

I895, 8TO., x-U3o4 pp., with geological map. (Postage, II cents.)

ANNUAL REPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1895. Trenton

1896, 8To.. x1+198 pp., with geological map. (Postage, 8 cents.)

AtCN`UAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for I896. Trenton

1897. 8 TO., xxviii+377 pp., with map of Hackensack meadows. (Postage,

I5 cents.)

ANNUAL REPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1897. Trenton,

1898. 8TO.. x1+368 pp. (Postage, I2 cents.)

AI_NUAL REPORT of the State Geologist for I898. Trenton, I899, 8TO.,
xxxii+244 pp., with Appendix, Io2 pp. (Postage, 14 cents.)

A_uAL REPORT of the State Geologist for 1899 and REPORT ON" FORESTS.
Trenton, 19oo, 2 vols. 8TO., Annual Report, xliii+192 pp. FORESTS, xvi+327

pp.. with seven maps in a roll. (Postage, 8 and 22 cents.)

ANNUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist for 19oo. Trenton, 19oi, 8TO., xl+
231 pp. (Postage, IO cents.)

ANNUAL REPORT of the State Geologist for IgoL

*These reports can be supplied only to libraries.
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A. Page. Page.

Allendale, Wells at ................. t26 Clay Marls, Water from ..... 72, 76, 78, 80
Alloway, Artesian Well at ........... xo2 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 91, 93, 94, lO8, t 14

Alpha, Well at ..................... 122 Clay Products, Value of ............. xvili
Clementon, Artesian Wells at ........ 89, 90

American Copper Mine .............. tSt Clinton Reservoir, Fossils at ......... 21

Anglesea, Artesian "_Vell at .......... 59 Clinton Reservoir ................... 46Arlington Copper Mine .............. 16o
Arlington, Wells at ................. 12o Conditions of Formation of the Rocks
Artesian Wells ............ : ...... :. xlx of the Green Pond Mt. Region... 39

Conlan, P. H. & J., %tells Drilled by.. 12o

Report on .......... 53q3o Cook, George H., Conclusions of ..... 47Atlantic City, Artesian Wells at
I xo, HT, x 18 Copper Leaching at the American Col)-

per _dine'. ..................... 153

Atlantic City _,Vater-Horlson ...... 11o, H7 Copper Mines, Report on ............ tSO
Audubon, Artesian M/ell at ........... 77 Copperas Mountain, Structure of ..... 57

B. Cornwall Station, N. Y., Section at... t7
Corse's Lanu.ng, Artesian kVell near.. 9x
Cropwell V_rater-Horizon, Wells to,Barr, "_V. C., Well Drilled by ........ 73

Bayonne, Well at ................... 122 80, 82, 95, tot

Beach Glen Mine ................... I44
Bearfort Mountain .................. 35, 46 D.

Belleville, Wells at ............... 12o, i26
Darllngton, A., _,Vell Drilled by ...... zo3

Bellvale Flags ...................... 21 Darton, N. H., Conclusions of
Age of ...................... 23

4_ 9, t3, 49, $o
Condition of Formation ..... 42 De Camp Mine ..................... 145Distribution ................ 22

Decker Ferry Formation ............ 15Fossils oK................... 22

Thickness of ................ 23 Demerest, kVell$ at .................. 126
Diatom Bed, Tblekness of ........ 112, ix8Belmar, Artesian Well at ............ 68

Belvidere, Well at .................. 122 Drainage of Hackensack Meadows .... xxii
Bibblns, Arthur, Mentioned .......... xoo Dumpbey, A. G., Wells Drilled by .... 71

Blaekwood, Artesian Wells at ........ 88
Bogota, Well at .................... 126 IF:.

Bond, Josiah, Report by ............. r._3
Bowling Green Mountain ......... t 2, 34, 45 Elizabeth _{ine ..................... i43
Bridgeton, Artesian kVells at ......... 61 Elizabeth, Wells at ............... 122, 123

Britton, N. C., Conclusions oK........ 49 E]izahetbport, Wells at .............. 123
Rrotherton Mine .................... 14o Elmer, Artesian Veell near .......... 9 t
Brown's Mourltaln .............. _2. 29, 45 Englewood, "vVell at ................. 126

Estes, Harry E., Wells Drilled by .... x2fi

C.
F,

Camden, Artesian Well at ........... 73

Canfield, F. A., Work of ........... xxiv Falrlawn, Wells at ................. 126

Chemical Work ..................... xxiii Fairview, Artesian Well at .......... 9o
Chlorine in Natural Waters .......... i29 Faults ...... I2, 27, 28, 3o, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38
Ciseo's Quarry ..................... 5, 8, 9 Fish House, Artesian kVells at ........ 73
Clarksboro, Artesian Well at ......... 77 Flanders, Green Pond Formation near,

Clay and Clay Industries ............ xviii Io, 33
Clay Marls, Fossils in ............... 8I, 8a Flemington, Well at ................. i23

Subdivisions of ............. 96 Forest Fires, Loss hy ................ xxi
Tbtckness of ........... 81,96, to6 Forestry ........................... xx
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Fort Dupont, Del., Artesian Well at.. Io5 Iludson River Shale ................ 8, 9
Fossils in Bellvale Flags ............. 22 Hard and New Sterling ............. 140

at Clinton R_cr_-oir .......... 2i Hard Mine ......................... 138

at Cornwall Station .......... r7

in Dc_kcr Ferry Formatkm... 16 [.

at Greenwood Lake .......... 21 Irondaie Mines ..................... 14o

in Monroe Shales ............ 2i _ Iron Mines, Report on .............. 135

at Newfoundland ............ 16 I Iron Ore, Production of ............. 163
in Newfoundland Grit ........ t9 Island Heights, Artesian XVclls at .... 65
at Oak Ridge Reservoir ....... 22

at Upper LonRwood .......... _7 i J.
at X,Vest .'_filford ............. 2t I

at Woodstock ................ 2i t Johnson, C. XV., Fossils identified by.. 82

Fossil Fish, Collection of ............ xxvli i K.
Franklin Furncce Zinc Minc_ ........ 149 '

Kanouse Mountain ................. 5, 6, to
G, Structure of ....... 28

Keasby's Landing, Artesian Well at... 69
Gould's Quarry ..................... 5, 7, 9 Kenvil, Green Pond Formation near.. 32
Green Pond Brook .................. t2

KJrkwood Station, Artesian Well at.. 86
Green Pond Conglomerate ........... 6 Kisner & Bennett, Wells Drilled hy,
Green Pond Formation-- 65, 68, 70

Ac_c ......................... 14 Kittatinny Limestone ............... 5, 33
Deposi¢ion of ................. 41 Deposition of... 4_
Described ................... 9 Thickness ..... 6

Extent of .................... ]o Knapp, G. N., Work of .............. xvi
Relation to Conglomerate of Kfimmel, Henry B., Work of ........ xvil

Bearfort ,`Mountain ........ x3 Reports hy...xL i, 133
Relation to Overlying Beds .... t2

Relation to Underlying Beds... _ t L.
Southwest of the Rockaway .... to
Thickness ................... t8 Lake Hopatcong, Well at ............ xao

Green Pond Mountain, Structure of..29, 45 Laurel Springs, Artesian Wells at .... 87
Rocks of ...... 29 Lee, Laura, Work of .............. xiv, xix

Greenwood Lake, Fossils at .......... 2t Library ........................... xxvil
Structure West of.. 36 Limesand in Walls ........ 65, 7_, 84, 8S. 89,

Griggstown Copper Mine ............ z6t 90, 94, toa, Io4, i 14
Thickness of ........ 58, xo:L it6
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